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COMPTROLLER OENEERAL OF THE UNITED STATES 

WAWIINOTON D.C. 2Oll46 

B-207915 

The Honorable Jamie L. Whitten 
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations 
House of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Your April 26, 1982, letter expressed concern about the 
~ continuing economic recession an8 identified the downturn in 
~ the housing industry and the effect that monetary and fiscal 

policies are having on interest rates aS two areas vitally 
important to the NatiQn’s economic health. You asked us to: 

--Aaaesa existing Pacbral policies relating to home 
construction and suggest ways in which the housing 
industry could be revived. You requested that we 
devote special emphasis to proposals which would aid 
the logging of timber and the lumber industry. 

--Conduct a thorough analysis of the Nation’s monetary 
and fiscal policies with suggestions for change. You 
wanted UEI to place ope~cial attention on the effect the 
Federal Rss~rvs System’s restrictive monetary policy 
is having, and will have, on present and future 
economic growth. 

This report responds to the first part of your request 
and discusses the problems being experienced in both the home- 
building and forest produclts industries and possible means to 
revive both industries. A report on the Nation’s monetary and 
fiscal policies is being furnished to you under separate cover. 

As arranged with your officer, unless you announce its 
contentS earlier, we plan to distribute this report to other 
intsrest.ed committeest the Director, Office of Management and 
Budget; the Secretaries of HQlWing and Urban Development, 
Agriculture, and the Treasury; the Chairman, Federal Home Loan 
Bank Board; and the Chairman, Board of Governors, Federal 
Reserve System, 30 days after the date of the report. Copies 
will also be made available to other interested parties. 

Sincerely yours, 

Comptroller General 
of the United’ States 





~ COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S 
REPORT TO THE CHAIRMAN, 
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

ANALYSIS OF OPTION8 FOR 
AIDING THE HOMEBUILDING 
AND FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES 

DIGEST m---c_- 
The homebuilding industry is currently in the 
midst of Its deepest and most prolonged downturn 
sirice World War II. Housing starts, which peaked 
most recently in 1978 at just over 2 million 
units, fell to the 1.1 million mark in 1981, with 
projections for 1982 running even lower, Because 
homebuilding is an important sector of the 
Nation's economy, related industries, such as 
forest products, have been severely affected. 

Concerned about this downturn, the Chairman, 
House Committee on Appropriations, requested 
that GAO assess existing Federal policies re- 
lating to home construction and suggest ways 
in which the Nation's homebuilding industry 
could be revived. He asked that GAO place, 
special emphasis on proposals which would aid 
the logging of timber and the lumber industry. 
GAO sought to define the problem, identify 
its causes, and analyze alternatives. 

GAO concluded that the problems of the industry 
stem primarily from the accelerating inflation 
of the 1970's and the high real interest rates 
which have accompanied efforts to reduce that 
inflation. Quite recently there has been a 
modest decline in mortgage interest rates. It 
is too early to tell whether this decline will 
continue or if rates will again increase as 
predicted by some economists. 

A variety of housing stimulus proposals has 
been advanced. To analyze them, GAO used 
econometric models and consulted with many 
industry and academic experts. GAO concluded 
that some of the proposals could have a 
limited positive effect on homebuilding and 
the economy, but only at substantial cost. 

The chairman also asked that GAO conduct a 
second study, addressing the overall condition 
of the economy, with special atte'ntion to the 
role of monetary policy. That is the subject 
of a separate report which is being issued 
simultaneously. (GAO/PAD-8245). 

i GAO/CED-82-121 
AUGU$~31,1333 



ECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING 
HOMEBUILDINC DOWNTURN 

Inflation in the United States over the past 15 
years or so, in combination with strong demo- 
graphic demand for housing, the tax advantages 
of hcmeownership, and low real interest rates 
(the mortgage rate lears inflation), has been 
largely responsible for rising home prices. 
The median price of a new home rose from $23,400 
in 1970 to $68,900 inl981, almost a 200 percent 
increase* for existing homes have in- 
creased similarly. (See p. 15.) 

Housing was recognized as a good investment and 
inflation hedge throughout most of the 1970's, 
largely because it rose in value faster than 
inflation and because real housing costs, after 
considering tax deductions and home appreciation, 
were really quite low. In 1980 and 1981, how- 
ever, interest rates exceeded the rate of infla- 
tion, which in turn exceeded the growth in hous- 
ing values, This reversal, which means a huge 
increase in the real cost of owning a home, 
coupled with increasing downpayment requirements, 
higher unemployment , and economic uncertainty, 
has greatly redwed housing demand. (See pp. 159 
21.) 

Inflation and high interest rates have $180 been 
largely responsible for forcing changes in the 
financial environment in which housing is bought 
and sold. New deposit innovations, financing 
instruments, and other institutional arrangements 
have evolved over the years, resulting in a more 
elastic supply of mortgage finance but at higher 
mortgage rates, relative to other interest rates, 
than in the past. Although traditional mortgage 
lenders are experiencing weakened financial posi- 
tions, GAO concluded that the mortgage finance 
system could readily supply the funds needed to 
finance a revival in homebuilding. However, 
consumers remain resistant to many of the new 
mortgage instruments being offered and an accept- 
able method of balancing risk between lenders 
and borrowers has not been found. (See p. 21 
and ch. 6.) 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

The homebuilding industry has been subject to 
wide fluctuations in activity throughout the 
period since World War II. These cycles have 
been directly related to conditions in the 
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credit markets. The present decline is more 
severe than earlier ones, but its nature and many 
of its causes are similar. Homebuying depends on 
credit, and when real interest rates are high,, 
the housing industry suffers disproportionately. 
GAO's analysis and discussions with a wide range 
of housing experts showed that there are no "quick 
fixes" to the severe problems of the homebuilding 
industry. A substantial recovery in homebuilding 
will occur only when the economy as a whole is in 
a more healthy condition. The demand for housing 
(and thus homebuilding) will increase when interest 
rates decline substantially, provided it is accom- 
panied by healthy levels of employment and growth 
in real personal incomes. 

In the absence of a general and vigorous economic 
recovery, Federal programs aimed specifically at 
the homebuilding industry can have only modest 
ameliorative effects. Any such effects would be 
achieved at substantial budgetary cost. 

If the Congress wishes to pursue housing stimulus 
proposals, it should bear in mind that some of 
the proposals now under consideration are more 
cost effective than others. 

COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES: 
SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSING 

An effective countercyclical stimulus must start 
quickly, provide its impact, and withdraw from 
the economy before a recovery is well underway. 
Rapid implementation is crucial. This implies 
using existing mechanisms and programs or 
analogous ones which are well understood by 
buyers and builders. A direct interest subsidy 
in the form of a discount on a Government- 
purchased loan or a self-implementing tax sub- 
sidy would probably be the fastest. A stimulus 
program must also result in a net addition to 
starts and employment, if it is to be effective. 
Substitution (the diversion of subsidy dollars 
to those who would have bought anyway) is likely 
to be substantial in any program, but this 
inefficiency can be reduced by focusing a pro- 
gram on groups who are less likely to be able 
to buy a new home without a subsidy. A direct 
interest subsidy for moderate income buyers of 
new homes constructed after the effective date 
of the program would probably yield the largest 
net increase in starts and employment per subsidy 
dollar. (See ch. 3.) 
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Of the homeownership stimulus proposals GAO 
evaluated, the Sastest and most effective could 
boodat housing starts and jobs in the second and 
third quarters Of 1983, but only if they w;er; 
implementer in October or November 1982. 
most effective proposals, if funded at $3 bil- 
lion, could increase total housing starts in 
1983 between 100,000 and 188,000 units depend- 
ing on the underlying health of the housing 
sector* (See pp. 31, 47, 48, and 61.) 

GAO also concluded that’: 

--Direct interest rate subsidies which reduce 
payments more in the early years of homeown- 
ership could be expected to have the great- 
est effect on marginal home buyers. Thus, 
a subsidy which lowered the mortgage payment 
substantially, in the first few years, but 
only slightly In later yearsr would be more 
effective than a proposal having the same 

,,Iu total cost, Rut spread equally over the, life ’ *‘I “I’ 
pfj the mortg,age. (See p. 60.) L I_’ 

7-7-A tax creditfor home buyers which applied bn,ri ~‘:‘I 
to” units started after enactment is probably 
the next most effective proposal. But tax 
credits are somewhat more d’ifficult to target 
than direct’ expenditures, and a greater pro- 
portion of the subsidy would go as a windfall 
to those who would have bought homes anyway. 
Also, costs would grow rapidly and uncon- 
trollably unless the program were terminated 
promptly at the start of a housing recovery, 
Thus, if this approach is used, it should have 
a brief life and be accompanied by income 
limits. (See pp. 43 and 64.j u 

--A tax credit for mortgage interest income for 
financial institutions is unlikely to be 
effective as a short-term housing stimulus. 
Mortgage lenders have been under a severe 
profit squeeze and are unlikely to pass the 
tax savings on to consumers in lower interest 
rates. Also, pension funds, which can opt for 
other investments, do not pay taxes and would be 
reluctant to offer lower interest rates. This 
tax credit would also be slow to implement, and 
its costs would grow substantially over the 
years. (See pp. 43, 64, and 65.) 

--Changes in legislation to encourage greater use 
of mortgage revenue bonds to fund home loans 
are unlikely to have substantial effects since 



they would not increase bond sales substantially 
and much of the increase would go to substitu- 
tion. The costs of providing subsidies through 
this mechanism are very high relative to the 
benefits homeowners receive. (See p. 62.) 

--A zero downpayment Federal Housing Administration 
loan could help eliminate a particularly vexing 
homeownership barrier for first-time buyers. If 
this approach is used, there should be more 
stringent underwriting standards (lower debt-to- 
income ratios and stronger creditworthiness 
tests) to minimize insurance losses. (See p. 65.) 

COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES: 
RENTAL HOUSING 

Homeownership subsidies are likely to be much 
more stimulative in the short run than rental 
programs, but rental programs could probably be 
targeted to a more needy group and are more like- 
ly to help meet the Nation's long-term housing 
needs. The impact of rental subsidies could be 
strong, but unfamiliarity with their use in a 
countercyclical environment, the difficulty of 
predicting their impacts, and the longer lag 
times due to multifamily housing construction 
periods and Federal Housing Administration proc- 
essing limit their ability to provide counter- 
cyclical stimulus. Implementing a large home- 
ownership and a rental subsidy program simul- 
taneously would have to be done cautiously 
because there could be large overlaps in the 
households targeted. GAO did, however, compare 
several proposals to show which might have the 
greatest potential. (See pp. 67, 81, and 82.) 

Of the alternatives analyzed, an interest reduc- 
tion loan subsidy, the relaxation of mortgage 
revenue bond regulations, and rental rehabilita- 
tion subsidies are probably capable of encourag- 
ing some residential development under the 
current high interest rate environment. This is 
because they provide subsidies sufficient to 
overcome cash flow problems. But mortgage 
revenue bonds are likely to be very expensive. 
An interest reduction loan program could be 
implemented relatively quickly by modifying the 
now unused section 236 interest subsidy program. 
(See pp. 78, 79, 82, and 84.) 
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A Covernmernt locan purchase program involving 
total recapture of the subsidy would not be 
virbls b~~~u~~ of the substantial risk it creates 
far invsstorse However, it could be modified 
to limit'the recapture to some percentage of 
property appreciation and could use the existing 
Gw@r;nment National Mortgage Association loan 
purchase program. (See pa 76.) 

REDUCED DEl%AND,AND OTHER PROBLEMS HAVE 
HURT THE #%RE~ST PRODUCTS INDUSTRY 

The U.S. forest products industry (softwood 
lumber and softwood plywood) has experienced a 
steep and steady decline in demand for its prod- 
ucts since 1978--the last housing boom period. 
For example, lumber consumption declined 10.2 
billion board feast, or 25 percent, between 1978 
and 198lr fwthem declines are projected for 
1982, The proloinged downturn in homebuilding 
is the primary cause of reduced demand in the 
forest prodocta iindustry. This problem,has 
been ~%~~~~b~t~~~, however, by the"increased U.S. 
market penatration of lumber imported,,,,Q,from 
Canada and an ov~all reduction of wood volume 
used in rerldehtial construction. 

Reduced demand hias also led to less harvesting 
of timber on fedlerally owned land, which reduces 
revenues for both Federal and local governments. 
Another industry problem is high-priced Federal 
timber under contract, which is now uneconomical 
to harvest because of the depressed market. 
In August 1982 , Ilegislation was introduced to 
extend or modify some of these contracts, which 
could only be enforced at the risk of driving 
the contractors into default. '(See pp. 91 and I 
96.) 

An industry coalition has indicated that it may 
seek a duty on lumber imports from Canada. 
While this approach might yield'some short-term 
relief, it entails drawbacks. It could lead to 
trade repercussions from Canada and could also 
risk the loss of future supplies of Canadian 
lumber, which have traditionally been needed by 
U.S. homebuilders when the housing industry 
recovers to more normal levels of production. 
(See p. 101.) 

The industry also believes that the potential 
exists for expanding exports of wood products. 
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GAO believes this should be seen primarily as a 
long--term goal, rather than as a solution to the 
immediate problem. (See p. 104.) 

The obvious solution to the’forest products 
industry’s problem is increased housing produc- 
tion. GAO’s econometric simulations for 1983 
suggest that an increase of 200,000 total housing 
starts would result in a 4- to 5-percent increase 
in U.S. lumber and plywood production, nearly a 
3-percent increase in industry employment in the 
U.S. West and South, and price increases of 7 to 
8 percent. As indicated previously, however, a 
sustained recovery in housing production will 
depend on a more healthy overall economy. This 
is equally true of the forest products industry. 
(See pp. 97-100.) 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

The Departments of Agriculture, Housing and Urban 
Development, and the Treasury; Federal Home Loan 
Bank Board; and Federal Reserve Board were given 
the opportunity to review and comment on this 
report. Adjustments were made to the report based 
on comments GAO received in meetings with agency 
officials. The Department of Housing and Urban 
Development and the Federal Home Loan Bank Board 
also provided written comments. (See apps. IV and 
V, respectively.) 

The Department of Housing and Urban Development 
pointed out that the administration is strictly 
opposed to any short-term stimulus to the housing 
industry. It considers the costs of the various 
proposed stimulus programs to greatly exceed their 
housing and employment benefits. 

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board found the report 
to be a well-done summary and evaluation of alter- 
native short-term stimulus programs. The Board 
believed that the report should have (1) stressed 
more the extent to which special stimulus programs 
would merely divert credit from other housing 
lending and (2) emphasized that changes in mortgage 
instruments and institutional arrangements cannot 
have much of a stimulus effect on housing demand 
because the results of such changes take longer 
than the short-run focus of the report. 
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j$LOSSARY 

Crowding out 

Econometric model 

ndogenous variable 

xogenous variable 

eedback 

raduated payment 
mortgage (GPM) 

rowing equity 
mortgage (GEM) 

nterest rate buy- 
down 

acroeconomics 

A situation in the capital market where 
the increased credit used for one activity 
displaces the credit available for another 
activity. 

A set of related equations used #ZQ ana- 
lyze economic data through mathematical 
and statistical techniques. Such models 
are.used for forecasting, estimating the 
likely quantitative impacts of alterna- 
tive assumptions, and testing various 
propositions about the econbmy. 

A variable whose value is determined by 
the specific model being utilized. 

A variable that is determined outside 
the model. 

The process through which an econometric 
model solves for the values of selected 
dependent variables, given changes in 
other independent variables. 

A tipe of mortgage with a gradual increase 
in payment amounts in the early years. 
During this time the payments are insuffi- 
cient to cover the calculated intprest. 
This unpaid interest is capitalized into 
the mortgage amount. 

A type of mortgage with monthly payments 
greater than those for a standard fixed 
payment mortgage (SFPM). This increase 
in payment is used to retire outs,tanding 
principal. L 

The act whereby a third party subsidizes 
the interest payments of a borrower either 
through periodic payments to the lender or 
through a lump-sum, up-front payment to 
the lender. 

The study of the total or aggregate per- 
formance of the economy. 



Multiplier principle 

Negative cash flow 

Nominal interest rate 

Real interest rate 

Recapture 

Recovery . 

Shallow subsidy 

Simulation 

Stagflation 

Substitution 

Temporal substitution 

Tilt 

An explanation, propounded especially by 
Keynesian economists, as to the way in 
which an increase or a decrease in new 
eapital formation can cause cumulative 
effects in the national income through 
consumer ex’penditures. 

A situation in an investment where the 
yearly costs are greater than the yearly 
income, thus requiring money from outside 
the investment to maintain it. 

The stated rate found in a contract. 

The nominal interest rate minus the rate 
of inflation. 

The requirement that any subsidy received 
be repaid at some future point. 

A set of assumptions used in our analysis 
that assumes a moderately strong recovery 
for the economy, lower interest rates, 
and a robust housing industry in 1984. 

As used in this report, an int;;ei’; Late 
buydown for 5 years or less. 
relative concept which refers to the cost 
of competing subsidies expressed in 
present value terms. 

A form of forecasting (using econometric 
modeling) which generates a range of 
alternate projections based on differing 
assumptions about the future. 

A set of assumptions used in our analysis 
which assumes continued high interest 
rates and continued low housing starts. 

As used in this report, a comparison of 
those who would have purchased a home 
without a stimulus program versus those 
who would purchase a home with such a 
program. 

A concept that looks at whether a future 
buyer can be enticed by a subsidy program 
to buy today, rather than at some future 
time. 

A concept referring to a household’s 
income stream and the percentage of the 
household’s income spent on housing. 



CHAPTER 1 

, INTRODUCTION 

The homebuilding industry is in the fourth year of a deep 
recession. Construction starts in 1981 reached their lowest levels 
since 1946, with little relief in sight. Unemployment among con- 
struction workers accounts for one-tenth of the Nation's jobless 
total and is twice the national average. This is particularly dis- 
turbing since problems in the homebuilding industry affect other 
slectors of the economy. In particular, the housing recession has 
d'epressed the forest products industry, where production and 
employment have declined since 1978. 

In an April 26, 1982, letter to us, the Chairman, House 
C~ommittee on Appropriations, expressed concern over the Nation's 
dontinuing economic recession. The chairman stated that the pro- 
tracted recession in the housing industry and the effect of mone- 

ary and fiscal policies on interest rates were of major importance 
o the Nation's economic health and requested us to conduct two 

comprehensive reviews dealing with these issues. The first review 
as to involve an assessment of existing Federal policies relating 
o home construction, including a discussion of alternatives for 
eviving the homebuilding and forest products industries. The 
econd review was to be an analysis of the Nation's monetary and 
iscal policies, including suggestions for change. 'This report , 
ontains the results of the first of these reviews. The other 
tudy, which is entitled "An Analysis of Fiscal and Monetary 
oliciesf' (GAO/PAD-82045)" is being issued simultaneously. 

4HE HOMEBUILDING INDUSTRY8 A KEY 
TO THE NATION'S ECONOMY 

! 

The homebuilding industry is important to the Nation's overall 
conomic well-being for several reasons. Residential construction 
s a major industry, usually accounting for 4 to 5 percent of the 
ross national product (GNP). Before the current recession, it 
rovided employment for about 3 million workers. The level of 
omebuilding affects other industries, including lumber, masonry# 

Bteel, glass, and consumer durables. softwood lumber 

a 

For example, 
sed for residential construction declined from 18.5 billion board 
eet in 1978 to 9.4 billion board feet in 1981. At its peak, resi- 
ential construction has consumed over 40 percent of the Nation's 
oftwood lumber output. Finally, the homebuilding industry has 
ended to behave countercyclically--that is, to counterbalance the 
ps and downs of the economic cycle. Historically, the industry 
as often preceded the rest of the economy into both recessionary 
ownturns and periods of growth. 

Homebuilding has often behaved countercyclically because of 
ts sensitivity to the cost and availability of credit, coupled 
kth its size and effects on other economic sectors. During infla- 
ionary periods the demand for credit rises, driving up interest 
ales. This is often accompanied by restrictive monetary policy, 

i 
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which is designed to reduce inflation by further tightening the 
availability of credit. Because both the homebuilder and home 
buyer rely heavily on credit, the result is a housing downturn 
which spreads to other sectors of the economy. The general econo- 
mic downturn which follows usually has been accompanied by easier 
credit conditions and lowered interest rates. As this occurs, the 
housing industry revives rapidly and leads the way out of the 
recession. Although this pattern has been characteristic of pre- 
vious recessions, financial deregulation and a variety of changes 
in the economy have led many people to doubt that the present 
homebuilding cycle will follow the historical pattern. 

Current homebuilding cycle more 
severe than pracedinq ones 

The present homebuilding cycle has been the longest in a 
series of peaks and troughs which have occurred since World War 
II. The average cycle.zhas been about 4 years in length and has 
involved a decline from peak to trough of nearly 40 percent. The 
current cycle began in February 1975, reached its peak in June 
1978, and has fallen by nearly 50 percent since then. Figure 1 
shows the increasing cyclical instability of housing since 1950, 
particularly during the 1965-80 period. 

2.4 

FIGURE 1 

HOUSING CYCLES SINCE 1950 
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In most cycles, a recession has led to a decline in credit 
demand and interest rates. However, in the current cycle interest 
r/stes have remained high despite the general economic recession. 
In addition, many other economic signs are different from those of 
pgst recessions. Real interest rates are higher, ,and' the percent- 
aQe of income spent on housing has risen considerably. Signs such 
as these cast doubt on the likelihood tha$ homebuilding,,w&lJ lead 
the way out of the presen't recession. As figure 2 shows, the eco- 
nomic climate of the late 1970's has caused housing starts co fall 
and construction unemployment to rise. w 

The cost of'cycllcnl instability 

Cyclical instability in residential construction is costly. 
nen housing production is expanding rapidly, new and inexperienced 
irms enter the field, new and unskilled workers are recruited, 
Jilding materials and sites may temporarily be in short supply, 
Id existing supplies increase in price. When housing production 
;Irns downward, workers are often discharged and unemployment 
ises. This, in turn, results in lost tax revenue and increased 
qemployment expenses. 

Because of the cyclical variations in the housing industry, 
any construction firms are reluctant to invest more capital than 
Dsolutely necessary in training workers or in devising cheaper 
2nstruction methods. In addition, the capital and managerial 
ssets of builders are not fully employed a large part of the time. 
zcording to one study, Marion Clawson's "Shelter in America: An 
nterpretive Overview," lJ homebuilding fluctuations may have cost 
he Nation an average of $20 to $25 billion annually since 1950. 
hile such a figure is difficult to verify, it seems clear that 
overnment, industry, and individuals all pay a part of the cost of 
yclical instability in the homebuilding industry. 

EDERAL POLICY HAS SHAPED 
HE HOMEBUILDING INDUSTRY 

The Federal Government's involvement in housing programs began 
uring the Great Depression of the 1930's. Over the succeeding 
ears, the influence of Federal policies on the homebuilding indus- 
ry grew to the point where a 1974 National Housing Policy Review 
eport stated that "Today there is not a single significant aspect 
f the vast, diverse, 'and complex housing market that is not 
ffected by governmental action in one form or another." 2J The 
ature of Federal housing policy has changed during the 8 years 

/Marion Clawson, "Shelter in America: An Interpretive Overview" 
(Washington, D.C.: Resources for the Future, 1982). 

/"Housing in the Seventies: A Report of the National Housing 
Policy Review," Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(Washington, D.C.: 1974), p. 1.. 
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following the National Housing Policy Review report, but the influ- 
ence of the Federal Government on the homebuilding industry is 
still pervasive. For example, a .recent Federal report estimated 
that in 1981 Government or Government-related agencies held $101 
billion in mortgages (9 percent of all residential mortgages) and 
insured or guaranteed another $281 billion (24 percent of all 
mortgages). IJ 

In response to the collapse of the housing industry in the 
1930's, the Federal Government devised two major policies which are 
still in place. First, the Government decided to restructure the 
home financing system by creating institutions to provide mortgage 
insurance, insurance for banks and savings and loan associations, 
and a permanent secondary mortgage market. This restructuring 
resulted in the acceptance of long-term, low-downpayment, fully 
dmortizing mortgages and the creation of a system to provide capi- 

al for the mortgage market. The second major policy to arise out 
f the Great Depression was the Federal Government's decision to 
ubsidize housing for low-income families. This decision was first 
mbodied in the public housing program authorized in 1937. 

/ 
I The seeds of Government involvement which were planted in the 
930's took root during the ensuing years. Numerous Federal pro- 
rams germinated and grew to fruition as public acceptance of the 
overnment's role in housing became entrenched. Construction of 
ow- and moderate-income rental housing and owner-occupied dwell- 
nga received increasing support through a wide range of subsidy 
nd tax incentive programs. 

I Several of the institutions created in the 1930’s have 

1 

ontinued to implement Federal housing policy. For example, the 
ederal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB), created in 1932, has for 
ears helped provide guidance and an expanded source of credit 
o institutions which make long-term mortgage loans. The Federal 
ousing Administration (FHA), created in 1934 to insure long-term 

home mortgage loans for new construction, resale, and rehabilita- 
ion, has long provided a leadership role in addressing housing 
eeds by insuring several types of mortgages and maintaining 
ousing standards for properties with FHA-insured mortgages. The 
ederal National Mortgage Association (FNMA), created in 1938, 
as improved the flow of mortgage capital to areas of scarcity 
rom areas of abundance by helping to provide a secondary mortgage 

In 1949 major housing legislation provided a national goal 
ich still endures today! "a decent home and suitable living 
vironment for every American family." To help achieve this goal, 

dditional Federal programs were created and the flow of Federal 
nto housing was increased. 

~/"Th* Report of the President's Commission on Housing," PreSi- 
dent's Commission on Housing (Washington, D.C.: 19821, p. 160. 
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The 1949 national housing goal has remained a source of 
direction for Federal policy. However, other economic and social 
concerns have also helped shape the Federal Government's programs 
and policies. For example, homebuilding has long been considered a 
stabilizing force in the economy. As a result, the Federal Govern- 
ment has taken special action to stimulate the housing industry for 
the purpose of providing employment and stimulating the economy 
during recession. 

In 1968 the Congress decided that progress toward achieving 
the 1949 national goal was too slow. The resulting legislation 
established a production schedule for the construction or 
rehabilitation of 26 million housing units over the following 
decade. New Federal programs were set up to help meet the hous- 
ing needs of low- and moderate-income families, including greater 
financial assistance for homeownership and rental housing. The 
number of housing units produced following the 1968 legislation 
rose by 65 percent over the 3-year period from 1970 to 1973. 

The Federal Government has attempted to soften the 
fluctuations by stimulating the industry at low points in the 
cycle. For example, the Emergency Home Purchase Assistance Act of 
1974 attempted to stabilize the housing market against cyclical 
downturns by increasing the supply of subsidized mortgage credit, 
thereby increasing new home sales. When we reviewed the program 4 
years later, we concluded that it did result in additional housing 
starts and employment, but at considerable cost. In another 
instance, the Government attempted to stimulate housing and reduce 
builders' inventories under the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 by 
offering a tax credit of up to $2,000 for the purchase of a 
principal residence. However, a 1975 Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD) study concluded that "The tax credit has 
had little impact on the sales of new one family houses." l/ The 
debate over the success of this initiative still continues: 

By the end of the 1970's, the major agencies involved in 
implementing the Federal programs included HUD; the Farmers Home 
Administration, Department of Agriculture; the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs, Department of the Interior: the Veterans Administration 
(VA); FHLBB; the Department of Defense; FNMA; and the Federal Home 
Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC). These agencies administered 
the wide range of programs and activities related to providing 
mortgage insurance and guarantees, direct loans, grants, and 
other subsidies for the support of Federal housing policy. 

------- 

&/Duane McGough, "Assessment of the Housing Market Impact of the 
I Five Percent Tax Credit on New Home Purchases" (Washington, D.C.: 

HUD, 1975), p. 37. 
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CURRENT INITIATIVES 

By the early 1980's the homebuilding industry was again in a 
recession. In one of its early initiatives, the Reagan administra- 
tion began to reevaluate Federal housing policy through the 
President's Commission on Housing, established in June 1981. In 
its April 29, 1982, report the Commission concluded that emergency 
aid to the homehuilding industry would II* * * not yield prosperity 
for the economy as a whole or any significant sector of it." l/ 
The Commission also made a series of recommendations for redeiining 
Federal housing policy which, if adopted, would constitute a major 
change in the Federal approach to housinq. Reliance on the work- 
ings of a deregulated housing market for solving housing problems 
would replace Federal intervention. 

Additional recommendations more specifically aimed at helping 
the ailing industry have been set forth by a Cabinet-level Working 
Group on Housing Policy chaired by the Secretary of HUD. The work- 
ing group was established to develop ways to assist the housing 
industry that would he consistent with the administration's eco- 
nomic recovery program. In general, the working group's recommen- 
dations were designed to provide relief for the housing industry 
without adding major subsidy programs or substantial direct 
expenditures. 

In contrast to this noninterventionist approach, several 
proposals have been introduced in the Congress to provide a fed- 
erally funded stimulus for the homebuilding industry. These 
proposals include incentives for home buyers, such as interest 
rate subsidies or tax credits for purchasers of new homes: incen- 
tives to increase the amount of money available for mortgages, 
such as tax exemptions for interest earned on deposits used 
for residential mortgages: and incentives to mortgage lenders, 
such as expanded FHA or VA mortgage insurance coverage. Many 
of these legislative proposals are included in the alternatives 
discussed in chapters 3 and 4. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY e 

As requested by the chairman, we reviewed existing Federal 
policies relating to home construction, with special emphasis on 
exploring alternatives for reviving the homebuilding and forest 
products industries. The objectives of our review were to 

--explore the nature and extent of the problems facing the 
homebuilding and forest products industries, 

--identify reasonable alternatives for providing short-term 
stimulus for the industries, and 

I L/"The Report of the President's Commission on Housing," 
P* xviii. 
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--evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of each 
alternative. 

Due to our limited 1time frame, w,e relied on information 
obtained from Government,, industry, alnd academic sources without 
extensive verification of the information provided. However, 
these sources tended to Icorroborate e’ach other’s views on the 
problems affecting the i!ndustries and the possible solutions. 
In particular, we contra#cted with five housing experts--Patric 
Hendershott, George Sternlieb, Anthony Sulvetta, Craig Swan, 
and John Weicher-- to assist us in our work and review drafts 
of the report. 

During our review we considered our previous reports on home- 
building, forest products, and mortgage finance issues. Our re- 
view was performed in accordance with generally accepted Govern- 
ment audit standards. Most of the field work on this assignment 
was performed in Washington, D.C., and Portland, Oregon. However, 
we also contacted trade organizations, financial institutions, and 
university researchers throughout the country. 

Work performed on 
homebuildinq issues 

We compiled an initial list of alternatives for providing 
short-term stimulus for the homebuilding industry through reviews 
of pertinent literature and discussions with housing’ experts from 
Government, industry c and academia. The groups and individuals 
contacted included HUD’S Office of Policy Development and Research 
and Office of Housing, the Department of the Treasury’s Office of 
Tax Analysis and Office of Special Studies, private interest groups 
such as the National Association of Home Builders and the National 
Association of Realtors, and several independent consultants from 
academia and the private sector, The parties interviewed repre- 
sented a broad spectrum of knowledge of and opinions on housing 
questions. 

After compiling the list of alternatives, we circulated it 
among Government and private experts to obtain their comments. 
The alternatives were generally described to avoid the idiosyncra- 
ties of some individual proposals. The groups which reviewed the 
list of alternatives included-- but were not limited to--all of the 
same parties originally contacted in compiling the list. We then 
revised the proposals based on this input. 

We evaluated the revised list of alternatives in three ways. 
First, we used the results of our past reviews and other pertinent 
literature to assess the advantages and disadvantages of each pro- 
posal. Since some of the proposals were similar to past Government 
stimulus measures, we reviewed available studies of the success of 
these proposals. 

Second, we evaluated the proposals through three symposia we 
sponsored, one on the problems in the mortgage finance industry and 
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lone each on the single- and multifamily housing proposals, The 
isymposia participants included many of the foremost ‘housing and 
~finance authorities from Government, academia, and private 
industry. The symposia were organized around prepared papers and 
‘responses and included audience discussion. The topics covered 
included the background of the housing recession, the advantages 
and disadvantages of each proposal, and the possibility of alterna- 
tives to the proposals under discussion. (See app. II for a list 
of symposia participants and paper topics.) 

Third, we contracted with three econometric modelersy=Data 
:Resources, Incorporated (DRI) ; James Aim and James R. Follain of 
Syracuse University? and Regional Data Associates (RDA)--to devel- 
lop and perform simulation analyses for each of the proposals 
/to determine their effectiveness in providing short-term stimulus 
(to the homebuilding industry and their direct and indirect costs. 
owe also contracted with William 8. Brueggeman of Southern Methodist 
IUniversity to provide an analysis of each policy option to deter- 
(mine its relative effectiveness in making rental housing develop- 
Jment financially feasible, These modelers were chosen because 
lof their particular knowledge and experience in analying stimulus 
)proposals. The results of the analyses are discussed in chapters 
j3 and 4. (See app. III for a detailed description of the 
imethodology. ) 
I 
Work performed on 
forest product issues 

In meetings with the chairman and his representatives, we 
agreed to focus our review of the forest products sector on those 
products most closely related to residential construction. As a 
result, we limited our study to those products whose major end uses 
are affected by homebuilding activity--softwood lumber and softwood 
plywood. The term “forest products” is limited to this definition 
throughout the report. 

Our review of the forest products industry involved an 
examination of pertinent literature, interviews with officials of 
the Department of Agriculture’s Forest Service and Foreign Agricul- 
tural Service and the Office of Technology Assessment, and dis- 
cussions with representatives of the lumber industry and related 
trade groups. 

To project the future demand, supply, and employment impacts 
resulting from various proposals to aid the forest products indus- 
try, we contracted with DRI to simulate these results based on 
various assumptions. In addition, DRI provided an analysis of 
current and historical issues and trends in the forest products 
industry, and its data bases were used as the source of most 
statistical data in chapter 5. We also contracted with the Forest 
Service to simulate the effect on demand and supply when forest 
products exports are increased. The results of the simulation 
analyses are discussed in chapter 5. In all cases the simulations 
are used to compare the relative impacts and costs of the proposals 
and are not intended to predict future economic events. 
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Work performed on 
mortgage finance issues 

A portion of our work focused specifically on the mortgage 
finance area* Information on this topic was gathered through the 
mortgage finance symposium: literature searches; analysis of “flow 
of funds" and statistical data from HUD and FHLBB; and discussions 
with mortgage finance experts from Government, industry, and acad- 
emia. The results of our work in the mortgage finance area are 
noted briefly in chapter 2, where we describe some of the changes 
that have recently occurred in the financial environment, and des- 
cribed more fully in chapter 6, where we discuss the implications 
of mortgage financing on a revival in homebuilding. 



CHAPTER 2 

CRISIS IN THB HOMEBUILDING INDUSTRY: 

CAUSES AND IMPLICATIONS 

In the years since 1949, the overall quality and quantity of 
America’s housing have improved signific’antly. The average new 
house built in 1979 had twice the living space of that built in 
1950. The fraction of American households living in substandard 
housing has declined, the proportion of households owning their 
homes has risen, and the total stock of housing has grown. 
Although Americnns today are the best housed people in history, 
there are many who are concerned that conditions have changed such 
that the housing achievements of the past may be unattainable in 
the future, I 

This chapter describes the recent downturn in the homebuilding 
industry and identifies inflation and the interrelated problems of 
high housing prices and high real and nominal interest rates as 
the primary causes. It discusses briefly the related issues of 
housing demand, finance, and affordability. The chapter focuses 
primarily on problems in new homebuilding, but many of the same 
factors also affect the resale of existing housing. L/ 

THE CURRENT SITUATION IN HOMEBUILDING 

Housing starts, the most generally accepted measure of home- 
building activity, peaked most recently in 1978 at just over 2 
million units. As can be seen in figure 3, the rate of housing 
starts turned down in 1979 and continued to drop through 1980 and 
1981. The slide continued in the early months of 1982 and, through 
June, had exceeded the annualized l-million mark only once in the 
previous 11 months. A slight rebound in May (with annual housing 
starts estimated then at 1.075 million units) was reversed in June 
when the rate of starts once again fell, this time to 911;OO0 
units. Starts jumped again in July to an annually adjusted rate 
of 1.2 million units. This rise was attributable to a bulge of 
federally subsidized housing in the production pipeline which HUD 
re’cently processed. 

YThe new and existing housing markets are closely related. The 
vitality of the existing market is crucial to homebuilding and 
new home sales because the sales of many new homes are contingent 
on the resale of an existing home. One of the keys to the hous- 
ing prosperity of the 1970’s was the trade-up market involving 
the resales of existing homes and the corresponding purchases 
of new homes. Stagnation in today’s existing housing market has 
reduced substantially the potency of the new-housing market. 

11 
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FIGURE 3 
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February 1$82. 

Accompanying this prolonged downturn in housing starts, new 
home sales are at record lows with 1981 being the worst year for 
such sales since the Bureau of the Census began collecting 
statistics in 1963. In February 1982, unemployment in the 
construction trades was at 18.1 percent, involving approximately 1 
million workers. Many construction firms have filed for bank- 
ruptcy I withdrawn from the building of housing units, or have 
greatly curtailed their operations. Many still in the homebuilding 
business are losing money or reporting only small profits. As will 
be discussed in chapter 5, the production of building materials, 
including those coming from the timber industry, has been severely 
affected by the downturn in housing. All in all, housing produc- 
tion is currently in the midst of its deepest and most sustained 
downturn in the post-World War II era. 

DEMAND FOR NEW HOUSING: DEMOGRAPHICS AND ECONOMICS 

The current downturn in the homebuilding industry is of less 
consequence if there is little need for new housing. On the other 
hand, if the need is significant, then the consequence of today’s 
situation increases accordingly, with the unmet demand for housing 
continuing to accumulate. Although housing forecasts are dependent 
on many factors and are surrounded by imprecision and uncertainty, 
numerous estimates of the need for new housing in the coming years 
are at levels which exceed historical production rates. 
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Housing demand influenced by many factors 

The total need for housing in a country is ultimately deter- 
mined by the size of the population, but it is the total number of 
households to be housed --and other factors&-that more directly 
influence what is known as effective housing demand (meaning 
households that are ready, willing, and able to pay). 

Household formation is affected to a large degree by the age 
distribution in the population, particularly by the number of per- 
sons in ages 20 to 35. As a result of an earlier “baby boom,” the 
number of young adults entering this prime household-formation 
period in the United States recently peaked, with this group now 
including a large number of prospective home,buyers. It has been 
estimated that more than 41 million Americans will turn 30 during 
the 1980’8, 10 million more than in the decade of the 1970’9, and 
that this will definitely influence the demand for homeownership. 
The extent to which this potential demand for housing becomes 
effective demand will depend on numerous factors. Among the most 
important of these are 

--the supply and price of housing; 

--the net cost of housing after considering maintenance, 
depreciation, property taxes and finance expenses (less tax 
savings) I and appreciation in home values; A/ 

--housing finance conditions including the cost and avail- 
ability of mortgage funds; and 

--consumers’ ability to buy and their expectations concerning 
inflation, employment, and current and future income 
compared to living costs. 

Each of these factors influences the effective demand for 
housing very directly in the short run. In addition, over a longer 
period of time, they combine with demographic, social, and cultural 
factors to influence tenure and living style- choices, the propen- 
sity to form households, and the desire to move or migrate. Until 
the last 2 years, these factors worked collectively to produce 
substantial increases in household formations and demand. 

New housinq demand: 
the future outlook 

Forecasts of housing demand through the 1980’s and into the 
1990’s are somewhat mixed and change periodically as time passes 

It/For a fuller discussion of the net cost of housing, see 
Patric H, Hendershott’s article in the Federal Home Loan Bank of 
Cincinnati’s 1982 Quarterly Review 1, entitled “The Price of 
Housing Services and Tenure Choice fn the 1980’s,” pp. 5-8. 
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and new knowledge is obtained. Numerous forecasts made in the past 
suggested a demand for new housing through most of the 1980’s at 
levels higher than the production rates of the 1970’s and then a 
tapering off in the 1990’s. Some estimates, for example, showed 
that 23 to 25 million new living units may be needed in the 1980’s 
to meet the demand of new household formations and the removal of 
stock from the housing inventory for whatever reasons. This would 
be one-third more than the number of units built in the 1970’s. 
While estimates in this range are quite common and higher estimates 
can be found, it is important to recognize that these are projec- 
tions of demand based primarily on demographics and household 
formations. Whether or not these projections will translate into 
effective demand of comparable magnitude will depend, as indicated 
above, upon many different factors. 

Many housing economists have recently lowered their estimates 
of need for new housing. These economists are predicting something 
less than 1.1 million new housing starts for 1982, about the same 
level as 1981. For 1983, 1.3 million starts are expected if mort- 
gage interest rates drop to around 15 percent. Even if interest 
rates were to decline significantly, however, the,se economists 
expect housing to remain at suppressed levels th’fough-1985. 

Some housing industry,officials have lowered the@ housing 
production expectations through the entire decade of the 1980’s. 
The following are among the reasons cited for this outlook: 

--The conversion to residential properties of thousands of 
schools, warehouses, and other nonresidential buildings, as 
well as the repartitioning of certain residential proper- 
ties, meant that more people were able to find housing in 
the past decade than most analysts had anticipated. 

--Data from the 1980 census shows 4 million more dwelling 
units in the Nation than previously thought. 

---Currently 5 million existing houses are for sale with few 
takers. 

--Pent-up demand has been dampened by the erosion of housing 
as an investment. 

--Despi.te a recent weakening in home prices, the cost of own- 
ing a home is still high enough to depress the market. 

--The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 lowered the marginal 
tax rate for individuals. At the same time, it decreased the 
benefit of deducting for income tax purposes both mortgage 
interest and property taxes. 

TO further explain the lowering of housing expectations through the 
1980’s, housing and policy officials at HUD informed us that 
today’s high housing values have led to (1) greater conservation of 
the existing housing stock and (2) more doubling-up of occupants in 
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housrng units and the decision of many younger people to continue 
to live at home with their parents. 

WONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING 
T~?Z?F*TRN IN HOMEBUILDING 

The President of the National Association of Home Bui.ld@rS 
testified in March 1982 before the Senate Subcommittee on Housing 
gnd Urban Affairs that: 

“Homebuilding is a unique industry. We have the land, labor, 
materials and market that can help turn this economy around. 
We are the one industry that can break the logjam of bad 
economic news and put Americans back to work.” 

With the physical resources and market apparently at our fin- 
lertfps why, then, do we have a crisis currently in the homebuild- 
ing industry? Why aren’t homebuilders building houses to meet the 
lemand that is said to exist? Why are new home sales lagging? 
lhat is the effective demand for new housing based on today’s eco- 
comic climate? Answers to these questions lie in the fact that the 
lousing sector is tied closely to the economy as a whole and that 
:he ills of the economy have depressed housing production. The 
“resident’s Commission on Housing stated in its report, for 
example, that 

“If the housing industry is in trouble, the reason lies essen- 
tially in what has happened to the economy as a whole through 
the inflationary binge of the 1970s.” 

Inflation in the United States over the past 15 years or so 
las had both a stimulative and a depressive effect upon housing. 
[t prompted investment in housing during the earlier years as 
increases in the value of housing consistently exceeded inflation- 
ilry rates. Over the years, however, it has been responsible for 
likes in most of the costs going into new home construction and can 
:herefore be partially blamed for today’s high housing prices. It 
las played a part in driving up mortgage interest rates to unprece- 
Pented levels. The cumulative effects of inflation have reached 
such proportions and outdistanced increases in household incomes to 
:he point where fewer households can now afford new homes. 
ilthough increases in housing prices have recently dampened, those 
qho can afford to buy now must spend a greater portion of their 
incomes for a home than they would have spent in the past. The 
lomebuilding industry is suffering accordingly. 

lousing prices and 
nortgaqe Interest rates 
lave risen significantly 

Since 1970, prices for both existing and new homes have risen 
significantly. The upper panel in figure 4 shows, for example, 
zhat the median price of a new home rose from $23,400 in 1970, to 
j68,900 in 1981, an increase of approximately 194 percent. The 
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FIGURE 4 

GROWTH IN THE MEDIAN PRICE OF NEW ._ 
HOMES COMPARED TO RATE OF INFLATION 

Median Price of New 
Homes Rose Significantly 
During the 1970’s 
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During the 1970’s, Increase In 
Price of New Homes Generally 
Exceeded Rate of Inflation 

A 

This Situation Has 
Reversed Itself in 
the Early 1980’s 
v 

q - Change in Price 
of New Homes 

n -- Change in Inflation 
(CPI -All Items) 

llJ4dl 
Sourer: Home prlcs data WI(I taken from Congressional Research Service 188~~ Brief 

Number 1678080, “Hourlng and the Economy, I’ updated May 14, 1982. CPI data was 
obtalned from the lW1 Statlrtlcal Abstract of the United States, p. 459. 
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i ~ tiate of incline during the 1970's was relatively steep when com- 
@red with the very gradual increases of the years preceding 1970. 

/I : II The lower panel in fig&& 4 shows that in 1980 and 1981, the 
rate of inflation exceeded the increase in the price of new homes. 
This was a significant departure from the 1970's when the rate of 
growth in housing prices generally exceeded the rate of inflation. 
IIomeowners, during the 1970's, saw the value of their homes appre- 
ciate considerably. Many prospective home buyers were en#ticed into 
the market because they saw housing as a good hedge against infla- 
tion. Many saw that investment in housing would be more likely to 
maintain their income and wealth position than other options avail- 
able to them. The expectation that housing prices would continue 
to rise, the tax benefits of homeownership, and strong demographic 

ressures all combined to increase the demand for housing and its 
esirability as an investment for many households. A/ The demand 
or housing also remained strong during this period of continued 
nflation because of the system of mortgage financing in place at 
he time. This system, created in the 1930's, was built around 
pecialized financial intermediaries which allowed households to 
inance their homes through long-term, fixed-rate mortgages with 
OH downpayments. The fact that mortgage interest rates remained 
*elatively stable and, by today's standards quite low, made it 
ossible for these institutions to prosper and millions of 
,ouseholds to satisfy their desires for new housing during this 
leriod. 

Low interest rates, however, now appear to be a thing of the 
last * Figure 5 depicts the trend of nominal mortgage interest 
,ates (unadjusted for inflation) from 1970 to 1981. It shows that 
;uch rates remained close to the 8 or 9 percent marks during the 
leriod from 1970 to 1977. Since 1977, however, they have risen 
sharply to almost 17 percent in 1981, approximately doubling dur- 
ng the last 4 years. z/ Although short-term interest rates have 
,ecently been declining, mortgage rates have not as yet been 
significantly affected. 

/For further discussion on this subject, see the report by 
Anthony J, Sulvetta and Howard M. Smolkin, "Housing Afford- 
ability in an Inflationary Environment," Executive Office of 
the President, Office of Management and Budget, (Washington, 
D.C.: June 1979). 

!/The mortgage interest rate obtained by the average home buyer in 
1981 was undoubtedly lower than the 16.7 percent rate shown in 
figure 5. This is because of the increased incidence of home- 
owners ' financing, builder buydowns of interest rates, and other 
creative financing mechanisms being used at the time. Without 
such mechanisms, homebuilding would have been even more depressed 
than it was. These mechanisms do, however, act to hold housing 
prices at artificially high levels. Thus, the home buyer ends up 
Npaying" through the higher house price rather than through the 
financing part of the deal. 
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FIGURE B 

TREND OF MORTOAOE INTEREST RATES 
(1870 - 1981) 
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Between 1965 and 1978, mortgage interest sates increased 
less, and expected house price inflation rose more, than expected 
general inflation. The result was a real mortgage rate (adjusted 
for inflation) that declined slightly. On an after-tax basis, the 
decline was substantial, especially for upper income households in 
high tax brackets. As discussed in the section which follows, 
however, there has been a jump in the cost of owner-occupied hous- 
ing since 1979. This jump is a reflection of the real after-tax 
mortgage rate which has risen to its pre-1965 level. L/ 

High interest rates (both nominal and real), coupled with high 
housing prices and correspondingly high downpayment requirements, 
have made housing much less affordable to many households. 

Housing affordability 
has recently diminished 

In the past several years, the number of would-be home buyers 
who are frustrated in their search for affordable housing has 
increased. Inflation in the 1970’s did indeed take its toll as 

lJHendershott, pp. 5-6. 
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ihigh housing prices and interest rates eventually combined to 
~exceed the bounds of many household incomes. As a result, many 
~households have been forced to defer their home purchases. Others 
shave purchased smaller homes or a different type of housing than 
~they might have otherwise and/or found themselves paying an 
~increasingly larger share of their incomes for housing expenses. 

A traditional but simplistic measure of affordability is the 
ratio of the cost of housing as compared to income. Under this 
measure, households spending more than 25 to 30 percent of their 
incomes for housing were generally thought to be spending,too 
much. By 1981, however , many new home buyers were spending almost 
40 percent of their incomes for housing, and various financial 
institutions were changing their underwriting requirements to allow 

‘t :his. 

1 

The fact that new home buyers were being required to spend an 
ncreasingly larger proportion of their incomes for housing did not 
lampen housing demand much until 1979. This occurred because after 
:onsidering the tax and capital gains advantages enjoyed by home- 
owner 8, the after-tax user cost of owner-occupied housing was less 
:han earlier thought, and therefore a greater proportion of a 
rousehold’s income could be spent on housing. 

Figure 6 shows the initial monthly payment burden of a new 
louse as a percent of median family income for the period from 1963 

RISE IN MONTHLY MORTGAGE PAYMENT 
BURDEN A’S A PERCENT OF INCOME 

(NEW HOUSES 1963-1980) 

I I 

I lnltirl Monthly Payment on I 
a Constant-Quslity House - 
with Prsvsiltng interest 
Rate, 25 Percent Down, 
and 8 26.Yyr term - 
Divided by Median Fsmlly Income. 

Spurcr: Prepared from a slmllar !lgure In The Report of ths Pfssldent’s 
Commlsslon on Hourinp, April 1982, p. 76. 



to 1980. This ratio passed 25 percent in about 1975 and, as can 
be seen, was heading toward 40 percent in 1980. One should keep 
in mind, however, that a younger home buyer’s income can generally 
be expected to go up following a house purchase. Therefore, with 
a standard fixed payment mortgage, the debt burden on the house 
remains relatively constant over the mortgage term, and the pro- 
portion of the home buyer’s income going toward this burden will 
generally decline from perhaps 35 or 40 percent initially to lesser 
proportions in the later years. 

In looking at the issue of housing affordability from the 
standpoint of the after-tax user cost of housing, table 1 presents 
evidence that housing affordability has become considerably more 
difficult in the past 2 years. 

1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 

Source t 

After-tax 
user cost 

$ 892 
792 
904 
983 
751 
751 
547 
171 
465 

-105 
-298 
-613 

824 
4,883 

Table 1 

Trends in Measures of Affordability 

Initial 
annual 
mortgage 
payment 

1 
$1,510 

I 1,833 
1,937 
1,893 
1,985 
2,345 
2,845 
3,083 
3,346 
3,813 
4,673 
6,070 
7,909 
9,876 

This table was presented in a paper prepared for GAO by 
James Aim and James R. Follain, Jr., entitled “Counter- 
cyclical Stimulation of Single-Family Housing: It’s 
Likely to be Expensive,” June 30, 1982. Alm and Follain 
computed the user-cost column using data presented by Ann 
Dougherty and Robert Van Order in “Inflation Housing Costs 
and- the Consumer Price Index ,” American Economic Review, 
March 1982. The user cost number equals ((1-t)i+d-ie)P 
where t is the marginal tax rate (.25), i is the mortgage 
interest rate, d is the maintenance rate (.Ol), ie is a 
measure of inflationary expectations constructed by 
Dougherty and Van Order, and P ‘is the price of a constant 
quality new house. The 1981 figure was provided to Aim 
and Follain by Dougherty and Van Order. 
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The first column in table 1 contains estimates of the after- 
tax user cost of ownrr-occupied housing since 1968, taking into 
consideration appreciation and the tax advantages of homeowners. 
Note the decline in the user-cost measure during the 1970’s, and 
particularly the fact that the cost of owner-occupied housing from 
1977 through 1979 actually had negative values because high appre- 
ciation rates more than offset interest and other ownership expen- 
ses. Then note the dramatic increases experienced in 1980 and 
1981. The table’s second column is a rough measure of the annual 
mortgage payment on a 75-percent loan (obtained by multiplying the 
mortgage interest rate,by 0.8 and then applying that product 
against the price of a constant-quality new house). This column 
indicates that the size of the initial mortgage payment was 
increasing over the years even though, until the last 2 years, the 
after-tax user cost was dropping. 

CHANGING FINANCIAL ENVIRONMENT 

In addition to theiir direct effects on housing, inflation and 
accompanying high interest rates have also been largely responsible 
for forcing changes in the financial environment in which housing 
is bought and sold. The financial institutions and techniques 
which have served the housing industry for nearly 50 years are 
undergoing fundamental change. 

The mortgage market is a large and important component of the 
U.S. capital market’, involving a complex network of institutions, 
instruments, and borrowers. However, the adequacy and stability 
of mortgage finance and its impact on housing activity have been 
continuing concerns during the postwar period, with frequently 
alternating episodes of boom and bust. Legislated interest rate 
ceilings on deposits have hindered the ability of depository insti- 
tutions to attract new funds during periods of monetary restric- 
tion, and loan rate ceilings have severely constrained profit mar- 
gins. The result has been periodic episodes of severe limitations 
on the availability of mortgage finance , producing severe’ crunches 
on homebuilding and real estate activities. 

The key housing financial institutions have historically been 
savings and loan associations and mutual savings banks. The thrift 
institutions, as they are known, have been particularly hard hit by 
the instabilities of the past and by the fact that their portfolios 
are dominated by long-term mortgages bearing interest rates well 
below the current cost of money. 

In response to these and other difficulties, new deposit 
innovations, financing instruments, and institutional arrangements 
have been introduced or evolved over the years. For example, 
direct Government support for mortgage lending and the secondary 
mortgage market has greatly facilitated the provision of funds to 
borrowers. In June 1978, financial regulators approved new short- 
term certificates bearing interest rates related to Treasury bill 
yields. In October 1979, the Federal Reserve Board changed its 
methods of fighting Inflation by controlling the money supply, 
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lrather than by controlling interest rates, which were left to find 
their own levels according to market forces. lJ Finally, in April 
1980, a number of trends and changes in financial markets were for- 
lmalized in the Depository Institutions Deregulatory and Monetary 
~Control Act. Most importantly for housing, the act legislated the 
‘phaseout of interest rate ceilings on deposits at financial insti- 
tutions (an initial step in encouraging competition for deposits) 
and partially released the thrift institutions from their required 
specialization in housing, The act, together with market forces 
and other legislative changes, should result in the breakdown of 
institutional differences and barriers to competition between 
thrifts and other lenders, resulting in a dissolution of the 
:differences between traditional types of lenders. These changes 
lwill cause the thrifts to play a lesser role in housing finance 
fin the future. 

The ongoing evolution of the financial services industry in 
the new environment suggests a wider range of participating insti- 
tut ions, a much greater variety of deposit and loan instruments 
with varying terms and returns, a consolidation of the thrift 
iindustry to a smaller number of firms, and a shift in the provision 
of mortgage finance away from the traditional sources, such as 
thrift institutions, to more diversified lenders and private inves- 
tors by way of the secondary market (e.g., mortgage pools). The 
result is expected to be a more elastic future supply of mortgage 
finance but at higher mortgage rates, relative to other interest 
rates (e.g., AAA bond rates, long-term Government bond rates, etc.), 
than in the past. Whether the traditional boom-bust pattern for 
mortgage finance and housing in the U.S. economy can be mitigated 
or eliminated, as a result, is not clear. In chapter 6, however, 
we do examine (1) the ability of today’s mortgage financing system 
to respond to an upturn in homebuilding, (2) whether anything can 
be done in mortgage financing to stimulate homebuilding, and (3) 
the degree to which any special efforts to help revive homebuilding 
will substitute for other housing activities, or for activities in 
other interest-rate-sensitive sectors of the economy. 

RENTAL HOUSEHOLDS ALSO FACE 
AFFORDABILITY AND OTHER PROBLEMS 

Rental housing plays a major role in the U.S. housing market, 
sheltering approximately one-third of all households. It is an 
alternative for many households that either cannot afford or choose 
not to buy their own homes. Although the number and quality of 
rental units have increased in recent decades, the rental housing 
market is suffering from high interest rates and declining real 
rents. Further , the current renter population has a relatively 
lower rent-paying ability than in the past, due in part to the fact 

, - lJThis change is discussed in greater detail in the accompanying 
report, “An Analysis of Fiscal and Monetary Policies” 
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that durlng the 1960’s and 1970’s, many middlek and upper-income 
households were attracted to homeownership because of its capital 
gains and tax-savings advantages. Thi$ tenure shift led to a 
decline in effective rental housing demand which in turn resulted 
in (1) reduced levels of rental starts, (2) more rapid depreciation 
and abandonment in the lower quality stock, and (3) increased 
conversion of the higher quality stock to condominiums and 
cooperatives. 

Multifamily starts peaked in 1972 at about 906,000 units. 
This abnormally high level of activity was due to expectations of 
continued population growth and record levels of activity in fed- 
erally susidized construction programs. Since 1972, multifamily 
starts have decreased and were at a level of 289,000 units in 1981. 

Not all multifamily production goes toward rental housing, 
however? in fact, one developer in our multifamily symposium esti- 
mated that more than 50 percent of the privately financed multi- 
family units in the last 2 years were built for owner-occupants 
and not renters. He cited a number of reasons why fewer privately 
financed rental units are being built and why many of those 
previously built are being converted to owner-occupied units. His 
reasons Included 

--high costs for construction, land, and financing: 

--high operating costs due to labor and energy increases; 

--rant control which is in force or under consideration in 
over 200 local jurisdictions; 

--financial advantages available through conversions of rental 
units to owner-occupied units; and 

--the desire of many Americans to own their own homes and the 
willingness of many households to satisfy this desire with 
multifamily owner-occupied units. v 

What is the future for rental housing?’ First, rents can be 
expected to rise in the near future due to pressures from new 
household formations and the fact that high mortgage interest rates 
will keep many potential home buyers in the rental market. Rents 
will have to rise significantly, however, in order to generate new 
construction since the gap between rents and the costs of providing 
new rental units is substantial. Because of an expected lag in the 
response of new construction to rising rents, some of the rental 
housing demand will be satisfied by a response of the existing 
stock primarily through the (1) conversion of owner-occupied units 
:;i:;ntal units, (2) division of larger properties into smaller 

, (3) conversion of nonresidential properties into residential 
properties, 
properties. 

and (4) rehabilitation and upgrading of existing 



Rental houreholda will respond to the anticipated higher 
rents. Household LTormMAans will slow and more howeholds will 
double up, primarily bscausa young people and the sldetrly will 
choose not to llv as independent households. For lower income 
households, ability to pay for future rental housing will depend to 
some extent on the degree of assistance available to meet rent pay- 
ments. Some, undoubtedly, will be forced to live in housing which 
is physically substandard, overcrowded, or which absorbs a 
relatively high percentage of their limited incomes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Americans are better housed than any nation in history. In 
‘the last three decades, despite periodic cycles in housing produc- 
tion, major gains have been made in the quantity and quality of 
housing stock. The current downturn in housing production, how- 
never, is both deeper and of longer duration than previous post- 
IWorld War II downturns, Its primary causes have to do with the 
ibehavior of housing prices and real interest rater which have risen 
(to, and stayed at, unprecedented levels. Both the rises in prices 
land interest rates are the result of a prolonged period of relativ- 
~ely high inflation through much of the 1970’s. Interest rates have 
ialso been affected by many of the changes that have occurred in the 
‘Nation’s financial system--for example, the Federal Reserve Board’s 
efforts to constrain inflation by controlling the rate of growth of 
the Nation’s money supply. There seems to be little prospect for a 
substantial recovery in housing production, to levels consistent 
with even moderate historical production rates or conservative 
estimates of potential demand, as long as interest rates remain at 
their present levels. In the next several chapters, however, we 
will examine some of the proposals which have been offered as ways 
of stimulating, in the short-term, at least a partial recovery. 
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CHAPTER 3 

COMPARISON OF STIMULUS PROGRAMS 

FOR HOMEOWNERSHIP 

Concern over the crisis in homebuilding has given rise to 
intense debate over what actions, if anyl the Federal Government 
could or should take to aid the troubled industry. Not everyone 
is in agreement as to what should be done. The administration, 
for example, has stated that there can be no sound and stable 
housing industry without a sound and stable economy. It rejects 
short-term emergency Government intervention on the grounds that 
it would likely fuel inflation and thereby harm the economy as a 
whole. The administration and others have pointed out that hous- 
ing is only one of many industries that are currently feeling the 

~ impact of the Nation's economic recession, and they question why 
~ one industry should be singled out for help when so many others 
I are likewise hurting. 

Many members of the Congress and some industry groups feel 
differently --that the economy is dependent to a large degree on 
homebuilding and that to provide aid to homebuilding will be 
beneficial to the economy as a whole. A multitude of differing 
proposals have thus been advanced and are being contemplated. 
They vary widely in terms of their probable effectiveness, cost, 
and ease of implementation. We concentrated on those that would 
subsidize newly constructed units which begin construction after 
passage since these were expected to have the strongest impact on 
net housing starts and jobs. None appears capable of completely 
turning around housing and the homebuilding industry. It appears 
that this will occur only when interest rates have fallen and the 
overall economy has improved. A number of the proposals, however, 
have some potential for providing a short-term stimulus to home- 
building with measurable impacts in such areas as housing starts, 
employment, and GNP. The resulting increased economic activity 
would largely offset the effects of any financial "crowding out" 
(the phenomenon of mortgage lending displacing lending for other 
purposes), and would result in increased employment in 1983 and 
1984, primarily in non-construction areas. 

This chapter provides the results of our analysis of a number 
of proposals relating to homeownership. Chapter 4 will address a 
number of proposals which have been made regarding rental housing. 
In both chapters we relied heavily on econometric modeling work 
performed. under our supervision using four models--(l) an augmented 
version of the DRI model of the U.S. economy: (2) a more special- 
ized model of the housing sector developed by RDA; (3) a model of 
consumer response to changes in housing affordability developed 
by James Alm and James R. Follain, Jr., of Syracuse University; 
and (4) a model developed by William B. Brueggeman of Southern 
Methodist University which analyzes the effects of various financ- 
ing provisions on rental housing investment. (For a more detailed 
description of the models used, see app. III.) We also relied to 



@ large extant on the rsaults of three symposia held on mortgage 
finance, single-family housing, and multifamily housing (see app. 
111, and upon documentation obtained from and/or interviews held 
'with officials of HUD, the Departm'ent of the Treasury, industry 
~groups, and private interest associations. 

LOWER INTEREST RATES, THE 
OBVIOUS BUT ELUSIVE SOLUTION 

The housing industry is very dependent on both the cost and 
availability of credit. The most beneficial thing that could 
happen to the homebuilding industry and to resales of existing 
#housing would be a decline in mortgage interest rates to a point 
~where the underlying demographic demand for housing would translate 
into greater effective demand. The analysis shown in this chapter 
for the various countercyclical stimulus proposals indicates that 
modest declines in interest rates for buyers with certain incomes 
could trigger positive economic responses. Declines in interest 
rates throughout the economy, combined with increased employment, 
could therefore be expected to result in even larger gains in the 
housing sector. 

One estimate developed for us by RDA suggested that an 
across-the-board mortgage interest rate decline of 4 percentage 
points for a full year would create demand for as many as 450,000 
additional single-family homes. Other experts we consulted held 
a wide range of opinion as to the decline in interest rates needed 
to produce a strong housing revival. Most seemed to think that 
mortgage interest rates ranging from 10 to 14 percent would produce 
such a revival, depending on local market variations and the speed 
of secular changes in the mortgage lending industry. However, some 
of the experts felt that long-term conventional mortgage rates were 
unlikely to decline below 14 percent for the next 2 to 3 years. 
Furthermore, because of the changes that have occurred in the fin- 
ancial environment, housing must now compete on an equal footing 
in the capital markets with other investments. Combine this with 
the fact that lenders will probably continue to demand a higher 
inflation risk premium for mortgages and one may conclude that 
relatively higher mortgage interest rates will prevail as compared 
to those experienced toward the end of past housing downturns. l-/ 

A future rebound in housing, usually associated with a decline 
in interest rates and a general improvement in the economyl might 
be significantly more moderate than rebounds following past 

lJPatric Hendershott, "Relative Cost of Financing," (Federal Home 
Loan Bank of Cincinnati Quarterly, 1982) argues that the fixed 
rate mortgage gives the borrower two options: (1,) pay off the 
loan if interest rates fall or (2) drag out the term by staying 
in the house if rates rise. In an inflationary environment, 
these options lower the lender's return on the mortgage thus 
making higher interest rates necessary. 
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recessions. When housing does rebound, future price and income 
trends and their relationship with housing affordability may mean 
that, regardless of demographic demand, new housing starts will 
be unlikely to exceed 1.4 to 1.6 million units for many years. h/ 

SHORT-TERM STIMULUS PROPOSALS 
RELATING TO HOMEOWNERSHIP 

Given high mortgage interest rates and the prospects that they 
may be around for some time, our analysis was confined to those 
proposals which might bring quick relief to the ailing homebuilding 
industry and the overall economy in terms of increased housing 
starts, employment, and other economic factors. The following are 
descriptions of the major proposals. 

Temporary interest reduction 

The temporary interest reduction--similar to the measure rec- 
ently passed by the Congress, but vetoed by the President--would 
provide $3 billion over 5 years and reduce interest rates for 
low- and moderate-income homebuyers. Specifically it would 

--offer subsidies to buyers of new single-family homes amount- 
ing to the lesser of 4 percent or the difference between the 
market interest rate and 11 percent (unless,market interest 
rates fall to 12.5 percent, at which point the, program woyld 
terminate): 

--subsidize the first 5 years of the mortgage with interest 
rates reverting to the unsubsidized level beginning in the 
sixth year; 

--limit assistance to mortgages of $67,500 or below and to 
families earning a maximum of $30,000 per year (except in 
high cost areas) and for houses newly built, or substan- 
tially rehabilitated started after enactment and completed 
by January 1, 1984; and 

--recapture the subsidy at the time of certain dispositions 
(limited to 60 percent of net equity). 

The proposal which passed the Congress 2/ would also have 
utilized (1) the allocation of funds accordi';;g to State population, 
unemployment rate, and declines in housing starts and (2) a growing 
equity mortgage (GEM) which increases the home buyer's contribution 
to principal in each of the first 5 years of ownership. Our 
macroeconometric simulations do not take into account either of 

i/Duane McGough, "Outlook for Housing," (Speech before National 
Association of Recycling Industries, 1982). 

2/H.R. 5922 "Urgent Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1982." 
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these factors although the impact of the GEM is analyzed 
separately. 

Permanent interest reduction 

A permanent interest reduction--similar to the 1974 Brooke- 
Cranston Emergency Home Purchase Assistance Act (often referred to 
as Tandem) --would provide $3 billion to buy down the interest rate 
for the life of a standard fixed payment mortgage (SFPM). The Gov- 
ernment National Mortgage Association (GNMA) would purchase these 
mortgages which would carry interest rates up to 4 percent below 
the market rate (minimum interest rate would be 11 percent) and 
then sell these mortgages at a discount on the secondary market. 
Mortgage and annual family income limits would be the same as the 
temporary interest reduction program. Only those houses newly 
built or substantially rehabilitated after enactment, but com- 
pleted by January 1, 1984, would be eligible for assistance. 

Home buyer tax credit 

Under the home buyer tax credit (HBTC), home buyers, regard- 
less of income, would be eligible for credits against their Federal 
income taxes similar to those provided by the Ta#WReducti&-~'lAct of 
1975. Specifically, households buying newly built or substantially 
rehabilitated homes which were started after enactment and com- 
pleted by January 1, 1984, would qualify for a tax credit equal to 
5 percent of the purchase price. The credit would not exceed 
$5,000. 

Mortgaqe interest tax credit 

To encourage additional mortgage investment, the mortgage 
interest tax credit (MITC) would make institutions with mortgage 
portfolios eligible for a Federal income tax credit equal to 2 per- 
cent of their mortgage interest income. Only those institutions 
allocating at least 50 percent of all new investments to housing 
would be eligible for the credit. The credit, however, would 
extend to all the mortgages in an eligible institution's portfolio. 

Tax-exempt mortqage revenue bonds 

It has been estimated that more below market interest rate 
mortgages could be financed by tax-exempt State and local bonds if 
Federal restrictions on their issuance were eased. The ability of 
State and local housing finance agencies to obtain low cost financ- 
ing via tax exempt bond issues was limited by the 1980 Mortgage 
Subsidy Bond Act. This tax-exempt mortgage revenue bond (MRB) 
proposal would change the Act as follows: 

--The spread between bond yields and mortgage interest rates 
(arbitrage) could increase from 1 to 1.25 percent. 



--The price of eligible housing could increase from 90 to 110 
percent of average area purchase price (120 percent in 
targeted areas). 

--Instead of limiting assistance to first-time home buyers, 
all home buyers would be eligible for the subsidy, with 
income ceilings being set according to State and local 
discretion. 

--The assistance would be limited to homes newly built or 
substantially rehabilitated, which were started after 
enactment and completed by January 1, 1984. 

The Tax Equity an8 Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982--H.R. 4961, 
passed August 19, 1982--raises the arbitrage limit to 1.125 percent, 
increases the price of eligible housing to 110 percent of average 
area price (120 percent In targeted areas), and requires that only 
90 percent of the assisted households be first-time home buyers. 

Other proposals for stimulating 
single-family housinq 

In addition to the major proposals described above, we ana- 
lyzed several other vehicles for stimulating single-family housing. 
These include: 

--A thrift institution portfolio swap in which thrifts origi- 
nate below market loans, with GNMA providing the cash by 
purchasing old, low interest loans from them at par, to have 
the same effect as the permanent interest subsidy. This pro- 
posal would be far more expensive and likely more difficult 
to implement. 

--An individual homeowner account (IHA) which facilitates 
saving for a downpayment by allowing tax exempt savings for 
prospective home buyers in much the same manner that individ- 
ual retirement accounts (IRA) now assist saving for retire- 
mentt this proposal was eventually discarded as unlikely to 
have any measurable short-term impact on housing starts, and 
no detailed analysis was performed. 

--A zero FHA downpayment which would allow households to 
obtain FHA-insured mortgages without meeting the current 
downpayment requirement of 3 percent of the first $25,000 
on the mortgage plus 5 percent of the remaining loan 
balance (HUD is also considering measures to lower FHA 
downpayments somewhat). 

--Using permanent and temporary interest rate reductions in 
conjunction with different mortgage instruments such as 
(1) SFPM which offers fixed level monthly payments for the 
life of the loan, (2) graduated payment mortgage (GPM) 
wherein the initial payments are less than those with the 
SFPM, but rise to higher levels in later years, and (3) the 
GEM described above. 
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#KROECONOHIC EVALUATION CRITERIA 

The rationale, for any countercyclical housing stimulus 
program is that the subsidy (1) increases housing sales and pro- 
duction and hence employment above what it would have been in the 
near future and (2) does not in turn merely displace productian 
hnd other investments by individuals and corporations but rather 
gncreases the overall level of jobs and activity in the economy, 
raises personal income, 
inflation. 

and increases GNP without causing excessive 
Thus, the principal measures of program effectiveness 

defined here differ somewhat (particularly in emphasis) from those 
of a long-term housing assistance program but may include many of 
the same elements. 

Net housing starts--A subsidy provided to new housing con- 
struction should produce net starts during some target period 
above what would be expected without the stimulus. Otherwise, 
home buyers or builders may receive windfalls without provid- 
ing economic stimulus. The target period for our analysis 
begins in October 1982 and ends in December 1983. 

Employment increases--A subsidy should increase demand for 
housing and in turn other goods, which should boost employ- 
ment in construction-related industries and in other sectors 
of the economy. 

GNP changes--To ensure that an increase in housing activity 
is not merely offset by a decline in other sectors of the 
economy, a subsidy should result in aggregate net economic 
growth as measured by determining changes in GNP. 

Inflation rate--Subsidy programs require additional Federal 
spending and leverage greater housing consumption, but some 
undesirable inflationary effects may occur. Changes in the 
consumer price index (CPI) and other price indexes can be 
used to gauge the magnitude of this unwanted, but perhaps 
unavoidable effect. 

Interest rate changes-- Increased housing demand may also 
inadvertently drive up mortgage and other interest rates, as 
home buyers seek increased mortgage credit. This may crowd 
out borrowing by nonassisted home buyers or for investment 
in other sectors. The effect on housing and non-housing 
interest rates measures this tradeoff. 

Impact on the Federal deficit--It is imperative to weigh 
the merits of any housing assistance proposal against its 
relative impact on the Federal deficit. The ultimate cost to 
the Government would equal the direct subsidy expenditures 
plus tax revenues foregone due to increased homeownership 
deductions taken. The cost, however, may be reduced by tax 
revenues generated from an increase in GNP. 
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BASIC CONDITIONS FOR ANY SUCCESSFUL 
HOUSING STIMULUS PROPOSAL 

Certain basic conditions must be met if housing stimulus 
proposals are to be at all successful. These conditions can be 
thought of as additional evaluation criteria, but a proposal which 
does not meet most or all of these conditions should probably not 
be considered further. Programs must be implemented quickly, 
provide adequate incentives to buyers (or builders), and minimize 
program inefficiencies. 

Implementation must be timely-- 
legislative language crucial 

To be effective, any countercyclical housing program must 
come on line when housing activity is at--or near--its low point. 
Because delay could cause the program to miss the low point, and 
possibly provide inflationary stimulus to a recovering housing 
market and the economy8 speed of enactment and implementation are 
crucial and depend upon how simple a program is to implement and 
administer. Under the best of conditions, construction could begin 
within 1 month of enactment of an administratively simple program. 
Small changes to an existing program with somewhat greater adminis- 
trative complexity could result in construction starts within 2 
months of enactment. However, instituting an essentially new and 
complex program can delay implementation by 5 months under even 
the most optimistic conditions (see table 2 on the next page). 

Our estimates of program impact are based upon the assumption 
that any needed legislation is passed quickly and that the legisla- 
tion is written to assure rapid implementation. To accomplish 
this, the Congress could include provisions in the legislation 
which 

--label it as an Hemergency measure" and specify that acceler- 
ated rulemaking and review procedures such as under the 
Paperwork Reduction Act, should be used where permitted: e 

--impose a 30- or 600day time limit from enactment to issuance 
of funding commitments which can allow construction to begin 
(60 days would be for a complex program); 

--provide exemptions and waivers from a variety of congres- 
sional and Office of Management and Budget (OMB) reviews 
and waiting periods which would add a minimum of 60 days 
to the implementation period; 

--exempt from, or defer until after implementation, certain 
requirements, such as the paperwork procedures, environ- 
mental impact statements, public comment periods, and other 
potentially delaying procedures; and 

--enunciate clearly basic policies, such as income limits and 
other key provisions. 
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Table 2 

Impl~mwitntlon Time Framer for Housing Stlmulua 
Programr Depend on Their Complexity 

SIMPLE/ PAST 
IMPLEMENTATIONS c MODERATELY 

COMPLEX 
COMPLEX/SLOW 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Modification of Past 
Program 
Apparatus in Place 

More Complex 
Targeting 
Some Uncertainties 

Entirely New Program 

Apparatus Must 
Be Developed 
Complex Procedures 

Not Understood 
by Users 

POSSIBLE 
CWARACTERISTICE 

Current Program 
(Used Before) 
Apparatus in Place 

Simple Targeting Rules 
or No Targeting 
Well Understood 
by Users 

30 Days 

TIME ESTIMATES 

Planning/ Writing 
Regulations 

Internal Clearance 

DMB Clearance 

Procedural Steps 
‘With Congressional 
Il\laivers) 

II 2 Weeks 2-4 Weeks 

2-4 Weeks 2-3 Weeks 6 Weeks 

20-30 Davs 
-. 

16 Days 20 Days 

1 Week 1 Week 

“ield Implementation 

Market Response 
Homeownerahip 
Rental 

Total Time 
Homeownership 
Rental 

1 Week 

10 Days 60 Days 

Immediate 
3-9 Months 

6 Months 
9-15 Months 

1 Day 

Immediate 
2 Months 

Immediate 
3-9 Months 

lo-14 Weeks 
5-11 Months 

1, 
7-8 Weeks 
4 Months 

l Tax Exempt Mortgage 
Revenue Bonds 

l Rental Rehabilitation 

l Interest Reduction 
Loan 

l Individual Housing 
Accounts 

CLASSIFICATION 
QF PROPOSALS 

l Permanent Interest 
Reduction 

l Multifamily 
Pipeline 

l Shallow Tandem 

l Investment Tax 
Credit Rental 
Housing 

l Homebuyer Tax 
Credit 

l Zero FHA 
Downpayment 

l Permanent Interest 
Reduction (Recapture) * 

l Temporary Interest 
Reduction 

l UDAG/ Rental 
Housing 

l Thrift Institution 
Portfolio Swap 
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Perhaps the most important factor which will affect the speed 
of implementation by BUD or other agencies is the strength of con- 
gressional and administration support. If a proposal does not have 
this support, internal agency and OMB reviews could be protracted, 
whereas agreement on objectives would speed implementation. Once a 
program is implemented, the market response may take anywhere from 
1 day to several months, depending on the nature of the program. 
Table 2 shows how time lags vary with the complexity and novelty 
of any proposal. We have for simplicity grouped in table 2 both 
the single-family proposals discussed in this chapter as well as 
multifamily proposals discussed in chapter 4 to make certain 
generalizations. 

Adequate assistance must 
be provided home buyers 

A housing stimulus prdposal must offer home buyers the assist- 
ance they need to purchase homes if it is to be effective. Poten- 
tial home buyers typically face a number of barriers in purchasing 
a home. These barriers can be overcome by 

--making housing more affordable by lowering the real user 
cost of housing through a reduction in either the sales 
price or the mortgage interest rate, lJ 

--overcoming the “tilt” problem by lowering mortgage payments 
during the early years of homeownership when most house- 
holds’ incomes have not yet risen to cover such payments, 2/ 
and 

--helping home buyers accumulate sufficient wealth to surmount 
the downpayment barriers which especially impede first-time 
home buyers regardless of their ability to make monthly 
mortgage payments. 

To make housing more affordable, a subsidy must be deep enough 
to attract additional buyers--otherwise no stimulus occurs--but not 
so deep as to overly subsidize buyers. Subsidies which address the 
tilt problem should reduce mortgage payments in the initial years 
of homeownership, with the subsidy declining or being phased out in 

L/The user cost of housing includes the homeowner’s mortgage pay- 
ments plus maintenance costs, minus the house’s expected appre- 
ciation and the tax advantages stemming from deducting mortgage 
interest and tax payments. In this way, the user cost attempts 
to reflect the actual cost of owning a home. 

z/Tilt refers to the initial high mortgage payment to income ratios 
which disqualify many prospective home buyers even though their 
expected incomes in later years could easily handle the mortgage 
payments. 
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‘later years. Downpayment barriers are a function of high housing 
~prices and low savings rates among younger households. Overcoming 
:this problem temporarily could have a countercyclical stimulative 
~impact on the economy. Another factor which is undoubtedly hurting 
:housing sales somewhat is consumer resistance to high interest 
rates and unfamiliar mortgage instruments which are replacing the 
SFPM. Table 3 describes the ability of the single-family proposals 
‘to break down the various barriers. 

3 Table 

HOW wall 00 th8 Alternatives Overcome 
tha Barrlsrs to Homeownership? 

smporary lntersst 
eductlon 

GEM 

SFPM 

srmsnent interest 
;sduction 

SFPM 

GPM 

dortgage Revenue 
londr 
lomebuyer Tax 
:redit 

llortgage Interest 
‘ax Credit 

‘hrift Portfolio Swap 

;PM 

!ero FHA 
)ownpaymsnt 

\dlvidual Housing 
,ccounts 

Reduces 
Downpayment 

Constraint? 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Weakly 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 
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Reduces 
User 

Cost? 

Weakly 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Weekly 

Weakly 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Mitigates 
Tilt 

Problem? 

Perhaps 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 
-  - .  

Y 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 
-- 

No 

No 

Reduces Consumer 
Resistance to 
High Interest 

Rates and New 
Mortgage Instruments? 

Probably Increases 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Ye8 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 



The downpayment constraint 

Only two of the proposals analyzed are likely to have much 
impact on the downpayment constraint. The individual housing 
accounts which would be similar in concept to an IRA would, over 
a long period of time, encourage savings by exempting interest 
income from taxation for first-time home buyers. This proposal 
would probably not have any short-term effect because (1) the build 
up of wealth by households as a result of this limited incentive 
would be quite slow and (2) financial institutions would not 
experience marked increases in funds for housing. The advent of 
the IRA available now to all wage earners without restrictions on 
the use of money, might reduce the effectiveness of IHA's. 

A zero downpayment loan under FHA for a certain subset of well 
qualified buyers who could meet stiffer underwriting requirements 
than FHA currently use& would eliminate a vexing barrier to home- 
ownership for young households. Lower debt to income ratios for 
buyers and strong credit worthiness tests could assure that this 
policy would have little impact on mortgage failure rates and FHA 
insurance losses, Risk would have to be carefully considered since 
the debt to home equity relationship is a strong determinant of 
failure rates for loans, VA, which uses co-insurance where lenders 
share a limited portion of the risk, has had a successful no- 
downpayment option for years. But VA borrowers generally have 
somewhat higher Incomes, and the location of properties insured may 
differ. HUD is currently considering a variety of possibilities 
to lower the downpayment required on FHA loans. 

Substitution inefficiencies 
must be minimized 

Past housing stimulus proposals have generally been thought 
to be inefficient because of a variety of leakages arising from, 
(1) credit diverted to purposes other than housing, (2) windfalls 
to sellers, (3) purchases by buyers who receive the subsidy but who 
would have bought without it at roughly the same time, (4) purchases 
by buyers who would have bought later but move up their purchases. 
However, the last group, those who move up their purchase decision, 
are really doing what a stimulus proposal attempts to do--moving 
forward consumer decisions to buy at a time when housing is in a 
slump and reducing demand during the next upswing in the economy. 
These consumers may also buy more expensive housing than they 
otherwise would have, which would tend to create more jobs and help 
the homebuilding industry. Whether or not a stimulus program which 
would result in moving consumer decisions foward is desirable 
depends heavily on the economic outlook. If strong recovery is 
anticipated it may prove helpful to shift starts forward. If only 
a weak recovery is anticipated, shifting starts may yield an even 
weaker recovery. Although the extent of the leakages have been 
heavily debated, some general conclusions can be made regarding how 
to decrease their impact. 
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Fbcusing on new construction and 
substantial rehabilitation 

To assure that the subsidy cannot be used to buy-out unsold 
inventory and to preclude sellers of existing homes from raising 
prices to capitalize on lower interest rates, the proposal should 
focus on new construction and substantial rehabilitation. This 
should tend to create more jobs than a program which applies to all 
homes. l/ Targeting to new construction also mitigates some of the 
negative substitution effects. Those who would have bought anyway 
should, on the average (based on our past research and work per- 
formed for this study), 2/ tend to purchase more expensive homes 
than they would have, thus creating additional jobs. Mobile 
homes (as opposed to other types of manufactured housing) should be 
eliminated if the goal is increased housing starts and employment; 

i 

therwise nearly all mobile home buyers would qualify for the 
ubsidy, causing the substitution effect for those who would have 
ought anyway to be about 90 percent. 2/ 

rovidinq subsidies to 
uyers, not lenders or builders 

I 

i 

When a subsidy, such as a mortgage interest tax credit, is 
rovided directly to lenders, there is no assurance that the lend- 
rsl tax savings will be passed on to borrowers, particularly in 

tight credit markets. Also pension funds which have a wide range 
f investments to choose from and only lend on mortgages when rates 

are attractive, pay no taxes. This is probably reason enough to 
eliminate the mortgage interest tax credit as a serious proposal 
for countercyclical stimulus. 

Another problem arises because these funds can go to any 
mortgage, including second trusts or refinancings, which can result 
in housing credit being used for other consumer spending. This 
phenomenon is a primary explanation of the huge increase in 
mortgage debt during the 1970's, which far outstripped the level 
of residential inyestment. (See ch. 6 for discussion of this 
phenomenon.) 

"Housing Stimulus Programs and the Current 
" (U.S. General Accounting Office Symposium 

on Countercyclical Siimulus for Single-Family Housing, 1982), p. 3. 

z/U.S. General Accounting Office, "What Was the Effect of the 
Emergency Housing Program on Single-Family Housing Construction?" 
(CED-78-155, 11/21/75), p. 45. James Alm and James Follain, 
"Countercyclical Stimulation of Single-Family Housing: It's Lik- 
ely To Be Expensive" (U.S. General Accounting Office Symposium on 
Countercyclical Stimulus for Single-Family Housing, 1982), p. 35. 

YMichael Carliner, "Analysis of Lugar Mortgage Interest Subsidy 
Proposal" (Report to the U.S. General Accounting Office, 1982), 
p* 15. 
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Finally subs~~~~s should be structured so that individual 
builders cannot gain an ~~v~~t~g~ In the market place by controll- 
ing large blocks of subsidy moneyl If certain builders can do this 
as an advantage over their compatition, then they would probably 
increase their sales pricea to capture a portion of the subsidy. 

Income and mortgage targeting 
enhances ,impact 

Although it is impossible to screen out households that would 
have bought anyway@ income targeting disqualifies a large number 
of buyers Qho presently qualify for homeownership. Those remaining 
are much less likely to be able to buy without some assistance. 
One of our consultants estimated that limiting income eligibility 
to $30,000 should substantially increase the number of net housing 
starts which cauld be expected. l/ Mortgage limits probably fur- 
ther decrease the likelihood of substitution. Not allowing higher 
mortgage and income limits in high cost areas would tend to avoid 
providing stimulus to areas where unemployment is already low, 
without necessitating complicated allocation formulas. 2/ This 
also takes into account the market reality that without subsidies, 
households in high cost areas generally purchase and accept less 
housing than in low cost areas. 

Direct expenditures are probably 
preferable to tax incentives -- 

Direct spending has the advantage of providing some targeting, 
whereas tax expenditures generally go to any buyer during the time 
period. Tax credits as analyzed in this report, or other incen- 
tives such as tax exemptions for mortgage revenue bonds, would have 
to be extremely stimulative to offset their usually higher subsidy 
per unit. Although it is not impossible to target tax credits by 
income, it is likely to be more difficult to administer targeting, 
particularly if criteria other than income are added. 

The crowding out problem 

Substitution of credit--crowding out--is the transfer of 
resources within the housing sector and from other sectors of the 
economy by giving a segment of home buyers preferred credit terms. 
If the total supply of credit is unchanged, giving one borrower an 
advantage will only reduce the availability (and increase the cost) 
of credit for others. Because housing is among the most interest- 
sensitive forms of investment, credit substitution is thought more 
likely to be confined to housing rather than leak into other 
sectors. However, proposals which generally increase borrowing 

lJMichae1 Carliner, "Analysis of Alternate Housing Stimulus Propo- 
sals," (Report to the U.S. General Accounting Office, 1982), p. 8. 

2JBuckley, p* 12. 
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m&y push up all interest rates. This effect is probably most 
tiroublesome in a perked like the present with high deficits and 
high interest raters. Tc show the effect of the crowding out factor 
at its worst, we generally analyzed specific proposals by assuming 
that the deficit would be increased by any spending proposal and 
that the Federal Reserve Board would not accommodate this spending 
by adjusting monetary targets. For a stimulus proposal to have a 
positive effect on starts and employment under this circumstance, 
an increase in the velocity of money induced by higher interest 
rates would have to occur. 

PROGRAM TARGETING TRADEOFFS 

Although targeting can help maximize the impact of stimulus 

1 

roposals on jobs and the economyI there are significant tradeoffs 
ncountered in doing so1 Distressed employment areas, specific 
ncome groups, and households needing housing will all be affected 
y the specific nature of the proposal. For example, assistance 
an be designed to keep as many builders as possible solvent, so 
hat future housing supply can rapidly expand to keep pace with 

potential increases in demand. Buying-out current builder inven- 
tories and subsidizing new starts would do this. Assistance 

argeted to marginal builders in areas such as the Sun Belt would 
e indicated, since the weakest and most non-competitive builders 
re already gone. 

Employment targeting might also mean assisting those areas 
th the highest construction and overall unemployment rates. But 
ximizing countercyclical impact would force construction subsi- 
es on the most economically distressed areas, which may not need 
ditional housing in the foreseeble future. Because housing 

P 

onditions and anticipated demand vary from area to area, housing 
stimulus should ideally be targeted accordingly. For example, 
assistance to growing areas such as the South and Southwest should 
be targeted to add to the housing stock. 

Areas such as the Northeast where population growth is stag- 
nant or declining, although in need of jobs, do not need additions 
to the housing stock, but more likely need improvement and mainte- 
nance of the existing stock. Accordingly, new construction 
programs would ideally be targeted to growing areas, with rehabili- 
tation assistance being focused on their more static counterparts. 
Table 4 analyzes the implications of targeting homeownership sub- 
sidies to various housing types. lJ In this table we assume that 
subsidy expenditures are limited by the current economic 

lJTable 4 relies heavily upon an analysis performed by Craig Swan, 
lL"Some Issues in the Evaluation of Countercyclical Stimulation of 
Single Family Housing," (U.S. General Accounting Office Symposium 
on Countercyclical Stimulus for Single-Family Housing, 1982), 

/ P* 159 
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environment. Unlimited assistance could have noticeably different 
impacts on potential beneficiaries. 

New Home 
Buyers 

Existing Home 
BUy@~ 

Builders of 
New Units 

Builders With 
Inventories 

Existing Home 
Sellers 

Economy 

Table 4 

Altqrnate Targeting Effects 
in Pol;~ntiaI E)enafiiciarias* 

New 
Construction 

Sub&ties 

l!s2awl 
They Rscsive 
Subsidies &!j 
Much May Go 
to Builders 

P~~lXlW 
Existing Home 
Prices Likely 
Lower 

Can Bell New 
Homes at Profit 
But Lower Sales 
After the 
Period 

Negative 
Must Further 
Discount Prices 
of Inventory 

Nsgatlvs 
Must Discount 
Prices, Face 
Higher lntersst 
Rates 

Poaltive 
Countercycll~cal 
Creates More Jobs 
irn Near Term, Less 
lnfletion 

Subsidies for 
New Home 
Inventory 

Positive 
Get Subsidies But 
Much May Go to 
Sellers 

Positive 
-Home 
Prices Likely to 
be Lower 

Posltive 
Can Make New 
Starts in Some 
Markets 

Positive 
Reduce Inventories- 
Those With Lower 
Prices ,Get Windfall 

Y 

Negative 
Must Drscount 
Prices, Face Higher 
Interest Rates 

Further in Future, 
Deficits Increase 
Inflation 

Subsidies for 
Existing Home 

Sales- But Not 
Inventory 

Negative 
Since New Homes 
Relatively More 
Expansive, Interest 
Rates Higher 

Positive 
Receive 
Subsidies 

Negative 
No Incentive to 
Continue Building 

Very Negative 
Must Discount 
Even Further 
Than at 
Present 

Positive 
Get Higher Prices 
and Can Buy New 
Homes 

Nsqstive 
Probably Inflationary 
in Short Run, Q& 
Creates New Starts 
Furrher in Future 

Vealtom ere probably helped by sny proposal that helps increase sales but probably sotiewhst less positively affected by 
rubrldier to new home sales since buildere can hire their own sales force. 
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Ck3MPARISON OF STIMULUB PROPOSALS 

To provide a quantitative perspective on the possible outcomes 
of the various proposalsr we obtained the services of several econo- 
metricians to Bimulate the results one might expect from the prin- 
cipal proposals under consideration. In what follows we show the 
kssible effects of four distinctly different proposals which our 
inalysis indicated might have some countercyclical impact. The 
numbers shown are considered to be comparative between proposals 
rather than precisely predictive of actual outcomes. 

Yodeling assumptions 

At the outset, we provided each of the modelers with certain 
nderlying assumptions about how the economy would be functioning 
uring the effective period of the stimulus. These assumptions on 
he underlying economic situation were taken from DRI's June fore- 
ast (see app. III for some of the details). Using these assump- 
ions, each modeler then projected a base case prediction of 
ousing starts, jobs, and related variables for the period from 

mid-1982 through the fourth quarter of 1984. It is against these 
baseline projections that the impacts of the stimulus programs are 
'udged. 

5 

We had DRI use two economic scenarios for its simulations 
n order to judge the likely difference in effectiveness of housing 
timulus programs given different future paths of the economy: 

--Recovery, which assumes a moderately strong recovery for 
the economyl with mortgage interest rates dropping to 
almost 14 percent by 1984, and a robust housing industry 

I in which starts grow from over 1.3 million in 1982 to' just 
, under 2 million by 1984. 

which assumes continued high interest rates 
4 while housing starts hover at just under a 

million in each of these years. 

DRI assigns a likelihood of about 20 percent to the stagflation 
scenario and 50 percent to the recovery prediction. They have 
generally been adjusting their housing starts estimates downward 
'for the last few monthly forecasts. 

A near term stimulus proposal would have its logic in a 
scenario where the economy recovers more slowly and housing starts 
are still quite poor in 1983 but then improve in 1984. The two 
scenarios we analyzed bracket this situation. Some of the experts 
we talked with do not expect much improvement for housing in 1983. 
We have therefore used the recovery simulations to put a lower 
bound on the likely impacts of the various proposals and the stag- 
Elation simulations to provide an estimate of their maximum 
effectiveness. In both scenarios we assume that the introduction 
of the stimulus would add to the deficit and that monetary policy 
would not accommodate the increased demand for credit. These 
assumptions, which seem reasonable, tend to maximize the crowding 
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out effect and moderate the possible impacts of th'e stimulus on 
the economy. 

Housing and macroeconomic impacts 

Table 5 shows the results of the recovery simulations prepared 
using the augmented DRI model. The estimates indicate that the 
largest stimulative impact results from the permanent interest 
reduction alternative. The important results are in 1983, when the 
countercyclical stimulus would be desired. 

Temporary Permanent Home buyer Mortgage 
Interest interest tax interest 

Net starts d reduction aJ reduction k/ credit tax credit 

1982-83 51,000 100,000 93,000 28,000 

1984 -19,000 -45,000 -19,000 11,000 

Additional jobs 

1982-83 51,000 127,000 97,000 23,000 

1984 7,000 -6,000 37,000 24,000 

GNP (change in billions) 

1982-83 $3.905 $9.473 $7.791 $1.288 

1984 $1.204' $1.222 $4.389 $1.404 

CPI (change in percent) * 

1982-83 0.06 0.14 0.10 0.03 

1984 -0.01 0.04 0.05 0.02 

aJThe temporary interest reduction assumes budget authority of $3 
billion but actually has expenditures of only $600 million each 
year for 5 years. 

bJThe permanent interest reduction is also $3 billion, but we 
assume that the entire amount is spent in 1983 as discounts on 
mortgages purchased and resold by GNMA. 

IS/Housing starts as shown here include multifamily condominiums 
and mobile home shipments. 
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At first glsnce one might expect the temporary and permanent 
interest rsductfanrs to have somewhat closer impacts than table 5 
depicts because they have the same gross funding and both initially 
provide a 4-percent reduction in the interest rate. 1/ But the 
mortgage payment under the temporary interest reduction increases 
rapidly during the first 5 years, while under the permanent inter- 
est reduction, the interest rate remains the same for the term of 
the mortgage. Also, the temporary subsidy has a significant 
'recapture provision. This recapture is estimated to reduce the 
value of the subsidy substantially. z/ Thus, the value of the 
~temporary subsidy was calculated to be roughly equivalent to a 
'l-5-percentage point decrease 3J in the mortgage interest rate, 
while the permanent interest subsidy was calculated to lower the 
/affective interest rate by 3.75 percentage points. $/ If our esti- 

ate 

r 
of the value to buyers of the temporary interest subsidy were 

raised to 2 percentage points, its impact on housing starts would 
,increase to 60-65,000 starts. In both cases the subsidy was 
'applied to roughly half of all home purchases in the simulations 
since this is the approximate impact of imposing income limits of 
$30,000 per household. In both cases the subsidies are exhausted 
fin the third quarter of 1983, while the home buyers and mortgage 
iinterest tax credits are effective through December 1983. 

The job impacts are proportionately higher for the permanent 
interest rate subsidy since buyers who would have bought anyway 
without the subsidy are expected to buy more expensive homes 
(larger or more amenities) and thus create additional jobs as 
compared to the smaller temporary subsidy. I/ It should be noted 
that the present value costs of these two proposals vary 

IJAlthough the permanent and temporary interest reductions both 
require $3 billion in budget authority and should subsidize 
approximately the same number of households, the permanent reduc- 
tion is a deeper subsidy carrying a larger real cost to the Fed- 
eral Government. Under the permanent subsidy alternative the 
Government pays the full amount when the loan is originated, 
whereas under the temporary subsidy payments are spread out over 
5 years, thus lowering Federal borrowing costs. 

2JCarliner, "Analysis of Lugar Mortgage Interest Subsidy Proposal," 
p* 17. 

3JCraig Swan, "Some Issues in the Evaluation of Countercyclical Sim- 
ulation of Single-Family Housing" (U.S. General Accounting Office 
Symposium on Countercyclical Stimulus for Single-Family Housing, 
1982), p. 25. 

j_/ 4 Patric Hendershott, "An Analysis of Proposals To Subsidize Single- 
Family Housing" (U.S. General Accounting Office Symposium on 

! Countercyclical Stimulus for Single-Family Housing, 1982), pa 10. 

1 VSee p. 54 of this report. 
1 



~ substantially as well. This will be discussed in greater detail 
~ when we discuss costs, ' 

The table 5 eatimaters require some qualificationsr 

-The housing starts and the secondary effects for the tempo- 
rary Interest ratr reduction are probably higher than they 
might be with a GEM feature. This mortgage would probably 
maet with some consbmer resistance which cannot b'e adequat- 
ely quantified in these simulations. This mortgage also 
does nat lower the 'real user cost of housing as much as it 
appears to , since the tax deductions are not as great as 
they would be with an equivalent sized payment c1ti a SFPM. 
The temporary interest rate reduction proposal which passed 
the Congress al o had a complicated State allocation scheme 
which could be expected to limit market response and slow 
implementation, because (1) it would take somewhat longer 
to allocate funds, (2) some States might get more money 
than they could absorb, and (3) reallocating funds toward 
the end of the year would very likely mean some of the 
funds would go unused. 

--The mortgage interest tax credit calculation is probably on 
the high side relative to the others since lenders would 
very likely capture a portion of the subsidy and not pass 
it on to buyers. Some of this would occur under any circum- 
stances, but the profit squeeze to which mortgage lenders 
have been subjected in recent years makes it even more lik- 
ely. Also, pension funds , which can opt for other invest- 
ments, do not pay taxes and would be reluctant to offer 
lower interest rates. 

--The home buyer tax:credit does not include income or mort- 
gage limits and would probably turn out to be much more 
expensive than the others if the economy were to revive 
rapidly. Substitution might also turn out to be higher 
than is implicit in these calculations. 

--Each housing start estimate is based on the assumption 
that mobile homes would be eligible for the subsidy. The 
likely substitution effect for mobile homes could be very 
high since almost all mobile home buyers meet the income 
limitations. Their inclusion tends to bring down the net 
impact on starts. For example, in the temporary interest 
rate reduction nearly one-third of the funds are allocated 
to mobile homes, where the possibility of any recapture 
is also very low because appreciation is unlikely. We 
included mobile homes because the housing legislation which 
the President vetoed included mobile 'homes and because their 
inclusion is thought to give us,more conservative estimates 
of the likely effect of the programs. Whether mobile homes 
would actually receive financing under these proposals, 
given the structure of the housing finance industry, is 
subject to debate. 



stimatea will ba further analyzed as we look at ripe- 
cific aspects of thn proporalr, Table 6 comparen the DRI recovery 
scenario howing rtrrtlr ~~~~rn~t~~ with those prepared by RDA and 
alternate estimatan of increased housing consumption prepared by 
Aim and F‘ollain of Syracusa University, The percentages shown as 
increased consumption are an estimate of how much additional 
housing services would be purchased by those households that would 
have bought anyway during the period. They are estimated as the 
increase in purchase price with a subsidy above what it would have 
been without the subsidy. RQA’s estimates were produced by apply- 
ing its housing sector model to develop gross housing,starts 
estimates and adjusting these estimates for substltutlon. The DRI 
model estimates substitution implicitly. 

Table 6 -- 

Housing Starts-- 
Alternative Estimates of Impact 

(1982-1983) 

Housing starts 
(recovery) 

DRI RDA 

Increased consumption 

Alm and Follain a/ 
(percent) 

emporary 
interest 
reduction ( 

ermanent 
interest 
reduction 

51,000 kg 53,000 

100,000 84,000 

+5 

+15 

i 

ortgage 
revenue bonds 

HBIC 

no 
effect 

93,000 

5,000 +8-10 

70,000 - +6-7 

MITC 28,000 61,000 very little 

fl/Alm and Follain estimated how much individual consumers would 
increase their spending on housing as a result of receiving a 
subsidy. The percentage amounts, therefore, do not imply any 

/ particul ar change in the rate of housing starts. 

RDA assumed the value of the interest reductions to be somewhat 
higher than did DRI (2 percentage points versus 1.5 percentage 

j points), which results in a slightly higher starts impact for the 
temporary interest reduction. 
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Employment and housinq 

The employment effects from constructing new housing units 
come largely from jobs created away from the building site in 
supporting industries. Traditionally, the estimates range from a 
total of 1.6 to 2.3 jobs per housing unit. A rough rule of thumb 
is that, for each housing unit started, two jobs are created, one 
in the construction industry and one in the economy as a whole. A 
recent analysis by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) using 1976 
statistics adjusted to 1980 costs estimated that the provision of 
$1 billion in construction contract expenditures would create 
25,400 jobirJ for multifamily housing construction and 22,000 jobs 
for single-family housing construction for 1 year. Table 7 shows 
that most of those jobs are offsite and that the majority are 
outside the construction industry. 

Table 7 

Jobs Created by a $1 Billion Expenditure 
on Contract Construction 

Private housing 
Multifamily Single-family 

Construction Industry 

On-site 

Off--site 

Other Industries 

Manufacturing 

Trade, transportation 
and services 

Other 

Total 

9,900 

1,200 

7,600 

5,200 

1,500 Y 
25,400 

8,300 

1,200 

6,100 

5,100 

1,300 

22,000 

BLS' estimates do not include planning, designing, and other 
development-related jobs and more importantly, they do not include 
the rippling, multiplier, or crowding out effects on the economy. 
In addition, they are not representative of what would happen at 
the margin if additional starts come on-line as a result of the 
stimulus expenditures in an era of strong credit demand and high 
interest rates. Jobs are in yearly full-time equivalents. 

Table 8 compares the possible effects of the various housing 
proposals on jobs using a variety of estimates. Those labeled as 
"with multipliers and feedbacks" are based on DRI's recovery 
simulations and take into account the jobs created by the spending 
of those who get jobs as a result of the stimulus, and the crowding 
out which may reduce jobs in other. sectors. Those labeled 
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'iwithout" use the same DRI simulations to estimate conrtrubtion 
cost expenditure increases and then apply tha BLS,factorn shown in 
table 7. 

Table 8 

Without multipliers With multipliers 
and fqedb’ali=ks aJ and f eedbaeks 

3 
To do its job, a countercyclical stimulus should come in fast, 

'ust before or just after the economy bottoms out or is still at 
I low point, affect jobs and housing starts, and withdraw quickly 
before it begins to have an inflationary impact on the recovering 
tconomy. v Each of the proposals discussed thus far has tts maxi- 
hum effect on starts in the second quarter of 1983 and on gobs in 
:he third quarter of 1983. The strongest impact is created by the 
permanent interest reduction. The impacts on jobs and starts are 
shown in figures 7 and 8. Under the stagflation scenario, where 
:he stimulus would be much more desirable, the net impact on jobs 
rnd starts is much greater. 

Temporary 
interest 
reduction 36,000 51,000 

Permanent 
interest 
reduction 71,000 127,000 

Home buyers 
tax credit 66,000 97,000 

Mortgage 
interest 
tax credit 20,000 23,000 

?/Calculated using the estimates of increased contract construction 
expenditures implicit in the housing starts predictions from the 
DRI's recovery simulations. 

Zountercyclical impact 

k/For a discussion of cyclical contractions and expansions see 
Anthony Sulvetta and Jules Lichtenstein, "Public Works as 
Countercyclical Assistance, ’ Executive Office of the President, 
Office of Management and Budget (Washington, D.C.: November 
1979). 
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7 FIOURE 

IMPACT OF FOUR HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROPOSALS ON HOUSINO STARTS 
AND EMPLOYMENT IN A RECOVERING ECONOMY 

\ 
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-6 L--J--- 
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I 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
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160 - 
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16 - 
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b Temporary 

8ourcr Data Rel;oum$, Inc. 



FIQURE 8 

IMPACT OF FOUR HOUSING ASSIS+ANCE PROPOSALS ON HOUSING STARTS 
AND EMPLOYMENT IN A DEPRESSED ECONOMY 
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Source: Data Resources, Inc. 
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Temporal substitution occurls more 
quickly in stagflation prajections 

The goal of a housing stimulus proposal is primarily to move ’ 
starts forward to a slack period from a later boom period. These 
simulation results suggest --in keeping with the concensus among 
most experts --that any net starts which one gets from a stimulus 
proposal over the short run (unless it permanently alters the cost 
of housing) will be borrowed from the future. Since we have not 
simulated resultis past 1984, this effect cannot be observed in 
detail, but, nonetheless, the stronger the immediate effect on 
starts, the greater the payback in 1984. For example, the perma- 
nent interest rate reduction shows a much more substantial peak 
effect on starts, in the second quarter of 1983 than does the less 
costly temporary proposal, but the payback in starts is much 
greater in 1984. The simulations also seem to suggest that the 
lower the underlying level of housing starts is when the proposal 
is effective, the quicker and more substantial will be the paybacks 
in the next year. The first of these effects is illustrated by the 
columns in table 9 labeled "recovery," in which housing starts are 
substantial. The second phenomenon is illustrated by the 
"stagflation" figures. 

Table 9 

The Stronger the Countercyclical Stimulus, the Faster the 
Impact and the Quicker the Offset in Starts in Future Years 

Recovery Stagflation 
Temporary Bermanent Temporary Permanent 

interest interest interest interest 
reduction reduction reduction reduction 

Net increase 
in 1982-83 
starts from 
base projec- 
tion 51,000 100,000 '85,000 188,000 

Net decrease 
in 1984 
starts from 
base projec- 
tion 19,000 45,000 42,000 81,000 

As noted above, one can also conclude that the outcomes of 
these proposals become stronger if the base level of housing starts 
remains near 1 million units per year as assumed in the stagflation 
simulations. Table 10 illustrates in more detail the difference in 
impacts expected from the temporary interest rate reduction and the 
permanent interest rate reduction depending on the state of the 
economy and the housing industry. 
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Tablr 10 

I Expects8 Impact of Tamporary and Permanent Interest Rate Subsidies 
Under Two Economic Scenariosl 1982-83 and 1984 

(Increases as compared to base case predictions 
without the stimulus proposal in place) 

Tsmparary interest Permanent interest 
reduction reduction - 

recovery stasflation 
-- recovery stagflation 

Housing starts 
1982-83 
1984 

Jobs increase 
1982-83 
1984 

Deficit increase 
(billions) 

1982-84 

linerease in GNP 
(billions) 

1982-84 

Mortgage interest 
rate increase 

51,000 85,000 100,000 188,000 
-19,000 -42,000 -45,000 -81,000 

51,000 86,000 127,000 184,000 
7,000 I -6,000 -6,000 -47,000 

$1.22 $1.25 $2.92 $3.14 

$5.11 $6.57 $10.70 $12.89 

(b;;:; points) aJ 
f 

3 14 12 
1904 8 8 22 

Crowding out w 
(billions) 

NFC c 
d 

.195 .500 .292 .774 
SLB J -. 259 w.351 'm-.643 -0850 

If/The increase is measured as increases in the conventional com- 
mitment rate. A basis point is one-hundredth of a percentage 
point. 

bJCrowding out is measured as the decrease in borrowing by other 
borrowers. Those identified in our symposia as most likely to 
suffer are included here. Figures are totals for 1983 and 1984. 
Minus sign indicates a decrease in total borrowing as compared 
to the baseline prediction. 

c/Change in the dollar volume of nonfinancial corporation bond 
issues. 

gCZi;Zz; in the dollar volume of State and local government bond 
. 
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Crowding out 

We measured the extent to which crowding out occurs in the 
financial markets by tracking increases and decreases in borrowing 
for 1983 and 1984 by other interest sensitive borrowers. Those 
tracked were identified in our symposia as most likely to suffer as 
a result of increased housing loan activity. Housing finance 
itself would probably suffer somewhat as a result of the increased 
demand but our calculations net out the impact on new home sales. 
The impacts on the sectors most affected are illustrated in table 
10 for the permanent and temporary interest reduction subsidies. 
The home btiyer and mortgage interest tax credits produced results 
similar to those of the permanent and temporary interest reduc- 
tions, respectively. 

Housing and employment 
stimulus as a function of 
the size of the subsidv 

Based on our simulations we can conclude that over a certain 
range of circumstances and when the subsidies are provided to all 
those eligible for some period of time, that the depth of the sub- 
sidy provided to households determines the extent of the stimulus 
on housing and employment in the short term. Figure 9 illustrates 
this point for a range of effective interest rate reductions and 
an income limit of $30,000 which essentially eliminates half of all 
home buyers from eligibility for the subsidy. The subsidy could be 
made in the form of a variety of temporary or permanent schemes and 
could include or exclude a recapture provision. Cost, of coursel 
increases with the depth of the subsidy. 

There is probably a practical limit to the range over which 
this phenomenon holds since very small changes in debt service will 
probably not reduce user costs adequately to evoke a response, and 
since very high subsidies would suffer from higher substitution 
effects. After a certain point one runs into eligibility and other 
demographic constraints. Below a l-percent reduction in interest 
rate, we would expect very little stimulative impact since it would 
bridge the affordability gap for very few households. If recapture 
is included, it lowers the effective value of the subsidy to the 
buyer and dampens the response while also lowering the cost to the 
Government. Making the subsidy temporary also lowers the effective 
subsidy and would lower the expected response as well as the cost. 

As noted earlier, the effective interest rate on the permanent 
interest reduction is approximately 3.75 percentage points. The 
temporary reduction with recapture is estimated to effectively 
lower the interest rate by 1.5 percentage points. These simula- 
tions seem to suggest that the effective interest could be reduced 
to perhaps 3 percentage points and still get a substantial counter- 
cyclical impact in mid-1983. This will be explored in more detail 
after we analyze the costs of these proposals. 
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SUBSIDY COSTS VARY WI'TH DEPTH OF 
l 

The coats of the various stimulus proposals arise from three 
factors- the direct suber~idies provided to households dt8 yearly 
payments or lump aum diacounta under th:e interest rate reduction 
programs, indfrect subni'dies through the deduction of mortgage 
interest, and lost revenue due to tax exempt bonds or other tax 
incentives and admlnistratiive costs. An offset to these costs 
would be any increased revenues to the Treasury resulting from 
greater economfc activity. The proposals differ markedly in where 
the costs are incurred, as shown in table 11. 

11 Table 

Hourih~ Sitlmulw Proporrlr: 
whmr~ Are the Coats ~Incurred? 



Cost per household subsidized versus 
the impact on increased consumption 

The direct subsidies for the various proposclls can&be viewed 
bn a per unit cost for each household subsidized or in terms of the 
I;rost per additional unit of housing subsidized. But these measures 
ignore the substantial effect which will occur when households that 
would have purchased anyway 'increase their spending due to the sub- 
sidy. The following table shows direct subsidy calculations pre- 
pared by Alm and Follain for several of the alternatives. The cal- 
$zulations are based on a household with a $30,000 income purchasing 
a home costing $55,252 with a market interest rate of 15.5 percent. 
@‘he Alm and Follain simulation model is then used to calculate the 
bbsidy and the increased consumption which is encouraged by 

Ii 
eceiving the subsidy. The cost figures in table 12 do not include 
he homeownership deductions which provide an additional, very 

ilarge subsidy, The increased consumption figures can probably be 
thought of as an upper limit on,>the actual increase in consumption. 

Table 12 ) 

Increased Housing Consumption 
as a Function of Subsidy Depth 

Increased 
consumption 

Direct subsidy Home purchased (percent) 

Without subsidy $ .m- $55,252 'I) - 
'I 

6,511 58,205 5 
6,949 62,120 12 

Y 
I 

11,749 70,656 28 
10,763 64,276 16 

Temporary interest 
reduction without 
recapture 

GEM 
SFPM 

Permanent interest 
reduction 

GPM 
SFPM 

MRB 12,912 z/ 60,466 9 ', 

HB!lc 2,952 59,043 7 

GPM-no direct 
subsidy mm.- 59,756 8 

a-/This includes the additional subsidy provided to tax-exempt bond 
purchasers, which is why the increase in consumption relative to 
the subsidy is smaller than those of other alternatives. 
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Table 12 highlights two important points. First, the subsidy 
which goes to households that would have bought anyway during the 
period is not complete substitution because it very likely induced 
somewhat greater consumption (more expensive housing) which will 
have a direct effect on jobs and GNP. We attempted to take this 
into account in DRI's simulations but believe that the results prob- 
ably greatly understate this effect, which was also documented in 
our 1978 report on the Brooke-Cranston housing stimulus program. l-/ 
To quantify it somewhat, we could say that if the temporary inter- 
est subsidy, using an SFPM, went to 400,000 households--350,000 of 
which would have purchased homes at an average price of $65,000-- 
then the maximum increase in housing spending could approach $2.75 
billion before feedbacks and multipliers. If this were true, it 
would be roughly equivalent to the new starts impact. Alm and 
Follain also concluded that a temporary subsidy with both a GEM 
feature and recapture would have little stimulative effect. It 
should be noted that the much higher after-tax user cost being 
experienced today might dampen this consumption effect somewhat. 
Our DRI simulations understate the impact as compared to the 
factors supplied by Alm and Follain. 

Second, the analysis suggests that the selection of the 
mortgage instrument is nearly as important as the direct subsidy 
mechanism. The calculations indicate that: 

--An unsubsidized GPM is nearly as stimulative as a shallow 
subsidy such as the MRB. This must be qualified by the fact 
that FHA's GPMs carry a slightly higher interest rate 
because GPMs require negative amortization which is undesir- 
able to lenders and because lenders must also require larger 
downpayments. Recent changes in FHA's regulations for GPMs 
provide changes which reduce the downpayment needed. 

--Using a SFPM with a temporary interest subsidy (versus a 
GEM) would very likely increase the stimulative effect of 
the subsidy with little or no change in the cost. 

--Using some form of GPM with a permanent interest subsidy 
could possibly double the stimulative effect, again with 
a nominal increase in cost. This would probably require 
a structure which would offset the negative amortization 
caused by GPMs which makes them less desirable to lenders. 

These results are only applicable directly to those who would 
have purchased anyway and cannot be applied directly to starts, but 
Alm and Follain believe that the figures should be proportional to 
the stimulative effect of proposals on housing starts. Their 
estimates can, therefore, be used as a guide in altering a proposal 
to make it more effective. 

l/What Was the Effect of the Emergency Housing Program on Single 
Family Housing Construction?" (CED-78-155, Nov. 21, 1978), p. 45. 
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Alm and FoILrain alra provided estimates of cost-effectiveness 
for the various p~~~~~~$ @n inducing consumption. These estimates 
were modified by addling th@ cost of the tax exemption to the MRB 
estimate. The ratios shown In table 13 do not take into account 
substitution effecta but do show the reY.ative magnitude of the cost 
of encouraging increased housing consumption by those who receive 
subsidies under the various proposals. They are calculated as the 
ratio of increased consumption to subsidy cost. 

Table 13 

How Well Do The Various Proposals Encouraqe 
Increased Housing Consumption Amonq Households 

That Wou&I Have Purchased Anyway? I 
(Cost-Effectiveness Ratios) 

J / / , Proposal 

iTemporary interest 
reduction 

SFPM - No recapture 
GEM - No recapture 
GEM - Recapture 

Permanent interest 
reduction 

SFPM - No recapture , GPM - No recapture 

Ratio of increased 
consumption to subsidy cost 

1.45 
.88 

(Little or no effect) 

.83 
1.17 

Home buyers tax 
credit 

Mortgage revenue 
bonds 

.92 

.42 

Graduated payment 
mortgage without 
subsidy 3.20 

These calculations estimate the relative cost-effectiveness 
of various mechanisms in increasing consumption above what it 
would be for an unsubsidized SFPM. They account for both direct 
and tax subsidies in discounted dollars. The tax subsidies (except 
for the mortgage revenue bond proposal which includes an additional 
component for subsidies to bond purchasers) are calculated as the 
increase in tax savings resulting from increased interest deduc- 
tions when households buy more expensive homes. They show the 
temporary subsidy to be much more cost-effective when combined 
with a SFPM as opposed to a growing equity mortgage. The mortgage 
revenue bond option is the least cost-effective of any proposal 
studied. The graduated payment mortgage without subsidy is shown 
to be quite cost-effective but as a countercyclical measure its 
use cannot be greatly expanded without some direct incentive. HUD 
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is now insuring a new slowly increasing payment GPM which can be 
combined with a bujtldet buydown in the first 3 years. This GPM 
has payments which rise slowly for the first 10 years, 

The relationship of stimulus 
to mortgage instruments 

Given the relationship between subsidy depth and housing 
starts shown on page 52 and the results on the stimulus effects 
of various mortgage instruments, we might expect a relationship 
of housing starts (or jobs) to subsidy depth which would look like 
the figure’ below. However, these relationships should be consid- 
ered no more than indicative of direction, since there is no 
empirical base for quantifying them. 

This kind of result seems sensible in view of the generally 
agreed principle that housing demand can be moved forward by mort- 
gage instruments that overcome the tilt problem of young house- 
holds. To quantify this somewhat we can look at the temporary 
interest rate reduction with recapture which had an effective 
interest rate reduction of about 1.5 percentage points. The simu- 
lations show that with a SFPM and ultimate funding of about $1.6 
billion roughly 50,000 additional housing starts would occur ‘in 
1983. We would then expect the housing starts figure to be some- 
what lower with the same effective subsidy and a growing equity 
mortgage, and somewhat higher if the subsidy were provided in 
conjunction with a GPM. 

FIGURE 10 

HOUSING STARTS LIKELY IMPACTED BY THE MORTGAGE INSTRUMENT 

0 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 
Effective Reduction in Mortgage interest Rate 

3.76 4.0 



The alternatLv&r shown on the following page contrast the’ two 
interest reduction plans ws analyzed in detail in table 10 to three 
plans which could be expected to be more cost effective. The plan 
referred to as the combination interest reduction is similar to 
plans now being used by some builders. It would combine a standard 
fixed payment mortgage at 2 percentage points below the market rate 
with an additional graduated reduction of interest payments in the 
first 5 years. This would reduce both the real user cost of hous- 
ing and address the tilt problem. Based on our simulations, we 
would expect 85,000 housing starts with an effective interest rate 
reduction of 3.1 percentage points. Adding the graduation in the 
!f irst 5 years should increase these starts. 

The plan using a GPM includes a subsidy to avoid the negative 
mortization which a GPM would experience in the first few years, 
hus making the loan more attractive to lenders and avoiding the 
igher downpayment which a GPM often requires. This plan w’ould be 
oughly equivalent in cost to the permanent interest reduction, but 
he graduated payment should provide more net housing starts. 

The modified temgolmry interest reduction would require much 
es8 budget authority than the plan which passed the Congress in 
une 1982, encompasses no recapture provision, would likely be more 
esirgble to consumers and could be implemented through GNMA with 
inin& administrative problems. We would therefore expect more 
ousing starts than the 50,000 estimated for the temporary proposal 
e analyzed without the GEM feature. 
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Description of Alternative Interest Reduction Subsidies 
e I 

Temporary Modified Combination Permanent 
intercaast taamporary interest Graduated interest 
reduction r reduction payment reduction 

(WI (SFPM) a/ (SFPM),b/ inoitgaqe a/ (SFPM) 

Mortgage 
payment 
in year 1 $ 734 i9734 

2 773 ,,;: 773 

3 812 851 1, 812 851 

65-30 E 890 930 

Discounted 
cost/unit cfI/ $8,745 $5,668 

Effective 
interest rate 
reduction eJ 
(percent) 1.5 1.5 

Program 
budget 
authority 
(billions) $3.0 $1.6 

Discounted 
cost 
(billions) $1.6 $1.6 

$6’94 $645 
720 694 
746 749 
772 802 
797 862 
823 927 

$10,668 $13,336 $13,878 . 

3.1 3.8 

$2.6 $3.0 

$2.6 $3.0 

$720 
720 
720 
720 
720 
720 

4.0 

$3.0 

$3.0 

Housing less than more than more than more than 
starts 50,000 50,000 85,000 100,000 100,000 

aJInitia1 payments calculated at 12.75 percent which increase by 
0.75 percentage points yearly up to 16.5 percent. Payments are 
similar to the temporary reduction but no recapture is required. 

bJInitia1 payments calculated at 12.0 percent with the interest 
rate increasing by O.S/percentage points yearly until 14.5 
percent is reached. ~1 I 

gA GPM with 14.5 percent nominal interest rate with the mortgage 
payment increasing by 7.5 percent per year. 

dJCost before recapture assuming 12-year prepayment of a,,'.30=year 
loan. 

eJEffective interest rate reduction without recapture, except for 
the temporary reduction. Interest rate reduction is the primary 
determinant of housing in our simulations for interest subsidies. 



COST OF INCREASED 
HOUSING STARTS AND JOBS 

Thus far we have shown that certain proposals'are very likely 
more stimulative than others- and that the ones most stimulative 
ienerally tend to be those with the deepest subsidies, but what 
we really want to know about a stimulus proposal is the cost of 
a,n additional housing start or job. Our single-family symposium 

.pers, the discussions with experts, and our calculations seem to 
dicate that direct subsidies (such as the temporary and permanent 
iterest reductions) are much more efficient than tax subsidies. 
.is is true because tax subaridies are subject to economic ineffi- 
encies and proposals using them are much harder to target. Our 
mulations seem to bear this out. 

.z 1 
, 

rect subsidies which reduce 
rtgage interest rates are equally 
1st.effective in creating housing 
(arts but differ in job creation 

The temporary interest rate reduction, which provides sub- 
.dies for the first 5 yearsI and the permanent interest rate 
duction, which lasts for the life of the mortgage, appear to 
*ovide roughly the same number of housing starts per billion 
lllars of cost, even though they are structured quite differently. 
le jobs impact of the permanent is somewhat stronger. Subsidies 
Ipear more efficient when the economy is weak and total b,ase-level 
using starts are lower because, as the funding increases and more 
.d more units are subsidized, fewer units go to substitution 
!mand. Table 14 shows estimates of total program cost for three 
ternatives and the cost per net housing start and job in 1982 and 
183 --the period in which countercyclical stimulus would be most 
'eful. Each proposal utilizes $3 billion in subsidies, but the 
rmanent proposal is based upon the purchase and sale of all sub- 
dized mortgages in 1983 --with all funds being expended in 1983. 
be temporary proposal provides roughly $600 million for 5 years 
1 that, after discounting, the actual cost is "about $2.4 billion. 
Ien recapture is included in the calculations, the cost could be 
I low as $1.6 billion in present value. 

The more stimulative a proposal is, and the more it addresses 
I@ tilt problem, the more likely it is to increase consumption 
long those who would have purchased anyway, thus increasing 
rployment I) Therefore, the permanent interest subsidy and the tem- 
brary proposal without recapture are shown to create more jobs per 
busing start than the less stimulative proposal with a recapture 
:ovision. 
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Table 14 

Coat Per Net Housing St,art And,Job Created 
"--%%!!nlternate EconosScenarias 

Temporary Temporary Permanent 
intsrsst interest interest 
rsductiqn reduction reduction 
I recap~yre) z/ (no recapt,ure) (no recapture) 

,' '1 'II -~*-ma~~m!,~~ma- ($3 billion expenditure)--o---------w 

Discounted 
cost after 
recapture $1.6 billion $2.4 billion $3 billion 

Recovery scenario 

Projected net 
housing starts 

1982-83 51,000 77,000 100,000 

Cost per start $31,400 $31,200 $30,000 

Proi;;;e;3jobs bJ 
51,000 90,000 127,000 

Cost per job $31,400 $26,700 $23,600 

Stagflation scenario 

Projected net 
housing starts 

1982-83 855000 

Cost per start $18;&300 

Projected jobs bJ 
1982-83 86,000 

Cost per job $18,600 

135,000 188,000 

$17,800 $16,000 
Y 

130,000 184,000 

$18,500 $16,300 L 

aJRecapture is calculated assuming repayment upon sale with 100 
percent principal, but no interest. In reality, 100 percent 
recapture is unlikely, thereby making the possible real cost for 
this alternative somewhat higher. 

VFull-time employment equivalents. 
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Cost of indirect homeownership subsidies-- 
mortgage revenue bondsr mortgaqe interest 
tax credit, and home buyers tax credit -. 

Most of our estimates found the mortgage revenue bond proposal 
to be ineffective in creating net housing starts in 1983, and other 
analysis has shown that the tax expenditures associated with using 
mortgage revenue bonds are substantially larger than the interest 
reductions they provide households. Therefore, we could assume 
that if they could provide any stimulus it would be at a higher 
cost than the direct subsidies. That is, a sizable part of the 
tax expenditure is captured by the bondholders, rather than being 
passed through to the home buyer. For example, RDA estimated that 
'f 
1 

$2.5 billion in mortgages were financed by MRB's, few addi- 
ional housing starts would result, but the Treasury would lose 

4175 million per year for the term of the bonds due to bondholder's 
t/ax exempt earnings. IlJ 

The mortgage interest tax credit showed strong results in 
ur simulations, 
onsidered 

and at costs similar to other proposals being 
in 1982 and 1983, but it would probably be much slower 

o implement than assumed in our simulations. In addition, when 
ully implemented the cost could approach $2.5 billion per year 
nd would grow proportionately with the outstanding level of mort- 
age debt. 2 

d 
Lenders are also likely to capture a portion of the 

ubsidy rat er than passing Its full value on to the buyers as 
ssumed in our calculations. Consequently, this proposal should 

be considered as a long-term structural change as suggested 
y the President's Housing Commission, not as a countercyclical 

The one indirect tax proposal which could have strong poten- 
as a countercyclical stimulus is the home buyers tax credit 

we defined as a credit against the buyer's tax bill equal to 
percent of the purchase price of the home. To compare the cost 

this proposal as compared to a direct subsidy we can look at the 
et cost to the Treasury in 1982 and 1983 (measured in our sim- 

as the increase in the deficit). The "following table 
those deficit figures for the tax credit to those for the 

interest rate reduction, which as the simulations were 
also incurs all its costs in years 1982 and 1983. 

"Analysis of Alternative Housing Stimulus Proposals," 
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Interest Rate Subsidies Provide Stimulus 
mEffibiht!ly Than a Tax Credit - 

&hen the Incre'ase in the' Deficit is 
Compared to the Number of Net Housing Starts 

* 
Permanent interest subsidy Home buyer's tax credit 

Stagfla:tion Recovery Stagflation 

Deficit 
increase 

1982-84 $2.9 $3.1 
billion billion 

$3.9 
billion 

$3.2 
billion 

Housing starts 
1982-83 100,000 188,000 93,000 133,000 

) Cost per 
housing start $29,000 $16,500 $41,900 $24,100 

These figures show that in the stagflation scenario the cost per 
housing start for the two alternatives are much closer than in 
the recovery scenario. It also shows that the cost of mis-timing 
the subsidy to the low point in a downturn is much higher for the 
tax subsidy. This is because the tax subsidy goes to all house- 
holds and in a recovery the cost grows much faster than the 
stimulative effect on housing starts. Such tax subsidies could 
be targeted by income but compliance would be somewhat more 
difficult to police than a direct subsidy. 

i CONCLUSIONS 

Housing stimulus proposals currently being. considered by the 
Congress and suggested byla variety of industry groups vary greatly 
in their likely effectiveness and costs. Many of the proposals are 
likely to be too slow to have any countercyclical impact, while 
others are structured in ways which may limit their effectiveness 
or cause them to be excessively expensive. Minor changes could be 
made to those having the highest potential for success without 
increasing their costs appreciably. 

However, none of the'proposals can bring about a long-lived 
housing recovery without a significant drop in interest rates. 
Rather, certain alternatives could provide short-term relief to 
the industry in early 1983 if sufficient funding were made avail- 
able. The resulting increased economic activity would largely off- 
set the effect of financial crowding out and result in increased 
employment in both 1983 and 1984, primarily as a result of 
non-construction related employment increases. 

In order to have a countercyclical effect for the housing 
industry or the economy in general, a stimulus proposal should be 
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capable of starting up quickly, having its impact and withdrawing 
from the econon\y before it begins to have a pro-cyclical impact. 
Thus, the more quickly a proposal can be implemented and the more 
easily it can be terminated, the more likely it is to be success- 
ful l This implies that it should to the extent possible use exist- 
ing mechanisms or programs with regulations in place, ar at least 
be analagous to programs which are well understood by buyers and 
builders alike. This would indicate that a program which could 
provide a direct interest subsidy in the form of a Government 
subsidized loan discount or a self-implementing tax subsidy would 
be most effective. 

Of the proposals we evaluated for homeownership subsidies: 

--The fastest and most effective proposals could have a 
significant effect on housing starts in the first and 
second quarters of 19'83 and jobs in the second and third 
quarters of 1983, assuming they become effective in the 
fourth quarter of 1982. 

--Direct subsidies such as the permanent interest subsidy 
or temporary interest subsidy are likely to be more cost 
effective than those relying on the tax system. Resulting 
housing starts in the target period (before the economy or 
industry turns up) are likely to be roughly proportional 
to program cost, whereas jobs impacts seem to increase 
slightly as the stimulative effect on the proposal 
increases. 

--In general, interest rate reduction proposals which 
lower mortgage payments in the early years and provide a 
shallower subsidy in the outyears could be expected to have 
the greatest effect on marginal home buyers. This reduces 
substitution since it would be less attractive to those 
who could afford market rates but are merely shopping for 
a bargain. This, in a sense screens against substitution. 
Hence, a graduated payment mortgage combined with an inter- 
est rate reduction would be more effective than the same 
level of subsidy with a standard fixed payment mortgage. 

--The growing equity mortgage would be less desirable to buy- 
ers since it requires a much greater contribution to princi- 
pal and lower tax deductions, and thus raises the user cost 
of housing in the early years. It is also not well under- 
stood by either the Congress or borrowers and there is not 
yet a secondary market for such mortgages. 

--The home buyers tax credit, confined to units started after 
enactment, is probably the next most effective proposal in 
encouraging housing starts. 

--The mortgage interest tax credit might provide reasonably 
good housing starts impact in 1983 at relatively low 
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initial cost if lenders actually pass the sub idy ~throwh 
to borrowers. We expect, however, that lender@ would cap- 
ture a subrtantivl part of the nrubsidyr thus" red'ucing and 
delaying its affects on starts. In addition( its costs 
would grow substantially over the years'1 therefore it 
should not be con,sidered as a countercyclical program but 
rather as a long-term structural proposal as recommended 

under F,HA (suggested to.us by a 
group of homebullders) for a certain subset of well 
qualified buyers who could meet stiff,er underwriting 
requirements would eliminate a particularly vexing barrier 
to homeownership,: If combined with lower debt tomincome 
ratios forbuyers and strong credit worthiness tests, it 
could have some impact on mortgage failure rates and FHA 
insurance losses. Risk would have to be carefully con- 
sidered, however, since the debt to equity relationship 
is a strong determinant of failure rates for loans. VA, 
which uses co-insurance where lenders share limited risk, 
has had a no-downpayment option for years. 

The substitution effect (where subsidies go to buyers, 
sellers, or lenders without providing additional starts or job 
creation) can be further reduced in a countercyclical program by 

--targeting proposals to moderate income buyers; 

--focusing on new construction started after the effective 
date of the program: 

--providing subsidies to buyers not lenders; and 

--using direct expenditures rather than tax subsidies. 

Even where substitution by households that have bought anyway 
is significant, some additional economic stimulus is provided since 
those households receiving the subsidy will tend to buy more 
expensive homes than they would have without the subsidy. 

Given these considerations, it is possible to design subsidy 
programs which will have some net effect on the level of housing 
starts. But this increment of starts would be achieved at sub- 
stantial cost to the taxpayer and would represent only a marginal 
improvement for the industry. It seems clear that a return to 
what have come to be considered healthy levels of housing pro- 
duction will depend on a substantial decline in the level of 
long-term interest rates and an improvement in the overall 
economy. 
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A(CENCY COMMENTS 

HUD, the Department of the Treasury, FHLBB, and the Federal 
Rleserve Board were given the opportunity to review and comment on 
a draft of this report. Numerous technical adjustments were made 
based on the comments received. By and large, there was no dis- 
agreement with the general nature of our findings and conclusions. 

HUD, in a written response to us (see app. IV), stated, among 
other things, that the administration is strictly opposed to any 
short-term stimulus to the housing industry. HUD considers the 
costs of the various proposed stimulus programs to greatly exceed 
their housing and employment benefits. 

FHLBB also provided a written response (see app. V). It found 
m 1 
'P 1 

t 
E 

e report to be a well-done summary of alternative short-term 
imulus programs. 



CHAPTER 4 

COUNTERCYCSICAL STIMULUS TO RENTAL HOUSING 

When approaching the topic of countercyclical stimulus to 
rental housing, one is' immediately faced with the irony that 

\ although homeownership subsidies may be the better prospect for 
quick stimulus to the housing industry, preserving and adding to 
the stock of moderate&y priced rental housing may be the more 
urgent housing need during the next decade and that low- and 
moderate-income renters are generally in greater housing need. 

Homeownership has become the dominant form of tenure for 
American households, but its popularity and demand~have also 
helped drive up the cost of land, labor, and materials for 
rental housing. The tax deductibility of mortgage interest 
coupled with home appreciation has opened a substantial gap 
between the attractiveness of ownership versus rental housing, 
thus depressing the value of rental housing relative to owner- 
occupied housing. This has created a strong incentive to convert 
units, where possible, from rental to owner-occupancy. Little 
incentive exists to develop additional rental units except where 
the demand for rental housing is unusually strong. 

In spite of major gains in the quantity and quality of the 
rental housing stock over the last 20 years (much of it encouraged 
by Government programs), the rental housing stock is no longer 
growing JJ and much of the moderately priced stock is in need of 
repair. Many low- and moderate-income households cannot easily 
afford their present rents, let alone those needed to provide ade- 
quate investment returns for new rental housing or to support 
renovation. Recent sharp increases in the real cost of ownership 
will put added pressure on the rental stock as many choose renting 
over buying. However, the gap between rents needed to encourage 
development and what tenants can or will pay will make it diffi- 
cult for the market to respond with additional rental housing. 
Although rent levels are currently rising somewhat and recent tax 
law changes are encouraging investment in-existing rental housing, 
these trends are unlikely to help low- and moderate-income renters 
who will be less able to afford increasing rents and are also 
unlikely to induce new construction. 

l.JThe total number of conventionally financed rental starts 
decreased from 298,500 in 1977 to 97,300 in 1981. Further, 
if conversions to condominiums and cooperatives are considered, 
the net additions to the rental stock have been dramatically 
reduced in recent years to a net decrease of 19,500 units in 
1980 and only 12,300 additions in 1981. See John P. Kerry, 
'Multifamily Housing in the 80's: Market Trends and Counter- 
cyclical Stimulus Options" (GAO Symposium on Countercyclical 
Stimulus for Multifamily Housing, 1982). 
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As with single-family housing, the key to a recovery in 
rental housing production lies primarily in a healthy economy and 
a decline in mortgage interest rates. In addition, rental housing 
developers are highly sensitive to factors other than financing 
cpste, such as inflation in operating costs and the ability to 
pt”l.ss these on in rents, which affect cash flows and the after- 
tax return on investment. Consideration of all these factors 
suggests that a substantial rise in rental housing production 
will not occur until there is a fairly broad-based recovery in 
the overall economyl a rise in family incomes, and a substantial 
decline in interest rates. 

h 

2 
F 

These circumstances, in turn, probably preclude any rapid 
construction response to shallow stimulus proposals for rental 
ouskng. There are, however, several kinds of rental housing 
Ttivity which have the potential to respond quickly to stimulus, 

which have generally not been the subject of full scale 
intervention. These are the 

--conversion of buildings from nonresidential to resi- 
dential use or subdivision of larger housing units 
into smaller rental units, 

--development of small rental buildings with a few units 
where the development and construction process is similar 
to single-family housing, 

--moderate rehabilitation of rental housing in substandard 
condition, and 

--conversion of unsold ownership housing to rentals. 

ill 
These are probably the areas in which the private market 
attempt to respond to rental needs without Government assist- 

ce and which are most likely to provide reasonably priced 
ntals affordable by many moderate-income households. Federal 
bsidies in these areas could be used as leverage to assure some 
ntinued availability of .such housing to low- and moderate-income 

ouseholds. 

: 
W 
m 
t 

Past research has also shown that subsidized substantial 
ehabilitation 
ollar 

is more costly lJ and clearly less effective per 
in adding to the stock than new construction. Therefore, 

e attempted to focus the proposals analyzed here on less costly, 
ore rapid kinds of development which would still serve the longer 
erm housing needs of the Nation. 

Regardless of whether new construction or rehabilitation is 
nclertaken, a subsidy program which allows occupancy by nonneedy U 

1 d /ISection 236 Rental Housing --An Evaluation With Lessons For 
The Future," (PAD-78-13, Jan. 10, 1978), pa 121. 



households should probably provide as shallow a subsidy as 
possible, A subsidy which is too shallow may have no effect at 
all, but deep subsidies encourage expensive construction and 
wasteful rehabilitation, meaning higher rents and much less chance 
of availability to moderate-income renters in both the short- and 
long-term. Better units will be much more likely to be converted 
to ownership in the future. 

METHODOLOGY AND EVALUATION CRITERIA 

In this chapter we analyze proposals to spur new construction 
and rehabilitation of rental housing through a variety of loans, 
grants, and tax incentive+ Our analysis relies on micro-simula- 
tions performed for us under contract by William Brueggeman, a 
series of symposia papers prepared for our June 28, 1982, symposium 
on multifamily housing, our past research, and numerous interviews 
with HUD officials and housing developers. Some limited simula- 
tions were performed using the DRI econometric model, but we did 
not refine these simulations since the market response times for 
multifamily housing are likely to be much longer than those for 
single-family housing and the multifamily prop~osals are much more 
difficult to simulate. We therefore decided to focus more atten- 
tion on the single-family alternatives which are more likely to 
work as countercyclical stimuli. The major criteria for comparing 
the proposals are: 

--adequacy of builder incentives, 
--speed of implementation and market response, 
--cost to the Government, 
--targeting, and 
--likelihood of substitution. 

THE PROPOSALS ANALYZED 

The proposals we analyzed were suggested by a variety of 
housing experts, HUD officials, lobbyists, builders, and other 
researchers, Some proposals which seemed totally unworkable or 
ineffective in the short run were eliminated, while others were 
altered to better target them and to limit their costs. All 
proposals would require that at least 20 percent of the units be 
set aside for low- and moderate-income households. Several bar 
conversion to condominiums for a period of 15 years, which should 
be considered in any rental subsidy program. As originally phrased, 
all proposals required start of construction after program initia- 
tion and completion before January 1, 1984. However, discussions 
with HUD housing officials indicated that simply requiring the 
beginning of construction by a certain date would be more workable. 
Requiring completion by a particular date would effectively exclude 
anything except relatively small projects. At the same time, of 
course, the inclusion of projects with longer construction periods 
would increase the risk of creating an economic stimulus at an 
inappropriate point in the business cycle. Therefore, it would 
make sense to require construction to start by June 30, 1983. 
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Table 16 summarizes the characteristics of each of the 
multifamily proposals, including subsidy and recapture mechanisms, 
mortgage limits, targeting provisions, and other features. 

Table 16 

Stlmulur Proposals for Multlfamlly Rental Housinq 

Basic Subsid\ 
Mschnnlsm 

Mortgage or 
Subsidy Limits 

Time 
Targeting 

Household 
Targeting 

20% Units to 
Households 
Under 80% 
of Median 
Income 

Other 
Provisions 

New Construction; 
Substantial 
Rehabilitation; 
Conversion to 
Residential Use 

Same a5 
Tandem 

Recapture 

16 Years, 
Fslll Principal 
and Interest 
at Treasury 
Rata 

15 Years, 
Recapture 
Llmfted to 
60% of 
Increase in 
Value 

84O,OOO/Unit Start After 
Passage 
But Before 
6130183 

4% Interart 
RN4l 
Reduction 
by GNMA 
blrcount 

Shallow 
Tandem 

Interest 
Reduction 
Loan 

Same as 
Tandem 

Same as 
Tandem 

“Modest 
Design” 
$4O,OOO/Unit 

Loan for 4% 
Interest 
Reduction; 
Seoand Llen 

lax-Exempt 
Bonds 

10% Credit 
to Developers 

Grants to 
state 6 Loca 
Governments 

Mortgage 
Revenue 
Bonds 

None None 15Year or Longer 
Ban on 
Conversion to 
Condominiums 

Same as 
Tandem 

Same a8 
Tandem 

Same as 
Tandem 

Same as 
Tandem 

None None. Could 
Require 
Reduced 
Basis and 
Recovery 
Through a 
Capital Gains 
Tax 

Investment 
Tax Credit 

Rental 

84,OOO/Unit 

No Direct 
Limit5 
Although 
Limits Would 
Probably Be 
Advisable to 
Control Cost 

$iO,OOO/Unit 
~66,OOO/Unit 
National 
Average) 

None Same as 
Tandem 

“Severe Rental 
Shortage”; 
Overcrowding; 
Substandard 
Housing; 
Eligible 
Households 

Recapture 
Encouraged 
But Not 
Mandatory 

None 
Specified 

A&take 
Grants 
S.2171 

UDAG 
Housing 
Supplement 

Competltive 
Awards 

Same as 
Tandem 

15-Year Ban on 
Conversion on 
Condominiums 

Same as 
Tandem 

Accelerating 
PIpsline 
Khlsfly 
Section 8) 

Increases 
Allowable 
Rents Et 
Subsidies 
(FAF) 

Second 
Half of 
1982 

None None Section 8 
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~ Shallow Tandem 

Tha shallow Tandem program would enable developers to borrow 
funds far rental housing projects at significant discounts, which 
would be absorbed initially by GNMA. Such discounts would then 
be repaid by borrowerswhen a project is eventually sold or re- 
financed. More specifically, monthly payments. on these discounted 
loans would be based on a sufficiently low rate of interest (not 
lower than 11 percent)' to provide satisfactory debt service 
coverage from operating revenues of newly developed projects. A 
balloon payment large enough to recover the discount absorbed by 
GNMA at the time of origination, plus deferred interest on the 
discount, would be required after 15 years or if projects were 
sold or refinanced. Because this proposal requires that the ini- 
tial discount is to ba('repaid with interest, there may be little 
or no direct subsidy absociated with this proposal. 

I Interest reduction loan 
I 

The interest reduction loan proposal is similar to the shallow 
Tandem approach? however, it involves an explicit subsidy to devel- 
opers. Essentially, developers would make first mortgage loans 
at current interest rates and simultaneously make second mortgage 
loans equivalent to one-third of interest requirements on the first 
mortgages. These second mortgages would be made available as long 
as current interest rates exceed 14 percent. Interest costs on the 
second liens would be compounded at the Government borrowing rate 
but would be deferred and become due as a balloon payment after 
15 years, or sooner if projects are sold or refinanced. However, 
amounts due on such second liens would not exceed 60 percent of 
the appreciation of value in excess of cost of projects developed 
under this program. Decause of this limitation, some portion of 
the subsidy Is likely'not to be recovered. 

I Tax exempt mortgage revenue bonds 

Although tax exempt MRBs currently provide below market 
financing for rental housing, the 1980 Mortgage Subsidy Bond Act 
reduced their usage by imposing stringent income targeting. Fur- 
ther, the slow issuance of regulations by the Department of the 
Treasury has discourtl: ed 

!i! 
use of these bonds. This proposal sug- 

gests the following c anges in the actt (1) assisted projects 
could convert to condominiums once half the subsidy period has 
expired (but not in less than 15 years), (2) the definition of 
target areas in which restrictions are relaxed would expand to 
include those where there is a continuing crisis of affordable 
mortgage credit which jeopardizes the housing industry, and (3) 
tenant income limits would be increased from 50 percent to 80 per- 
cent of area median income (this restriction applies to only 20 
percent of the units). 
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Investment tax credit 

This proposal provides a 10 percent investment tax credit on 
direct project costs (in excess of land cost) to developers of 
rental housing. However, the investment tax credit proposal would 
limit these credits to $4,000 per unit constructed. This is the 
only proposal considered that would utilize a direct reduction 
in taxes as an incentive to stimulate production. 

Rental rehabilitation 

Rental rehabilitation could be used as another approach for 
stimulating rental housing. Under the Urban Development Action 
Grant (UDAG) program I developers could obtain grants for up to 
$10,000 per unit. Subsidies would average $5,000 for the program 
as a whole, however. All UDAG regulations regarding matching 
private financing and neighborhood targeting would still apply 
in establishing whether such grants should be made. A second 
option in this direct grant approach is patterned after S.2171. lJ 
It would provide funds for loans, grants, interest reduction pay- 
ments and land acquisition grants to be made by state and local 
housing agencies. Projects selected for subsidies under the lat- 
ter proposal would be based on a number of considerations includ- 
ing elimination of housing shortages, 'project cost, neighborhood 
development, and the likelihood of loan repayment. HUD officials 
advised us that they planned to support some form of rental 
rehabilitation program. 

Section 8 pipeline 

The section 8 pipeline involves increasing the financial 
adjustment factor (FAF) for section 8 projects which have HUD 
contract rent commitments, but,not firm financing commitments. 
Funding commitments were lacking primarily because of high tax 
exempt bond interest rates, which, in turn, resulted in high debt 
service requirements relative to fair market rents presently al- 
lowed by HUD on such projects. Increasing the FAF would amount 
to a higher rental subsidy commitment from HUD, thereby enabling 
higher debt service commitments to be covered from current operat- 
ing revenues. This would allow development of more section 8 
projects currently in the HUD approved "pipeline." In July 1982, 
HUD amended the FAF to increase the interest ceiling from 12 to 
14 percent. However, according to a HUD official, this action 
had little effect on projects in the pipeline because the tax- 
iexempt bond interest rates were already declining to the point 
/where the projects' financing was again feasible. 

-- 

L/For a detailed analysis of this bill as originally introduced 
see CED2-158, letter report to Senator Christopher J. Dodd, 
April 13, 1982. The rental rehabilitation proposal now pending 
in the Senate is substantially different. 
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In August 1982, a aupplamental appropriation was sent to the 
President which Inclluded a provinion to release $1.75 billion in 
deferred apending authority naedad to bring 34,000 units of 
section-8 ~~~~~t~d housing into conetruction by the end of 1982. 
These funds, if they become available, will be used for financing 
adjustments and development cost increases in projects. 

WHY MULTIFAMILY RENTAL 
DEVELOPMENT IS SLUGGISH 

The principal impetus for private investment in rental hous- 
ing is the &expected return on investment. Rental development is 
occurring in certain markets even at today's high interest rates. 
A typical example would be a project of 150-250 units in a suburban 
location outside a large metropolitan area. Development costs would 
run roughly $35,000 per unit and rents would be just less than $400 
per month. Other rental production activity taking place today is 
often in small buldings in small towns or satellite cities where 
land and construction cost-s are lower and zoning less restrictive 
but rental demand still strong. A great deal of this development 
takes place in the Sun Belt and much of it is being done with tax 
exempt financing in some markets. At current levels of mortgage 
interest rates, many multifamily rental projects are not finan- 
cially feasible in otherwise viable urban markets. This is pro- 
bably caused by uncertainties in expected appreciation rates and 
in spite of potentially good after-tax returns. One explanation 
is that probable long periods of negative cash flow discourage 
both investors and lenders who are considering such projects. 
Other impediments which are often cited as inhibiting rental 
development are (1) restrictive local zoning requirements that 
drive up the price of land (such as low density requirements or 
units per acre), (2) the fear of rent control, and (3) high devel- 
opment fees required by local governments. To encourage develop- 
ment, it is necessary to improve the before-tax cash flow and 
this can probably be done with relatively small subsidies, based 
on results calculated for this report. 

To be competitive with alternative investments, after-tax 
returns on rental housing would have to be in the range of 17 
percent today. Even then, before-tax returns on investment would 
be much lower than less risky investments and still would require 
several years of negative cash flows. 

Figure 11 shows typical returns and the length of time devel- 
opers are likely to experience negative cash flows under various 
economic situations. At expected property appreciation rates and 
rent increases below 6 percent annually, and at current interest 
rates, new rental investment is not at all likely. 



FIGURE 11 

INVESTMENT POTENTIAL ON UNSUBSIDIZED RENTAL DEVELOPMENT DEPENDS 
ON MORTEAOE RATES, REAL ESTATE INFLATION AND NEGATIVE CASH FLOW 

(l-3) 

(36) 

(3-8) 

(4-9) 

6 8 
Yearly Rates of increase in Rents and Property Values 

(percent) 

10 

Source: Wllllam 6. Brueggemon, A Micro-S/mu/at/on Analysis of Opt/on8 intended 
to Stimuhte ths Product/on of Rental Housing, Paper Prepared for GAO, 
1982. 

ZOMPARISON OF PROPOSALS 

We compared the various proposals in terms of their ability 
to improve before- and after-tax returns on investment in rental 
housing at current interest rates, assumed to be 17 percent. We 
also compared the alternatives in terms of their cost and their 
likelihood of spurring investment. These comparisons were done 
using Brueggeman’s micro-simulation model with assumptions about 
9 typical project and information on current rents in areas of the 
country expet fencing some development. 

After-tax returns 
would be improved 

Figure 12 shows relative after-tax returns on investment 
which are considered adequate for three of the four alternatives 
shown. The recapture feature of the shallow Tandem alternative 
makes the resulting after-tax returns marginal, particularly at 
the lower assumed rates of appreciation. 
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FIOURE 12 

AFTER-TAX RATE6 OF RETURN TO DEVELOPERS VARY FROM 
PRO!POSAL TO PROPOSAL 

Investment Tax Credit 

Mortgage Revenue Bonds 
Interest Reduction Loan 
Shallow Tandem 

. 

8 8 10 

Yearly Rates of Increase in Rents and Property Values 
(percent) 

$ourcs: Brueggsmrn, Miofo-Simuiation Analysis, 1982. 

Cash flow improvements mixed 

After-tax returns are only one factor in an investment deci- 
sion, Poor before-tax returns, expressed as the number of years 
of negative cash flow, are also extremely important to investors 
and make it much more difficult for them to obtain mortgage funds. 
Table 17 shows these negative cash flow figures for a project 
without subsidy and with assistance provided by each of the four 
new construction proposals. 
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Table 17 

Years of Negative Cash Flow 
for Rental Housing Investm,ent 

(New Construction) 

Inflation 
rate t 
rents and 
property 

values 
(percent) 

6 

Years of negative cash flow .----- 

Interest Mortgage 
Without Shallow reduction revenue Investment 
subsidy Tandem loan bonds tax credit -- 

9 3 0 0 9 

6 2 0 0 6 

4 1 0 0 4 

8 

10 

source : Brueggeman, "Micro-Simulation Analysis," 1982. 

The interest reduction loan is adequate to substantially 
reduce the cash flow problem and would likely induce development 
under the assumption that equity investors provide 25 percent of 
the development cost as a cash investment. Mortgage revenue bonds 
are assumed here to provide financing at 13.75 percent, which may 
be optimistic in a 17 percent mortgage market. They are also 
assumed to encourage 35 percent equity investment by developers 
since the subsidy is not recapturable and would thus be far more 
attractive to developers. Under these circumstances, the mortgage 
revenue bond option also could be expected to eliminate the cash 
flow problem. The investment tax credit would have no effect on 
the cash flow problem unless investors substantially increased 
their equity investment in order to make a project feasible and 
take advantage of the credit, thereby lowering the debt and needed 
debt service. Finally, the shallow Tandem proposal improves cash 
flow, probably enough to induce investment, but the full recapture 
of principal and interest provides a potentially large and risky 
payback of the subsidy which would probably discourage investment. 
This is because at lower rates of appreciation the investors might 
have to borrow money to pay back the subsidy, thus destroying any 
potential for profit. 

Present value of subsidy 

Using Brueggeman's simulation results, we can calculate the 
subsidy required to induce investment in multifamily housing and 
then compare the subsidies provided by each of the alternatives 

las a measure of cost and efficiency. The present value of the 
isubsidy required to induce investment is estimated at roughly 5 
[percent of total development costs, as displayed in table 18. 
IThe blanks in table 18 indicate that no subsidy would be required. 
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Table 18 

Estimates of Subsidy am I Psrcentaqe of Development Cost 
Needed to Intjlucr New Rental Housing Development 

Minimum subsidy cost as percent of 
development cost --- -we 

Required after-tax 
return on equity Expected rate of 

to investors ,:: appreciation in 
(percent) property value: 6 8 10 - - 

15 6 - - 

17 9 2.5 - 

20 . 12.7 7.9 1.4 

Average value = 4.4 percent 

Source: Brueggeman, "Nicro-Simulation Analysis," 1982. 

With current uncertainty regarding property appreciation, 
subsidies in the 5 to 6 percent range would probably be reasonably 
stimulative today. If interest rates were to decline while all 
other factors remained the same, the required subsidies would prob- 
ably be much smaller. Table 19 shows how, by using this base and 
calculating the expected subsidy as a percent of development cost 
for each of the alternatives, we can get a measure of whether or 
not the proposal provides adequate funding. Some proposals provide 
a subsidy which is large enough in size but may not be effective 
due to the delivery mechanism. 
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Table i9 

Adequacy of Subsidy Amount to Induce 
Rental Housing Development 

(<percent) 

Option 

Shallow 
Tandem 

Interest 
reduction 
loan 

Tax exempt 
mortgage 
revenue 
bonds aJ 

Investment 
tax credit 

Section 8 
(F-1 

Rental 
housing 
rehabil- 
itation 

Expected 
value of 
subsidy 

.5 

3.9 

4.0 

6.8 

10.2 kj 

20.0 g/ 

Expected 
value of 
subsidy 

needed 

4.4 

4.4 

4.4 

4.4 

4.4 

4.4 

Excess (+I 
deficiency (-1 a 

-3.9 

-0.5 

-0.4 

+2.4 

+5.8 

+15.6 

aJThis option also provides a large subsidy to bond holders which 
reduces the present value of the subsidy to the developers. In 
discounted present value, the subsidy to the bond holders amounts 
to at least 30 percent of the development cost. 

k/Financing subsidy only; rent subsidy excluded. In actuality, 
section 8 units are probably substantially more expensive to 
the Government per unit than those which would be provided with 
a shallower subsidy. 

cJThis assumes a $25,000 rehabilitation development cost as op- 
posed to the $35,000 development cost for new construction al- 
ternatives. This figure was calculated by GAO. 

Source : Brueggeman, "Micro-Simulation Analysis," 1982. 

Relative cost effectiveness 

Of the proposals compared in this chapter, the interest 
reduction loan program is probably the most likely to provide 
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stimulus In tha short tasm and Is also the most cost effectfve 
proposal. Ghallow Tandem, while inexpensive, provides inadequate 
incentives. Marrtgaga cevenudl bonds are the highest in cost rela- 
tive to their impact on investment returns, and the investment tax 
credit would probably have little impact for the cost incurred. 
The rental housing grants proposal would probably be effective in 
spurring investment but likely provides a greater subsidy than 
needed as analyzed in this report. The relative costs and the 
factors determining the likely effectiveness of the proposals are 
summgrized in table 20. 

Shallow Tandem 
(Full Recapture1 

Interest 
Reduction Loan 
(Psrtial 
Recapture) 

Mortgage 
Revenue 
Bonds 

Investment 
lax Credit 

.-. 
Rental 
Construction and 
Rehabilitation 
Grants 

Tabls 20 

Comparing t!ih& Rental Housing Alternatives: 
Sthnulur Potential and Cost-Effectivsneslr 

Before Tax 
Return 

Improve8 Due 
to Reduced 
Negetlve Cash 
Flow 

Improves Due 
to Reduced 
Negative Cash 
Flow 

Improves Due 
to Reduced 
Negative Cash 
Flow 

Unchanged 
Because Finance 
Costs Are the 
Same 

Improves Due 
to Lower Debt 

After Tax 
Return 

Dbes Not 
In4 prove 

Provides 
Adequate 
Returns 

Greatly 
Improves, 
Better Than 
Necessary 

Greatly 
Improves, 
Better Than 
Necessary 

Improves 

Potential 
Stimulus 

Slight Because Full 
Recapture Creates 
Substantial Risk to 
Investors 

Most 
Stimulative 

Stimulative Effect 
Similar to Interest 
Reduction Loan 

Least Stimulative; 
Negative Cash Flow 
Unchanged; Provide8 
Windfall Unless 
Develdpers P!ovide 
More Equity 

Very 
Stimulative 

Cost- 
Effectiveness 

Low cost / Low 
Effectiveness 

Most Cost-Effective; 
‘Balances Government 
and Investor Concerns 

Less Cost-Effective Due 
to High Cost of Tax- 
Exempts Which Exceeds 
Benefit to Developers 
and Lack of Recapture 

Potentially High Cost; 
Least Effective Unless 
it Results in a Large 
(But Unexpected) 
Increase in Investor 
Equity 

Cost-Effective; 
Subsidy Probably More 
Than Adequate for 
Rehabilitation 

Substitution effects for rental 
housing are very hard to predict 

As discussed with regard to single-family housing, substitu- 
tion dampens the effect of stimulus proposals by providing subsi- 
dies to development which would have taken place anyway (or for the 
same households) or by driving up borrowing costs for other rental 
housing developers and discouraging unsubsidized development. 
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Both of these effects have been estimated to be quite signif- 
icant in the past except where housing is targeted on the needy, 
in which case only the mortgage lending effect takes place. L/ 

But in the past the supply of mortgage funds was probably 
more inelastic and the amount of unsubsidized moderate priced ren- 
tal development was much higher. Today, with the integration of 
mortgage finance into the capital markets and a much lower level 
of unsubsidized rental housing, substitution within the housing 
sector could well be much lower. In simulations done for us by 
DRI on the investment tax credit for rental housing and a multi- 
family interest reduction loan, we found very little substitution 
of subsized units and minimal substitution of multifamily for 
single-family units in the short run. Substitution in the long 
run could of course be much greater. 

Since it is much more difficult to estimate the levels of 
substitution, other evalution criteria were relied on more heavily 
to distinguish between alternatives. However, some income target- 
ing and limiting subsidies to lower priced rentals might mitigate 
the substitution while enhancing the extent to which a program 
meets the Nation's longer-term needs for rental housing. Propo- 
sals could also minimize substitution (and displacement) by target- 
ing subsidies at housing already occupied by low- and moderate- 
income households and in need of modest rehabilitation. 

Targeting, 

Many of the proposals analyzed have the potential to target 
geographically and to certain income groups but the likely outcome 
differs considerably from proposal to proposal. z/ Table 21 analy- 
zes this phenomenon in greater detail along with some ideas on how 
financial substitution (crowding out) might differ from proposal to 
proposal. One aspect of the targeting problem not presented in 
table 21 is the extent to which a proposal targets at areas exper- 
iencing rental shortages. Proposals which would allow development 
where rental housing demand is already strong enough to induce some 
development would probably satisfy this need. A shallow subsidy 
with minimum income targeting, such as the interest reduction loan 
program, could probably work in such areas. 

I./See Michael P. Murray, "Countercyclical Housing Policies: 
Microeconomic Medicine For Macroeconomic Ills" (GAO Symposium on 
Countercyclical Stimulus for Multifamily Housing, 1982). 

YFor a further discussion of targeting under each proposal, see 
James E. Wallace, "Multifamily Housing Stimulus Proposals: 
Public Policy Issues and Program Feasibility" (GAO Symposium on 
Countercyclical Stimulus for Multifamily Housing, 1982). 
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Table 21 

Comparing the RentslHouslng Alternatives: 
Targeting and Substitution Due to Financial Crowding Out 

Targeting to High Impact on 
Unemployment Area8 Financial Markets 

Crowding Out (Less 
If GNMA Holds 
Loans) 

Shallow 
Tandem 

Poor 

Same as Tandem Interest 
Reduction 
Loan 

Poor Adequate Same as 
Tandem 

Poor Mortgage 
Revenue 
Bond8 

Adequate Little Crowding 
Out, But State and 
Local Borrowing 
Costs May Rise 

Windfall to 
ASSiStad 
Developers 
Because 
Subsidy Not 
Linked to Low 
Rents. No 
Recapture. 

Benefits Large 
Developers 

Significant 
Crowding Out; But 
Less Than Tandem 

Investment 
Tax Credit8 

Poor Poor 

Good Little Crowding Out Rental 
Constructjon 
and 
Rehabilitation 
Grant8 

Good Could Benefit 
Both Small and 
Large Builders 
With and 
Without FHA 
Insurance 

-Little Crowding Out Limited to 
Builders in 
Pipeline 

Adequate Pipeline Best if Limited 
to 100 Percent 
Projact8; Poor if 
Offered to Partial 
Project8 

Implementation of 
multifamily rental housing 
proposals is much slower 
than for single-family housing 

The timing needed for planning , processing, and building 
multifamily units under each of our proposals is considerably 
longer than for single-family construction. Chapter 3 emphasizes 
the importance of speedy implementation and its dependence on pro- 
gram simplicity. Moreover, the greater time period required for 
market response and construction of multifamily units is likely 
to diminish the countercyclical impact of these proposals. L/ 

UMichael J. Lea, 'AnAnalysis of Countercyclical Stimulation of 
Multifamily Housing in the Current Macroeconomic Environment," 
(GAO Symposium on Countercyclical Stimulus for Multifamily 
Housing, 1982). 
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The proposals which are similar to past and present programs 
'and are simple to administer could become operational relatively 
quickly. These are the shallow Tandem, an investment tax credit, 
and faster production of units in the multifamily pipeline. As 
'shown in table 2 in chapter 3, the time needed for rule-making, 
clearance, and field implementation procedures is about 2 months. 
'Under the shallow Tandem and multifamily pipeline proposals, con- 
struction could begin 2 to 3 months later for the limited number 
of units near the end of the pipeline. Similarly, the investment 
tax credit could be operational 2 to 3 months after the regula- 
tions become effective-- the time needed to develop the drawings and 
specifications for the project. Thus, 4 to 5 months elapse before 
the market responds with housing starts. 

The estimates provided here are generally based on estimates 
~;provided by HUD and do not presuppose time limits until the fund- 
Iing expires. Proposals which enforce construction starts before 
~a certain date to get funding could be expected to speed up the 

m 
arket response which could be quite fast for moderate rehabili- 

tation or small scale rental development. 

The proposal to increase UDAG appropriations for development 
~ f multifamily rental housing is somewhat more complex to imple- 

Finally, implementation of proposals which are entirely new 
r complex will be slow. These include proposals for an interest 
eduction loan for rental housing production, rehabilitation assis- 

tance, and the UDAG proposal for rental housing. HUD officials 
told us that the quickest way to implement the interest reduction 
Iloan proposal would be to structure and administer it through pro- 
kzedures similar to the now inactive section 236 program. Nonethe- 
/less, the interest reduction, along with the other two proposals, 

ill require extensive time--at least 9 months--to design the 
rograms and develop and implement rules. Even the mortgage 
evenue bond proposal, which has an existing delivery mechanism, 
ould likely take at least 9 months until bonds could be issued 
nd perhaps another 6 months before construction could begin on 
rejects not already under development. 

The lengthy time period required for planning and constructing 
arge multifamily rental housing projects, particularly when HUD 
racessing is involved, makes the countercyclical value of multi- 
amily proposals much more questionable. Table 22 compares the 
peed of deli very and other factors relative to these proposals' 

kikeiygeffectiveness in providing countercyclical stimulus to 
ous n . 
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Shsllow 
Tandem 

lnterert 
Reduction 
Loan 

Mortgage 
Revenue 
Bond8 

Investment 
Tax Credit 

Rental 
Conrtructlon 
and 
Rehabilitation 
Grant8 

Multifamily 
Pipeline 

spsed of 
Impact 

22 Tsbls 

Comparl~ ths Rents1 Housing Alternatives: 
A,KTy#nta@sr and Dtradvpntsges 

Fast 

Slow 

stow 

Fast 

Slow if New 
LegUation; 
Somewhat 
Faster if 
Through an 
Existing 
Program 

Fast 

Delivery 
System 

Partially 
in Place 

Not in Place 

State Finance 
Agencies 
Offer Strong 
Viable 
Delivery 
System 

Tax System 

State and 
L&Xl 
Governments 
Have Project 
Pipeline in 
Piece 

In Piece 

Administrative 
Simplicity 

Simple 

Similar to 
Tandem; 
Somewhat 
More 
Complex 

Simple 

Simple 

Complex 

Complex 
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Subsidy 

Too Shallow Due 
to Full Recapture 
and Associated 
Risk 

Adequete 

Adequate 

Larger Than 
bh?Ce88ary But 
Ineffective Due 
to Delivery 
Mechanism 

-Adequate; Depend8 
Upon State and 
Local Government8 

More Than 
Adequate 

Budgetary 
Impact 

LOWest Cost/ 
Unit Due to 
Stiff Recapture 
Provision 

Low Cost/ Unit 
But Full Loan 
Is Outlay in 
First Fiscal 
Year 

- 
Higher Cost/ 
Unit Because 
Tax Exemption 
Is Least 
Efficient 

Uncontrollable 
in Total 

Controllable; 
But Cost/ 
Unit Is 
Uncontrollable 
Unless Capped 

Controllable: 
Very High Per 
Unit Cost 



$ONCLUSIONS 

Multifamily proposals as countercyclical stimulus suffer 
from a variety of drawbacks as compared to single-family proposals. 

:For example, 

--longer lead times prior to construction delay the counter- 
cyclical impact, particularly when FHA processing is 
involved, and 

--no complete delivery mechanism, except for the section 8 
pipeline, is now in place for'shallow' subsidies to rental 
housing, and many of the multifamily proposals would take 
longer to implement than the single-family proposals. 

Certain mechanisms such as the investment tax credit and 
the shallow Tandem proposals could probably be implemented more 
quickly than the others. But the analysis suggests that these 
approaches are likely to prove relatively ineffective. Of the 
alternatives analyzed, the interest reduction loan, the mort- 
gage revenue bonds, and the rental rehabilitation programs are 
probably most capable of encouraging new residential development 
because they provide adequate subsidies to overcome current 
barriers to development. But implementation of these approaches 
is likely to be relatively slow. 

The shallow Tandem alternative could be modified to include 
a second lien constituting a recapture provision similar to that 
in the interest reduction loan program. This would make it possi- 
ble to utilize the Tandem mechanism (which is largely in place 
and which could probably respond more quickly) with a more work- 
able subsidy form. 

The interest reduction loan could also be implemented by 
modifying the inactive section 236 program. This would involve a 
shallower interest subsidy and the addition of a limited recapture 
provision. This would operate through a second lien covering the 
deferred interest. 

Subsidy recapture, 
not 

as shown in this analysis, probably does 
have as strong a negative effect on the stimulus of rental 

housing production as it would for owner-occupied housing, Since 
it is structured as a second lien with payback contingent upon 
property appreciation, it does not decrease the basis of the pro- 
perty and thus increases the tax shelter. 
tors can still see a profit, 

If the developers/inves- 
they will be willing to invest. This 

is not unlike many private loan arrangements between mortgage len- 
ers and real estate investors where appreciation is shared. 

The multifamily section 8 pipeline, which could and likely 
ill be accelerated to have a small effect on total starts in 
arly 1983, will work more quickly than any other multifamily or 

/single-family alternative. It is, however, a very costly mechanism. 

4 
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It ir very difficult to estimate substitution under the 
current housing and economic situation. Most ofI the propoaalrr 
are likely to nuffer substantial rubatitution of nubsidizbd 
demand for unaubridiaed demand just as in the single-family pro- 
posals. With the breakdown in compartmentalization of housing 
credit, however, substitution is less likely to be concentrated 
in the houering ilsectar thanin the past. The extent to which an 
overall increase in houaniningi; credit has adverse effects on other 
sectors will depend on the ~,;general condition of the financial 
markets and future policy actions by the Federal Reserve Board. 
These factors' cannot be predicted with any confidence. 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

As discussed in chapter 3, adjustments to this chapter 
were based on technical au$gestions received from HUD and 
the Department of the Treadilury during meetings with department 
officials. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONDITION OF THE FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRY: 

REDUCED DEMAND AND OTHER PROBLEMS 

The demand for U.S, forest products has steadily declined 
since 1978, This reduced demand has resulted in hundreds of mills 
closing or curtailing operations and thousands of employees laid 
off in the West and South--the Nation's major forest products- 
producing areas. For example, employment in the West and South 
declined by more than 67,000 jobs, or 12 percent, between 1978 and 
1981. lJ The reduced demand has also led to less harvesting of 
timber on federally owned land, which translates into less revenues 
far Federal and local governments. 

The principal cause of the reduced demand is the deep and pro- 
longed decline in housing production. Another increasingly impor- 
tant cause of reduced demand has been the increasing U.S. market 
penetration of Canadian softwood lumber. The share of U.S. lumber 
consumption provided by Canada has risen from a cyclical low of 19 
percent in 1975, when consumption was 30 billion board feet, to 30 
percent in 1981, when consumption was 31 billion board feet. The 
reduction in overall wood volume in residential construction due to 
other changes, such as the mix between single-family and multi- 
family units, has also slightly reduced the demand for forest prod- 
ucts. In addition to reduced demand, certain segments of the 
industry, particularly in the West, hold contracts to buy Federal 
timber at prices that are unprofitable in the current depressed 
market. In early August 1982, legislation was introduced in both 
the House and Senate to extend or modify these contracts. 

The most obvious way to help the forest products industry is 
to increase housing production. Another proposal currently under 
consideration by an industry coalition is to seek a countervailing 
duty on lumber imports from Canada. A longer term solution, which 
could help somewhat, is an expansion of U.S. exports. 

II 
WHAT IS THE FOREST 
PRODUCTS INDUSTRY? 

Timber in the United States is harvested and processed by the 
forest products industry for numerous products, such as lumber 
(softwood and hardwood) , plywood (softwood and hardwood), panel 
products (particleboard, insulating board, and hardboard), pulpwood 

l/Unless noted otherwise, the sources of statistical data presented 
in this chapter are data bases maintained by DRI. The informa- 
tion for these data bases is drawn from numerous sourcesl such 
as the Western Wood Products Association, the American Plywood 
Association, "Random Lengths," the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
and the Southern Forest Products Association. 
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(logs and chips) I other industrial products (posts, poles, and pil- 
ings) I and Eualwood. Fat purposes of this report, we focused on 
softwooff lumbar and softwood plywood since they are most closely 
related to the residential construction industry and are most 
subject to fluctuations In demand. 

The forest products industry (softwood lumber and softwood 
plywood) is large and diversely owned. It is located broadly 
across the Nation, but with heavy concentration on the west coast 
of Oregon and Washington, in the inland region (eastern Oregon and 
Washington, northeastern California, Idaho, and Montana), and in the 
South (from east Texas and Oklahoma across to Florida and Vir- 
ginia). No one company dom$nates the industry; the single largest 
lumber producer in North America represented only 6 percent of 
total production in 1980, while the single largest plywood producer 
controlled 19 percent of U.S. capacity in the same year. 

Overall national statistics on lumber production, by firm, do 
not exist. A survey conducted by the magazine "Forest Industries" 
does, however, provide such data for much of the industry. The 
1981 survey results, published in July 1982, showed that firms 
responding to the survey accounted for 85 percent of the estimated 
U.S. softwood and hardwood lumber production of 29.7 billion board 
feet. Table 23 shows the survey results for 1981. 

Table 23 
* 

Number of U.S. Lumber Mills and 
Production, by Region, for 1981 

Region 

West 
South 
North and East 

Number of Production 
mills (billion board feet) 

400 13.5 
515 9.6 
355 2.1 

Total 1,270 25.2 u - 
The West is the leading producer of lumber even though the 

South has more mills. The survey also indicated that even though 
three large firms produce over 1 billion board feet per yeart the 
industry has about 1,200 smaller firms in the United States with 
each firm producing 50 million board feet or less per year. 

The plywood industry, as reported by the American Plywood 
Association, consisted in 1980 of 180 mills--l11 in the West, 65 in 
the South, and 4 in the North. The majority of production, 54.2 
percent of the 16.5 billion square feet, came from the West, while 
the South and North contributed 44.9 percent and 0.9 percent, 
respectively. 

Employment estimates in the forest products industry are 
generally based on the "hployment and Earnings" report of the 
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Bureau of Labor Statistics. The information is reported under the 
industry category "Lumber and Wood Products." Industry unemploy- 
ment was 13.4 percent and 12.6 percent in 1980 and 1981, respec- 
tively. During the first 6 months of 1982, seasonally adjusted 
unemployment averaged 16.4 percent. Table 24 shows yearly employ- 
ment trends for the last 7 years, including 1975, when there was 
a housing slump and 1978, when there was a housing boom. 

Table 24 

Lumber and Wood Products Employment--1975-81 

Year 

Employees in West and South 
Total U.S. Percent of 
employees Total U.S. totar 

1975 613,000 455,000 74.2 
1976 674,000 501,000 74.3 
1977 717,000 533,000 74.3 
1978 751,000 557,000 74.2 
1979 760,000 563,000 74.1 
1980 ~684,~OOO 508,000 74.3 
1981 660,000 490,000 74.2 

The U.S. consumption of lumber and plywood over the last dec- 
ade has been quite cyclical and corresponds to increases and 
decreases in housing starts. Figure 13 compares changes in lumber 
and plywood consumptian with changes in housing starts during pre- 
vious cycles. This shows that they move in close relationship with 
each other but consumption cycles are somewhat less extreme than 
those for housing starts. 



HOUSINO 8TARl8 COMPARED TO LUMBER AND 
PLYWOOD CO~NSUMPTION - 1872-76, 1~76-78, 

AND 1978-82 

-Houdqj Strrtr 

m *Lumbar 
Consumptioin 

1971-1975 1 

&woe: ortr Rmoutbs8, Inc. 

Table 25 shows that;' major swings in lumber and plywood 
consumption have primarily been affected by residential con- 
struction consumption nat other consumption. 
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Table 25 -- 
Lumber and Plywood Residential Construction and Other 

Consumption--1972, 1975, 1978, and 1982 

1972 1975 1978 a/1982 -- 
Lumber consumption 
(billion board feet)r 

Residential construction 19.0 10.9 18.5 
Other 20.6 19.4 22.8 218.18 
Total 353 30.3 41,3 b/ti -- 

Plywood consumption 
(billion square feet)t 

Residential construction 10.1 6.1 10.2 5.1 
Other 
Total 

9.8 10.1 10.7 
15.9 20.3 15.8 

aJ Estimated by Data Resources, Inc. 

bJ Total does nat add due to rounding. 

PROBLEMS FAC;CNE TWE FOREST 
PRODUCTS INDUSTRY 

It is evident that the number one problem facing the forest 
products industry is reduced demand, principally due to the housing 
slump, but other causes of reduced demand have exacerbated the 
situation. In addition, certain segments of the industry hold 
unprofitable contracts to buy Federal timber. 

Reduced production results in mill 
clotwrest unemployment, and 
lower Federal revenues 

Between 1978 and 1981 production in the industry declined 27 
percent for lumber and 16 percent for plywood. Further declines 
are projected for 1982. 
and plywood are principal 

All secti,ons of the country where lumber 
industries are suffering from production 

declines and related employment losses. For example, major reduc- 
tions in U.S. employment occurred 'in the West and South between 
1978 and 1981, when employment declined 20 percent and 6 percent, 
respectively. Table 26, prepared from information obtained from 
the National Forest Products Association and the American Plywood 
Association, further illustrates the current problem by showing 
the number of softwood lumber and plywood mills, by major producing 
regions, in terms of mills which were either closed or had cur- 
tailed operations and the number of employees affected. About 52 
percent of the softwood lumber mills and 63 percent of the plywood 
mills were either shut down or working reduced schedules. 
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Tabla 26 

Lumbar and, Plywood Mills- 
Cloadr Curtaillrad, #nd Employeles Afifwted 

Mills Mills Employees 
dosed cuedlea affected 

Lumber industryt 
(week ended May 8, 1982) 

West 
South' 

Plywood industry: 
(week ended May 22, 1982) 

West 
South 

163 
186 

42 
13 

232 a/ 51,457 
159 E/ 28,025 

33 a/ 7,025 
27 z/ 3,731 

tiRepresents both laid-off employees and those employees 
working reduced schedull)s. 

YRepresents only laid-off employees. 

The reduced demand for lumber and plywood has also reduced the 
need to cut timber. Since timber purchased from Federal lands is 
not paid for until cut, Federal timber revenues have declined. 
Although the volume of national forest timber sold has been rela- 
tively constant over the last few yearsl the amount harvested has 
declined from 10.4 billion board feet in fiscal year 1979 to 8 
billion board feet in fiscal year 1981. As a result, Forest Serv- 
ice timber receipts have declined from $1,149 million in fiscal 
year 1979 to $947 million in fiscal year 1981. 

Because a portion of Forest Service timber revenues (25 per- 
cent) is returned to local governments in the States where timber 
1s harvested, these governments are also suffering reduced reve- 
nues. Some local governments depend heavily on this income to fin- 
ance local schools and roads. Local governments in the States of 
Oregon, California, Washington, Idaho, and Montana received 81 per- 
cent of total payments to States from national forest receipts in 
fiscal years 1979-81. Table 27 shows the receipts to these local 
governments, by selected State, since fiscal year 1979. 
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Table 27 

Forest Service Timber Revenues to Local Governments, 
by Selected States--Fiscal Years 1979-81 

1979 
Fiscal years _I- 

1980 1981 
state 

------------(millions)-----~------- 

Oregon $121 $ 99 $ 95 
California 50 38 41 
Washington 40 33 29 
Idaho 14 10 9 
Montana 9 8 8 

Total $234 $188 $182 Z 
Canadian share of U.S. softwood 
lumber market has increased 

Another reason for reduced demand for U.S. produced lumber 
(but not plywood) has been the increased penetration of Canadian 
softwood lumber in the U.S. market. Little softwood plywood is 
imported into the Unimted States principally because a tariff is 
applied to it. The United States has long been a major consumer of 
Canadian softwood lumber. Canadian exports to the United States 
increased from 5.8 billion board feet in 1970 to 11.8 billion board 
feet in'1978 before dropping to 9.2 billion board feet in 1981. 
Although U.S. imports of Canadian lumber have decreased each of the 
last 3 years, the Canadian share of U.S. consumption rose from 19 
percent in 1975 to 30 percent in 1981 and is expected to reach 
nearly 34 percent in 1982. 

In the past, the Canadian share of U.S. lumber consumption 
decreased during cyclical slowdowns in U.S. consumption and 
increased during boom periods. As figure 14 shows, however, this 
trend changed after 1978 when U.S. consumption started a deep 
decline, but the Canadian share of the U.S. market kept increasing. 
DRI projects that this trend will peak in 1982. As U.S. consump- 
tion picks up beginning in 1983, 
to begin declining, 

the Canadian share is projected 
dropping to less than 29 percent by 1984. 

* 
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FlOURE 14 

U.S. LUMSER CONSUMPlWN COMPARED WITH CANADIAN 
LUMBER IMPORT SHARE OF U.S, MARKET- 1972 TO 1984 

43 - 
42 -’ 

1972 1873 1974 1975 1978 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

U.S. Lumber Consumption (Billion Board Feet) 
--w-c- Can&w Import Share of U.S. Lumber Consumption 

Sourcs: Data Resource% Inc. 

'Imports of softwood lumber from Canada have captured substan- 
tial shares of the market in the Northeast, North Central, and 
Southern United States. The Canadian Province of British *Columbia 
is the source of 84 percent of the lumber imported into the South- 
ern States. Figure 15 shows the percentage q,f the U.S. softwood 
lumber market captured by imports from Canada. 
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FIGURE 15 

I ’ 

i ( 
/ * 
I 

PERCENTAGE OF U.S. SOfVWOOD LUMBER MARKET, BY REGION, 
CAPTURffD BY IMPORTS FROM CANADA- 1980 Y 

source: EuOnOmloO, litrtlrtlor w-xl Energy Daprrtmrnt of the Council of Forest 
lrKkMtri~6 Of Brltlah Columblr, August 28, 1881. 

At present, virtually no barriers to trade in softwood lumber 
exist between the United States and Canada. The two countries 
constitute a single market in which competition for sales of simi- 
lar lumber size and grades is almost entirely by price. When 
demand for lumber is declining, 
competition is intense. 

as it has been since 1979, price 

In its April 1982 report entitled f’Conditions Relating to the 
Importation of Softwood Lumber Into the Unite’d States,” the U.S. 
International Trade Commission stated that the primary reason for 
Canada’s increasing market share is the lower cost of raw materials 
for Canadian lumber producers. Such factors as product differen- 
tiation, marketing and pricing policies, transportation costs, and 
tax policies appeared to have a less significant impact on the com- 
petitive posture of the industries in both countries. The depre- 
ciation of the Canadian dollar has also given Canadian lumbe;hgro- 
Clucers an advantage in pricing lumber for the U.S. market. 
exchange rate of the U. S. dollar per the Canadian dollar has con- 
tinued falling from close to parity in 1975-76 to about 0.78 as of 
July 1982. 

In Canada, timber on public lands (93 percent of commercial 
timberland) is offered under license to private companies which 
generally pay an appraised price usually set by the individual 
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market values at the time of sale or at comgetively bid prices. 
According to the April 1982 U.S. International Trade Commission 
study, the 1981 average price for etumpage in coastal British Col- 
iumbia was about one-sixth the comparable U.S. Forest Service price 
fin western Oregon and Washington: $18 per thousand board feet ver- 
kua $1181 In better market yearsI such as 1979, British Columbian 
prices were roughly half of comparable U.S. prices. 

Other chanqea have reduced 
consumption for residential construction 

The actual consumpH/bon of, or demand for, forest products in 
residential construction) is highly dependent upon the housing 
mix (single-family or multifamily), size of unit, and wood content. 
'Changes in these variables have resulted in overall declines in 
tionsumption since 1976. The use of lumber and plywood in single- 
'family and multifamily residential construction illustrates the 
~impact these changes have had since the mid-1970's. 

> I,, 
For example, since@976 the mix of housing has changed from 

76 percent single=fam$l,y/24 percent multifamily to a 65/35 mix in 
1981. lJ During the same period, the number of board feet of lum- 
ber per square foot used in such housing declined from 6.32 for 
single-family and 4.47 for multifamily in 1976 to 5.8 and 4.07, 
respectively, in 1981. These declines resulted from more efficient 
/use of wood and some slight substitution. Unit size has not 
ichanged dramatically-- single-family units are slightly smaller and 
'multifamily units are slightly larger. When these other changes 
are combined with 452,000 fewer housing starts in 1981 than in 
1976, total lumber consumption for single-family and multifamily 
residential construction has declined about 5.2 billion board feet, 
ior a 37.3 percent decrease, since 1976. 
I 

Although over one-half of the decline is directly related to 
the 452,000 decrease in total housing starts (456,000 decline in 
single-family and 4,008 increase in multifamily), the other changes 
have had a marked impact on consumption. For example, if the 
United States had the same total number of housing starts in 1981 
as in 1976, but the housing mix, size of unit; and wood content 
were based on 1981 factors, there would still be a 2.2 billion 
board feet decrease in lumber consumption from the 1976 level-- 
enough lumber to build 223,000 single-family houses in 1981. The 
same trend holds true to a lesser degree for plywood consumption. 
Since 1976 plywood consumption for single-family and multifamily 
residential construction has declined 2.3 billion square feet, or 
a 29.6 percent decreas'b. 

I- - 
il/DRI defines single-family as one unit and.multifamily as two or 
- more units. 
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High-priced Federal timber under 
contract cannot be profitably 
harvested--legislative relief sought 

The Foreest Service sells national forest timber under competi- 
tive bidding procedures to the highest bidder. The successful 
bidder enters into a contract with the Forest Service to pay for 
the standing timber when cut within a specified time period, typi- 
cally 3 to 5 years. 
escalating 

During the 1970's when lumber prices were 
, purchasers began to bid high prices for national forest 

timber in anticipation of future price increases, and they delayed 
harvesting an long as possible so as to maximize their profits. 
Prices bid for the timber, especially on the longer term contracts, 
often substantially exceeded the value of the timber at the time as 
lumber or other finished products. In effect, the buyers were 
speculating on the basis of their expectations that prices would 
continue to rise. 

A March 1982 Forest Service study of national forest timber 
sales contracts in Oregon, 'Washington, northern California, north- 
ern Idaho, and wsstern Montana showed that 66 percent of 15.8 
billion board feet of sold timber analyzed could not have been pro- 
fitably harvested under market conditions at the time. The Forest 
Service concluded that some sales had been bid so high--particu- 
larly in northern California, western Oregon, and to a lesser 
degree Washington-- that they could not be harvested profitably even 
under the best markets ever experienced. The Forest Service also 
believes that requiring purchasers to harvest under these contracts 
could lead to wholesale defaults and subsequent bankruptcies. 
Under these circumstances, 
purchasers' 

it is likely that only a portion of the 
contractual liabilities would be collected on 

defaulted timber sales. 

The Forest Service has not made similar reviews for other sec- 
tions of the country, but discussions with Forest Service officials 
in the Southern region indicated that the volume of unprofitable 
timber sales contracts in the South is small, and the price of the 
timber is generally considerably less than in-the West. The total 
volume of sold but uncut timber in the Southern region is about 2 
billion board feet, whereas in the Western regions the volume is 
about 28 billion board feet. The highest priced timber in the 
South is around $300 per thousand board feet, whereas in the West 
some timber was sold in excess of $750 per thousand board feet. 

Segments of the forest products industry, particularly in the 
West, are attempting to seek legislative relief to extend or modify 
the high-priced timber sales contracts. In early August 1982, com- 
panion bills H.R. 6913 and S. 2805 were introduced in the House and 
Senate to allow for the termination of an unspecified portion of 
the volume of a purchaser's contracts and for up to a S-year exten- 
sion of the remainder. 

Prior to this legislation's introduction, industry proposals 
had specified that up to 40 percent of the volume of a purchaser's 



icontracts could bs terminated. A May 1982 Forest Service analysis 
!of this 40-percent termination provision showed that a probable 8.6 
'billion board feet of timber sales volume would be terminated. The 
'Forest Service estimates that the theoretical net loss in Federal 
6overnment revenues from the terminations over the next 5 to 7 
years, after allowing for resale at present values and assuming 
eventual collection of all contractual liabilities, to be $1.3 
billion. The Congressional Research Service in another analysis of 
the same 40-percipnt termination provision calculated a revenue loss 
similar to the Forest Service estimate. Its May 1982 report stated 
that if 50 percent of the timber's value under contract were can- 
celed, $2.3 billion worth of timber would be affected. On resale, 
before considering administrative costs, revenue losses of up to 
$1.3 billion or more might occur. It is not clear what revenue 
loss might result from other alternative actions, such as granting 
$ontract extensi,ons or allowing purchasers to default and pursuing 
(court action. F 
I 
PROPOSALS TO IEJCREASE DEBWN.Y 
FOR U.S. FOREST PRODUCTS 

Increased housing production is the one major proposal that 
will aid the f&ustry in the short-term by creating an immediate 
increased demand for forest products. Another proposal currently 
under consideration by an industry coalition is,to,seek a counter- 
vailing duty on imports of CanadYan lumber. A longer term 
@solution, which could help somewhat, is an expansion of U.S. 
exports. 

Increased housing starts will stimulate 
product on in the industry i 

The short-term solution most often mentioned to ease the 
industry's lack'of demand is to increase housing starts. Through 
such an increase, the forest products industry would realize some 
immediate benefits of production and employment increasesi but the 
U.S. consumer would face rising forest product prices. The magni- 
tude of the increases are dependent upon the number of increased 
housing starts. 

To illustrate the impact which increased housing starts would 
have on forest products consumption, production, prices, and 
employment, we had DRI project these impacts using its FORSIM (For- 
est Simulation) model. I./ The projections were based on various 
increased levels of housing starts for the period 1982 (beginning 
in the fourth quarter) through 1984. The macro assumptions used 
in the FORSIM control forecast were taken from the June 1982 

--- 

IvThe FORSIM model is one of two econometric models currently 
1 available to analyze and project overall trends in the forest 
I 
I products industry. The other model is the Forest Servicels 

Timber Assessment Market Model. 
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macro control forecast for the U.S. economy. The control forecast 
projectec! that housing starts (seasonally adjusted annual rate in 
millions of units) would be 1.07 in 1982, 1.37 in 1983, and 1.62 in 
1984. 

Compared to the control forecast, the simulations indicated 
that increased housing starts would have immediate impacts on the 
forest products industry in 1982. Full impacts do not become evi- 
dent until 1983 and 1984, with the 1983 impacts being greater, 
except for prices, than those projected for 1984. 

Four different levels of increased total housing starts were 
used--50,000, 100,000, 150,000, and 2001000 (seasonally adjusted 
annual rates). The mix between single-family and multifamily 
starts was varied to reflect the ratio of single-family starts to 
total starts defined in the oontrol forecast. This ratio was 62.6 
percent in 1982, 64.5 percent in 1983, and 67.3 percent in 1984. 
For example, in 1983, 64,500 of the 100,000 total increased housing 
starts were assumed to be single-family starts. 

The simulations showed that by increasing housing starts, for- 
est products consumption, production, prices, and employment in the 
United States are increased. Canadian lumber imported into the 
United States also increases under the simulations. For example, 
in 1983 the simulations projected that for each increment of 50,000 
total housing starts (32,250 single-family and 17,750 multifamily), 
U.S. production of lumber and plywood would increase 340 million 
board feet and 190 million square feet, respectively. Imports of 
Canadian lumber would increase by 80 million board feet. In 1984, 
the same increases in housing starts produce smaller results due to 
price increaseS dampening demand, some material substitution, and 
some inventory reductions. 

Although the simulations indicated that as housing starts are 
increased, production, prices, and employment also increase, these 
increases are rather small for each 50,000-unit increase in total 
starts. The percentage increases in 1983 range from 1 to 2 percent 
for production and price impacts to less than-1 percent for employ- 
ment impacts. Therefore, to obtain a 4- to 5-percent increase in 
1983 U.S. lumber and plywood production, total U.S. housing starts 
would have to increase about 200,000 units. Such an increase would 
result in almost a 3-percent increase in U.S. Western and Southern 
employment and a 7- to S-percent increase in selected lumber and 
plywood product prices. 

Figures 16, 17, 18, and 19 depict the 1983 and 1984 produc- 
tion, employment, and price impacts resulting from varying levels 
of housing starts. 
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PLYWOOD PRODUCTION INCREASES RESULTING 
FROM INCREASED HOUSING STARTS - 1983 AND 1084 
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FlGURE 18 

U.S. SOUTHERN AND WES’fERN EMPLOYMENT INCREASES 
RESULTING FROM INCREASED HOUSING STARTS - 1983 AND 1984 
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U.S. industry coalition may seek a countervailinq 
duty on lumber imports from Canada 

In the past, U.S. lumber producers have often suggested the 
need for protectionist trade barriers against lumber imports from 
Canada, but no action was ever taken. However, the U.S. producers 
have now become much more concerned about the expansion of the 
Canadian share of the U.S. lumber market. At the time of our 
review, forest products interests were putting together an indus- 
trywide coalition to petition for a countervailing duty on Cana- 
dian softwood lumber imports. The industry coalition plans to 
petition for such a duty under the procedures contained in the 
Trade Agreements Act of 1979 (19 U.S.C. 1671a), which amended the 
Tariff Act of 1930. Under this provision, an interested party (the 
softwood lumber industry coalition in this case) can file a peti- 
tion alleging that the industry has been materially injured by a 
subsidy provided to foreign competitors. The petition is simulta- 
neously filed with Department of Commerce's International Trade 
Administration and the U.S. International Trade Commission. The 
International Trade Administration will determine if Canada is 
providing, directly or indirectly, a subsidy with respect to the 
manufacture, production, or exportation of softwood lumber into the 
United States. The U.S. International Trade Commission will deter- 
mine if the U.S. #oftwood lumber industry is materially inj,ured or 
is threatened with material injury by reason of the imports of 
softwood lumber. If the determinations are made ,fdvorable to the 
U.S. industry coalition, an interim countervailing duty could be 
assessed as early as 85 days or up to 150 days after the petition 
is filed. 

Because softwood lumber imports from Canada account for so 
large a fraction of U.S. consumption, raising trade barriers would 
likely have significant forest products consumption, production, 
price, and employment effects both in the United States and Canada. 
An understanding of the potential effects of trade barriers would 
provide insights into the functioning of the U.S. and Canadian 
lumber markets and could prove useful in any future evaluations 
concerning trade barriers. To simulate the botential effects, we 
again had DRI perform the projections using its FORSIM model. 
Trade restrictions normally take the form of either a tariff/duty 
or quota. TO simplify our analysis and discussion, we chose a 
quota scenario to illustrate the potential impact of one form of 
trade barrier. We assumed the imposition of a quota on Canadian 
lumber imports equal to 20 percent of U.S. lumber consumption 
(rather than the forecasted levels, which ranged from 34 percent in 
1982 to 29 percent in 1984). Implementing a quota on Canadian 
lumber imports into the United States would also affect the distri- 
bution of market shares in other international markets. To account 
for the impact of the U.S. quota on these international markets, 
we further assumed that Canadian producers would prove to be 
substantially more competitive in both Canadian domestic and 
overseas markets. Consequently, U.S. exports to Canada and other 
countries were reduced by 50 percent from the forecasted levels. 
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The simulation was run from the third quarter of 1982 through 
1984. During thior period, the reduction in Canadian imports is 
immediately refletcted in higher U.S. lumber production, prices, and 
employment. The simulated impacts are shown in table 28. 

Table 28 

Simulrated Impacts Resultinq from 
a Quota on Canadian Lumber Imports 

1983-84 

1983 -.----- _ 1984 M-P 
Percentage Percentage 

Amount increase Amount increase 

U.S. lumber 
reduction 

&lU.on board 
feet) 2,760 10.7 2,010 7.0 

Employment: 
(number of 
employees) 

west 10,800 5.0 7,700 3.3 

South 121700 4.2 

Total 231500 4.6 

Prices: 
mars per 

thousand board 
feet) 

9,900 3.1 

3.2 

Fir-larch 2x4, 
kiln dried $23 10.0 $22 7.0 

Southern pine 
2x4, kiln II 
dried $25 10.6 $24 7.6 

Canadian shipments of lumber to the U.S. would be 3.8 billion 
board feet lower in 1983 and 3.3 billion board feet lower in 1984. 
The drop in Canadian lumber imports is greater than the increase in 
U.S. production for two reasons: (1) the loss of U.S. overseas 
export markets allows U.S. production to be channeled into the 
United States that would otherwise have gone overseas and (2) mill 
and dealer inventories would be reduced to lower levels to meet 
higher consumption. 

On a regional basis, production levels would increase about 10 
percent above forecasted levels in 1983 in each region. By 1984, 
the West would show slightly greater production increases over 
forecasted levels than the inland and Southern regions. This 
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reflects the greater slack currently prevailing in the West which 
will allow for a larger pickup in production during any recovery. 

A positive benefit of the Canadian quota would be increased 
U.S. forest products employment. The simulation estimates that 
employment in the Western and Southern regio.ns would increase about 
5 percent in 1983 and about 3 percent in 1984. The gain in Western 
employment would outpace that for the South, particularly in 1983, 
and Oregon .and Washington in particular would register strong 
gains. 

With Canadian competition curbed and a higher demand on U.S. 
mills, lumber prices would also increase. The simulation shows 
lumber prices would be 10 to 12 percent higher in 1983 and 7 to 
8 percent higher in 1984 than forecasted levels. The full price 
impacts of a Canadian quota would not be felt until 1985 and 1986, 
however. Under the simulation, by 1984 U.S. mills will be operat- 
ing at over 92 percent of capacity --the highest level since 1973. 
If housing were to recoveir to higher levels in 1985 and other end- 
use markets showed a healthy recovery, then product prices would 
escalate rapidly and could have some inflationary impacts on the 
construction industry and other sectors of the U.S. economy. 

The long-run implications of restricting imports were not evi- 
dent in this short-run scenario. Some of the longer run impac'ts 
from the continued implementation of an import restriction policy 
were projected to be 

--higher U.S. product prices leading to reduced lumber demand 
as material substitution takes place, 

--higher timber prices and faster harvest of domestic timber 
reserves, 

--increased investment in new capacity, 

--increased competition in international markets, and 

--international repercussions for free trade policies. 

Canadian lumber needed durinq 
heavy demand periods 

While Canada is heavily dependent upon the United States as a 
purchaser of its lumber, the United States, in turn, relies on 
Canada to provide the lumber needed in all but the worst years to 
meet U.S. demand. In good years, U.S. lumber production capacity 
is insufficient to meet U.S. demand. For example, in 1978 when 
U.S. lumber consumption was at 41.3 billion board feet (a record 
high), total U.S. productive capacity was only 34.2 billion board 
feet--a 7.1 billion board foot shortfall. In strong markets, the 
lack of Canadian lumber would prove to be a burden on U.S. 
consumers in terms of higher prices, higher general inflation, and 
supply shortages. 
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Increased exports--industry and the 
Federal Government predict great 
potential for U,S. producers 

The forest products industry, with the National Forest Prod- 
ucts Association &/ as its spokesman, and the Federal Government 
believe the United States has great potential to increase future 
exports of wood products. 2/ Japan is the largest market for U.S. 
wood products, with imports from the United States totaling nearly 
$1.3 billion in 1981. Other major markets for U.S. exports are 
West Germany, the People's Republic of China, Italy, Belgium, 
Mexico, Korea, the United Kingdom, Australia, and Sweden. The 
industry estimates that exports could almost double from $3.7 
billion in 1980 to over $7 billion (using constant 1980 dollars) by 
the end of this decade. Expanding exports is a promising long-term 
solution to increase somewhat the overall demand for forest 
products. 

Although the United States has only the third largest forest 
acreage in the world, behind the Soviet Union and Canada, it far 
surpasses both of these nations in terms of forest productivity-- 
growth of wood per acre per year. In addition, this production 
advantage, according to industry estimates, may even improve in the 
future. These estimates indicate that the Soviet Union and Canada 
face production cost increases because they must now develop new 
and more costly forest areas to increase production. Furthermore, 
the estimates also indicate that Scandanavia, the major supplier to 
Europe, is reaching the limits of its sustainable wood production. 

Industry points out, however, that an increase in exports, to 
have a lasting impact, must be on a sustained basis. The United 
States must demonstrate that it can function as a reliable supplier 
to world markets. It cannot 'dump" wood products during periods of 
low U.S. domestic demand and expect to win over a lasting share of 
the world market. Industry believes that through increased sus- 
tained demand of the export market, risk is decreased, investment 
return is improved, employment is stabilized, and wide swings in 
price are reduced. 

The Federal Government also believes that a strong potential 
exists for the export of solid wood products. As a result of new 

---- 

lJThe National Forest Products Association is a federation of 31 
forest industry associations in addition to direct company 
members. Through its membership, it represents more than 2,500 
companies engaged in timber growing and the manufacture and 
marketing of a wide variety of forest products. 

,2/Wood products is defined by the industry as softwood and hardwood 
lumber and plywood, logs and chips, veneer, particleboard, and 
other solid wood products. Pulp and paper products are excluded. 
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emphasis placed on forestry products when the Agricultural Trade 
Act of 1978 was passed, the U.S. Department of Agriculture's For- 
eign Agricultural Service signed an export market development 
agreement with the National Forest Products Association. Further- 
more, the Agriculture and Food Act of 1981 mandated the implemen- 
tation of a full-scale program for forestry products, including 
commodity information, trade policy, and market development activi- 
ties. In April 1982, a separate Forest Products Commodity Division 
was established for the first time in the Foreign Agricultural 
Service to promote the export of forest products. The objectives 
of this division are 'to assist the forest products industry in its 
overseas market development efforts, provide information on the 
potential of export markets, aid in resolving foreign trade 
barriers, and help provide export credits for the industry. This 
is a long-run program designed to create additional overseas demand 
for U.S. forest products. 

To illustrate the potential effects of increased exports of 
softwood lumber and plywood on domestic consumption and production, 
we had the Forest Service simulate the impacts of a doubling of 
softwood lumber and plywood exports over the levels the Forest 
Service has forecasted for each of the years 1982 through 1984. L/ 
The Forest Service was unable to project employment impacts. 

Compared to the forecasted levels, the simulation showed that 
a doubling of softwood lumber and plywood exports would increase 
domestic production, but not by the full amount of the increase in 
exports because domestic consumption would be reduced and imports 
(primarily from Canada) would increase. Table 29 shows the extent 
of these changes during 1983 and 1984. 

l.JThe Forest Service used its Timber Assessment Market Model. 
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Table 29 - 

Simulated Impacts Resulting from a Doubling of 
U.S. Lumber and Plywood Exports--1983-84 

Lumber -- 
1983 1984 
mlion board feet) 

Simulated impacts% 

Increased domestic 
production 652 716 

Decreased domestic 
consumption 389 203 

Increased Canad ian 
imports 397 543 

Total increase in 
U.S. exports lt438 1,462 c 

Plywood 
1983 1984 

(miITion square feet) 

470 493 

215 222 

685 715 ZEEZZ ZDZZ 
The doubling of softwood lumber and plywood exports represents 
an increase in demand for these products which leads to price 
increases. The drop in domestic consumption of softwood lumber 
and plywood results from the price increases. Also, as prices 
increase, more lumber would be imported into the United States 
from Canada. 

On balance, the doubling of softwood lumber and plywood 
exports would have a small but positive impact on lumber and ply- 
wood producers, but domestic consumers of lumber and plywood would 
face higher prices and, as a result, would reduce their consump- 
tion. Regionally, the simulation showed that the increased lumber 
production would come almost equally from the major Western and 
Southern producing regions while the increased plywood production 
would come principally from the West. 

Increased exports may have the potential, over the longer 
term, to increase the overall demand for lumber and plywood and to 
reduce somewhat the cyclical instability of the industry. In the 
short run, however, the condition of the forest products industry 
is linked very closely to the condition of the homebuilding indus- 
try. And homebuilding, in turn, is dependent primarily on the 
overall state of the economy and particularly on the cost and 
availability of long-term credit. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The U.S. forest products industry is experiencing a reduced 
demand for its products, which, in turn, lowers the industry's 
production and employment. The slump in housing construction 
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I activity is the major cause for much of the r 
Increasing U.S. market penetration from Canad 
and the overall reduction of wood volume used ,in ~~~~~~~'~~~1 con- 
struction are other causes affecting U.S. demand. In thra short 
term, an increase in housing starts was the solution ma 
mentioned to address the current plight facing the industry. Our 
simulations projected that a 200,000 increase in total 19B3 hous- 
ing starts would result in a 4- to 5-percent incroaaa in, TJIS~ 
lumber and plywood pro$uction, almost a 3-percent increaise In U.S. 
West and South employment, and price increases of 7 to 8 percent. 

Other,proposals aimed at increasing the demand for 'U.S. prod- 
ucts are the U.S. industry coalition's consideration of #seeking a 
countervailing duty on imports of Canadian lumber and thie potential 

~ expansion of U.S. wood exports. Although our illustratiNve simula- 
~ tion projected positive production and employment impacts resulting 
1 from a quota on imports of Canadian lumber, there are a number of 
~ drawbacks, such as higher prices, supply shortages in peak or 
I strong markets, higher inflation, and possible international reper- 
~ cussions for free trade policies. Our simulations also projected 
~ positive, but smaller, impacts resulting from a doubling of U.S. 

exports of wood products. We believe, however, that it would be 
very difficult for the United States to restrict imports and expand 
exports at the same time. If U.S. imports of Canadian lumber are 
restricted, the Canadian share of the international export market 
would probably increase. U.S. producers, on the other hand, would 

/ face much stiffer competition in this international market since 
1 Canada would probably be the low-cost producer. 
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, problems facing the forest products industry. 



CHAPTER 6 

MORTGAGE FINANCE AND THE 

REVIVAL OF THE HOUSING INDUSTRY 

If the Nation’s housing industry is to revive, funds needed 
to finance additional single- and multifamily housing starts 
must be made available through the Nation’s credit markets. In 
assessing the ability of the present system of mortgage finance 
to support or to help bring about revival of the housing industry, 
we determined that: 

--Despite the financial problems of the thrift industry, the 
system of mortgage finance as it exists today could supply 
the funds needed to finance a revival of the housing 
industry. 

--Since the primary problem with mortgage demand is afford- 
ability, there appear to be no changes in mortgage instru- 
ments or in institutional arrangements that, taken by 
themselves, would substantially increase housing demand. 

--Special efforts to revive housing will tend to divert credit 
from other housing lending activities or for lending in other 
interest-rate-sensitive sectors of the economy. 

The sections which follow identify more precisely the rela- 
tionship between mortgage finance and the revival of the housing 
industry. Although the following discussion refers to some of the 
recent developments in the mortgage finance sector, we have made no 
attempt to provide a detailed description of all the changes which 
have taken place. lJ 

OVERVIEW OF THE 
MORTGAGE MARKET 

As was indicated in chapter 2, the mortgage market is one 
of the largest and most important components of the U.S. capital 
market . At the end of 1981, residential mortgage loans outstanding 
by all lenders (including those for farm residences) amounted to 
about $1,2 trillion-- an amount greater than the U.S. debt subject 
to statutory limitation and almost 2-l/2 times the outstanding 
corporate bond issues financed in U.S. credit markets. About 88 
percent of the residential debt outstanding represents mortgages 
on single-family structures. 

1/Far such a discussion, see chapter 2 of this report and section 
III of “The Report of the President’s Commission on Housing,” 
April 29, 1982. 
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Residential mortgage activity (in absolute dollars) rose dra- 
matically during the 1970’s in relation to the GNP and gross 
investment in residential strutures. For example, from 1975 to 
1979, the annual net increase in mortgages almost tripled while the 
GNP increased less than 60 percent. During this time of increasing 
inflation, rising property values, and a high volume of new home 
construction, the annual amount of net new mortgage lending grew to 
absorb up to 31 percent of all funds raised in U.S. credit markets 
and to account for the equivalent of more than 5 percent of the 
GNP. The annual net increase in mortgages also exceeded the annual 
gross investment in housing during the latter part of the period 
from 1975 to 1979. However, mortgage lending has declined con- 
siderably since 1979, ‘when nominal and real interest rates soared, 
appreciation of housing prices slowed, the economy entered a 
recession, and the real after-tax cost of housing rose rapidly. 

Cyclical factors that affect housing starts also affect mort- 
gage activity. Figure 20 shows the level of mortgage originations 
from 1970 through 1981. 

20 FIGURE 

ANNUAL MORTOAaE’~RIOINATIONS FOR RESIDENCES 
BY ALL LENDERS 

0' I I I I I I I I I I 
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 

Source: Drta obtalrwd from HUD’r “Survey of Mortgage Lending Activity.” 


























































